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Abstract 

In an aerobic environment the occurrence of reactive oxygen species (ROS) is a common 

phenomenon. The diverse roles of ROS in cellular function and in diseases make them a target of 

interest in many research areas. Substances capable of directly or indirectly reducing the 

(harmful) effects of ROS are referred to as “antioxidants”. However, the term is applied 

miscellaneously in the chemical and the biological context to describe different attributes of a 

substance. In this work the potential of an electrochemical assay to detect different ROS in-vitro 

was explored. The method was optimized to investigate the radical scavenging activities 

(antioxidant potential) of trolox and different plant compounds (ascorbic acid, caffeic acid, 

epigallocatechin gallate, ferulic acid, kaempferol, quercetin, rutin, and Gynostemma pentaphyllum 

extract) in-vitro. The obtained data was compared to established antioxidant in-vitro assays. 

Further, the impact of the plant substances on cellular parameters was evaluated with the 

electrochemical assay and established cell assays. 

The optimization of the electrochemical assay allowed the reproducible detection of ROS. The 

sensor electrode proved differently sensitive towards individual ROS species. The highest 

sensitivity was recorded for hydroxyl radicals while superoxide and hydrogen peroxide had little 

impact on the sensor. Extracellular ROS concentrations could be detected from cell lines releasing 

elevated ROS into the extracellular space. The antioxidant activity of the investigated plant 

substances could be demonstrated with all in-vitro assays applied. However, the absolute as well 

as the relative activity of the individual substances varied depending on the experimental 

parameters of the assays (pH, radical species, phase, detection method). 

The plant compounds modified redox related intracellular parameters in different cell lines. 

However, a direct correlation between intracellular and extracellular effects of the plant 

compounds could not be established. 

The work demonstrates the feasibility to use the electrochemical assay to sense ROS as well as to 

evaluate the radical scavenging activity of molecules. The in-vitro antioxidant activities 

demonstrated for the individual plant substances are not reliable to predict the cellular effects of 

the molecules. 
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1. Aim of the thesis 

Redox biology is an important component in cell function and disease. The regulatory redox 

system seems to be more complex than first anticipated, but the modulation of redox systems by 

antioxidants still seems to hold some potential for disease prevention or treatment. A natural 

source of antioxidant substances are plants [1]. However, even though a great variety of 

approaches to assess the antioxidant activity of plant compounds or extracts exists, its informative 

value for biological systems is often limited. Scholz et al developed an electrochemical assay to 

quantify oxygen radicals [2]. The technique opens the opportunity to compare the capacity of 

substances to scavenge these oxygen radicals and to hinder their generation. The method seems 

highly sensitive and suited to assess biologically relevant oxygen radicals [3]. Therefore, this 

project was aimed at adapting the electrochemical assay to be applicable in a cell culture 

experiment. For this purpose, the assay was further optimized, the reproducibility of the method 

was tested and the experimental parameters altered to simulate cell culture conditions. Different 

isolated plant compounds as well as a more complex plant extract were compared for their 

antioxidant activity in cell culture (glia and keratinocyte cell lines) as well as in a cell-free 

experimental set-up. The results were then compared to the electrochemical assay results. In 

summary the following points were addressed by the thesis: 

(i) further characterization of the electrochemical sensor electrode; 

(ii) behavior of the sensor at different experimental parameters; 

(iii) assessment of known plant antioxidants with the electrochemical sensor; 

(iv) comparison of results with established antioxidant assays; 

(v) possibility to transfer the assay to a cell culture experimental set-up; 

(vi) intracellular effects of the antioxidants. 

Conclusively, the aim of the thesis was to evaluate the informative value of the electrochemical 

assay on the antioxidant activity of plant activities, its applicability to cell culture experiments and 

to investigate possible correlations with intracellular effects. 
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2. Introduction 

2.1.  Reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

2.1.1. Formation and occurrence 

Aerobic living organisms depend on the presence of oxygen in the atmosphere for energy 

generation. Ground state molecular oxygen is a paramagnetic biradical, because its outer 

electrons in the π-orbital have the same spin direction. Therefore, oxygen preferentially accepts 

one electron at a time during redox reactions due to the spin restriction rule. This behavior can 

easily lead to the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). The term ROS is a collective term 

to describe a heterogeneous group of radical and non-radical oxygen containing molecules that 

derive directly or in a second reaction from the partial reduction of oxygen. The species included 

within the group vary considerably in their half-life times and their reaction rates. In the literature 

the superoxide anion radical ( 2O− ∙), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), the hydroxyl radical (HO∙), 

hypochlorous acid ( HClO ), hypobromous acid ( HOBr ), singlet oxygen ( 1

2O ), the peroxyl radical 

( ROO ∙), the alkoxyl radical ( RO ∙), carobonate ( 3CO− ∙) as well as hydroperoxide ( ROOH ) are 

included within the group of ROS ([4], [5]). 

As diverse as the group itself are the sources of ROS. In an extracellular environment ROS can be 

generated by UV light, ionizing radiation, transition metals, heavy metals, ozone or chemicals 

(drugs, pollutants, pesticides, industrial solvents). Those chemicals might either react to form 

peroxides or ozone, promote the formation of superoxide (e.g. quinones, nitroaromatics or 

bipyrimidiulium herbicides), or release iron and copper that can promote the formation of 

hydroxyl radicals (see Fenton reaction, equation 1.1) ([4], [6], [7]). 

In eukaryotic cells the named external sources can promote intracellular ROS formation, or some 

chemicals can be further metabolized to radicals (e.g. polyhalogenated alkanes). Additionally, ROS 

are formed naturally at multiple intracellular sites [8]. One source is the mitochondrial electron 

transport chain (especially complex I (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) ubiquinone 

oxidoreductase) and complex III (ubiquinone-cytochrome C oxidoreductase)) [9], where one-

electron reduction of O2 can lead to the formation of superoxide. The production of superoxide at 

the mitochondria is therefore coupled to the metabolic rate and the electron transfer competence. 

Other sources are the peroxisomal β-oxidation [10] and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) [11]. 

Those three compartments are the main locations of metabolic oxygen consumption and hence 

contribute significantly to intracellular ROS generation. 

Other important intracellular sources of ROS are nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 

(NADPH) oxidases (NOX) and dual oxidases (DUOX). Those flavoproteins can produce superoxide 

by passing electrons from NADPH to molecular oxygen via two heme groups in their 
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transmembrane domains. The superoxide can further react to form hydrogen peroxide. In humans 

seven enzymes belonging to this family have been identified so far. They are distributed 

throughout various tissues fulfilling different functions [12]. 

In addition to NOX enzymes there are several other enzymes present in different compartments 

of the eukaryotic cell, which catalyze ROS generating reactions. Examples are:  

→ superoxide dismutase (SOD): There are three major SOD families, depending on their 

metal cofactor which is either copper and zinc (Cu/Zn type), iron or manganese (Fe/Mn 

type) or nickel (Ni type). In mammalians the Cu/Zn type as well as the Mn type can be 

found. The other forms are restricted to bacteria and prokaryotes. The enzymes 

dismutates superoxide to form hydrogen peroxide and molecular oxygen (table 1). Since 

the enzyme reduces the load of intracellular superoxide, it has been titled an “antioxidant” 

enzyme [13]. However, this classification neglects that SODs produce hydrogen peroxide 

as a product, which is an important factor in redox signaling and can further react to form 

hydroxyl radicals.  

→ endoplasmic reticulum oxireductin 1 (ERO1): ERO1 is involved in the oxidative protein 

folding in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). It accepts electrons from the reduced protein 

disulfide isomerase (PDI) chaperones to transfer them to molecular oxygen producing 

H2O2 in the process [14].  

→ the heme containing myeloperoxidase (MPO): MPO is most abundant in neutrophil 

granulocytes. The enzyme catalyzes the conversion of chloride and hydrogen peroxide to 

form hypochlorite [15].  

→ several oxidases such as xanthine oxidase (XO), acyl-CoA oxidase, glucose oxidase (GOD). 

→ lipoxygenase (LPO). 

→ cyclooxygenase (COX). 

 

Their catalyzed reactions, that have ROS as a natural product, are listed in table 1. The enzymes 

are examples for the deliberate and controlled ROS generation in cells. Another scenario for ROS 

generation are uncoupling events, like in the respiratory chain in mitochondria, for which the 

monooxygenation reaction of substrates by members of the cytochrome P450 enzymes (Cyp 

P450) is another enzymatic example. The family of Cyp P450 enzymes is essential in performing 

biotransformation processes. They are involved in drug metabolism as well as in steroid hormone 

synthesis, and polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) metabolism. During the normal reaction cycle, 

Cyp P450 use NADPH and dioxygen molecule as substrates and release an oxygenated product as 

well as a water molecule. However, when the electron transport is uncoupled from substrate 

oxygenation, superoxide (one electron reduction), hydrogen peroxide (two electron reduction) 
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or water (four electron reduction) can be released in three “unproductive reaction pathways” 

from the enzyme. [16] The rate of uncoupling events is dependent on the specific enzyme as well 

as on external factors [17].  

Table 1: List of ROS producing enzymes in eukaryotic cells with their ROS producing catalyzed reactions 

enzyme catalyzed reaction 

acyl-CoA oxidases acyl-CoA+O2→trans-2,3-dehydroacyl-CoA+H2O2 

AO R–CHO+H2O+O2→R–COOH+H2O2+H+ 

CypP450 liberation of ROS via uncoupling events during substrate monooxygenation 
reactions 

ERO1 FADH2+O2+2e−→H2O2+FAD 

GOD β-D-glucose+O2→ D-glucono-1,5-lacton+H2O2 

LPO PUFA+O2→fatty acid hydroperoxide 

MPO H2O2+Cl−→H2O+ClO− 

NOX/ DUOX NADPH+O2→NADP++2
2

− O +H+ 

SOD 2
2

− O +2H+→ O2+H2O2 

XO hypoxanthine+O2+H2O→xanthine+
2

− O +2H+ 

xanthine+O2+H2O→uric acid+ 2

− O +2H+ 

AO: aldehyde oxidase, COX: cyclooxygenase, CypP450: cytochrome P450 enzymes, DUOX: dual 

oxidase, ERO1: endoplasmic reticulum oxireductin 1, GOD: glucose oxidase, LPO: Lipoxygenase, MPO: 

myeloperoxidase, NOX: nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) oxidases, PUFA: 

polyunsaturated fatty acid, SOD: superoxide dismutase, XO: xanthine oxidase 

 

Another potential source of ROS formation might be free transition metal ions such as iron from 

iron-sulfur clusters, heme groups or metal-storage proteins. In the presence of hydrogen peroxide 

iron ions can act as redox partner to form hydroxyl radicals in the Fenton reaction (1.1) [18]. 

 
2 1 - 3+ 2+

2 2H O +Fe (Cu ) OH HO Fe (Cu )+ + → + +   (1.1) 

2.1.2. Biological role of ROS 

The biological effects of ROS depend (i) on their reactivity (electron configuration, redox 

potential), (ii) on their site of generation (proximity to sensitive target molecules), and (iv) on the 

local concentration (generation vs. degradation rate). Hydrogen Peroxide for example is relatively 

stable under physiological conditions, is membrane permeable and might diffuse away from the 

site of its formation. It can act as a signaling molecule and serves as a substrate in enzymatic 

reactions. However, in the presence of metal ions it can be converted into the much more reactive 
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hydroxyl radical (1.1). The hydroxyl radical, with a one-electron reduction potential of +2.33 V, 

is a strong oxidant reacting at diffusion control rates randomly with biomolecules nearby such as 

lipids, proteins or DNA. [19] This can cause lipid peroxidation, alter enzyme or transcription factor 

activities, receptor binding properties, alter gene expression or cause mutations [20]. Ultimately, 

this can lead to cell damage and cell death [21]. It has also been proposed that accumulation of 

ROS induces cell damage that might play a role in aging ([22], [7]), though the hypothesis is 

controversial [23]. Nevertheless, several pathological conditions have been associated with 

altered cellular ROS levels/redox statuses and consequently with altered redox signaling in the 

cell. Among those are cancer [20], diabetes ([24], [25]) and chronic inflammations [26]. Also, 

harmful effects of excessive exercise have been associated to an increased production of ROS 

([27], [28]). 

2.1.2.1. Cellular ROS protection system 

To prevent damaging effects of ROS, aerobic living cells are equipped with a sophisticated system 

to control the levels of ROS and to implement them in cellular signaling events. The manifestation 

of the systems varies between different cell types as well as different cell compartments, making 

them differently sensitive towards ROS. 

One component of the cell to actively control the effects of ROS are redox enzymes such as 

glutathione peroxidases (GPx), glutathione reductase (GR), methionine sulfoxide reductases 

(Msr) [29], peroxiredoxins (Prx), catalases (CAT), thioredoxins (Trx), glutaredoxins (Grx) and 

superoxide dismutase (SOD) (see table 2 for catalyzed reactions) [30]. SOD can be found among 

the ROS detoxifying enzymes as well as among the ROS producing enzymes (table 1), because it 

reacts with superoxide but produces hydrogen peroxide in the process. The enzymatic system 

controls the ROS flux, translates the signals into protein modifications or is involved in the 

recycling of LMWAs. Under conditions of elevated ROS levels many of the redox enzymes are 

upregulated. [23] Among the redox enzymes, Prx are one of the most important ones. They are 

highly abundant in mammalian cells (up to 1% of the cellular soluble protein fraction [31]) and 

their thiolates have a high reaction rate with hydrogen peroxide. The human Prx2 for example, 

present in the cytosol and the nucleus, exhibits a reaction rate of 8 1 1110 M sk − −=  , which is 

3.800.000 times higher than the reaction rate of cysteine with hydrogen peroxide. [32] 

Additionally, the high rate constants of Prx for the reduction of alkyl hydroperoxides and 

peroxynitrite make them an important enzyme during inflammation processes. According to a 

model based on Jurkat cells 76% of intracellular steady state flux of hydrogen peroxide are 

converted by Prx and GPx [33]. 

Apart from the redox enzymes that control ROS effects in the cell, there are also non-enzymatic 

components of the cell that are involved in redox regulation. As with the enzymes their occurrence 
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is cell type specific, as well as cell component dependent. They can either be produced by the 

organism itself or must be provided exogenously, such as vitamin E and C. The three classes of 

non-enzymatic redox regulators in eukaryotic cells are: 

i. radical scavengers, which by formation of relatively stable radicals terminate radical 

chain reactions (e.g. α-tocopherol); 

ii. reducing agents, such as the most abundant intracellular thiol compound glutathione 

(GSH, γ-L-glutamyl-cysteinyl-glycine), ascorbic acid or cysteine; 

iii. antioxidant synergists often in interaction with enzymes. Antioxidant synergist can 

influence redox status indirectly by alteration of gene expression, enzyme activities or 

by reduction of oxidized molecules [34]. 

Table 2: Overview of important redox enzymes in eukaryotic cells and their catalyzed reactions  

enzyme catalyzed reaction 

CAT H2O2+Fe3+-E→H2O+O=Fe4+-E+ 

H2O2+O=Fe4+-E+→H2O+Fe3+-E+O2 

GPx 2GSH+H2O2→GSSG+2H2O 

GR  GSSG+NADPH+H+→2GSH+NADP+ 

Grx Grx-(SH)2+protein-S2→Grx-S2+protein-(SH)2 

Msr methionine S-oxide+Msr-(SH)2→methionine+Msr-S2+H2O 

Prx Prxreduced+H2O2→Prxoxidized+2H2O 

SOD M(n+1)+SOD+ 2

− O →Mn +SOD+O2 

Mn +SOD+
2

− O +2H+→M(n+1)+SOD+H2O2 

with M= Cu(n=1); Mn(n=2); Fe(n=2); Ni(n=2) 

Trx Eoxidized+Trxreduced→Ereduced+Trxoxidized 

CAT: catalases, E: enzyme, GR: glutathione reductases, Grx: glutaredoxins, GST: glutathione-S-

transferases, GPx: glutathione peroxidases, Msr: Methionine sulfoxide reductases, Prx: Peroxiredoxins, 

SOD: superoxide dismutases, Trx: thiooredoxins, M: metal in active center 

 

2.1.2.2. Redox signaling 

Although ROS can cause cell damage, the discovery that ROS themselves can function as cellular 

signaling molecules and the fact that they are deliberately generated within the cell, let to the 

conclusion that the presence of ROS is required for normal cell function. Over the last years 

mounting evidence has been collected to demonstrate that the purposeful and deliberate 

endogenous production of ROS, for example by NOX and DUOX enzymes, is an essential 
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component of cellular signaling and cell homeostasis to regulate host defense, growth, apoptosis, 

angiogenesis, endocrine functions and protein modifications among others [12]. As mentioned 

before, seven different NOX enzymes as well as various isoforms have been identified in humans. 

NOX exist either constitutively active, providing a constant flux of oxidants, or agonist-dependent, 

providing ROS in response to various signals (growth factors, cytokines, calcium) [35]. 

The redox regulatory system depends on regulatory redox couples (thiol/disulfide redox couples, 

thioredoxins, glutathione/glutathione disulfide (GSH/GSSG) and cysteine/cystine (Cys/CySS)), 

which can serve as redox sensors as well as signal transducers. The different systems do not 

always act in synergy but can also function in parallel pathways [36]. The translation of redox 

signals into biological function can be achieved via protein cysteine residues which serve as thiol 

switches being sensitive to reversible oxidation, nitrosylation, glutathionylation, acylation, 

sulfhydration or metal binding [37]. 

The rate of oxidation/reduction events in the cell is a complex system that is not only determined 

by the pure thermodynamics of the reaction, as expressed in the redox potential (E) by the Nernst 

equation (1.2), but also by the kinetics. [31] Therefore, the state of oxidation at a certain location 

at a certain time point in the cell is a complex function of redox potentials, reaction rates 

(determined in a cellular system by enzyme activity), and the concentration of oxidants, 

reductants and protein abundance [38]. In fact, the reaction rates of protein thiols with H2O2 for 

example can vary over several orders of magnitude, depending on their specific nature [32]. 

 0 ln ox

red

aRT
E E

nF a
= +    (1.2) 

With E= reduction potential; E0 = standard reduction potential; R= universal gas constant = 8.31447 J 

mol−1 K−1; T= temperature; n = number of transferred electrons; F= Faraday constant = 96485.34 C mol−1; 

ared= activity of reduced species; aox= activity of oxidized species 

The complexity of the system allows an independent regulation of the redox environment for 

different cell compartments that depend on the relative kinetics of the electron transfer reactions. 

The resulting non-equilibrium conditions between the subcellular compartments (micro and 

macro) as well as between different cell types are in direct relation to cell functions. Rapidly 

dividing cells for example exhibit more reduced potentials [36]. Another functional relation can 

be seen in the ER. The presence of oxidant equivalents is a critical parameter for the oxidative 

protein folding in the eukaryotic ER. To control the ER redox environment the membrane 

associated flavoprotein Ero1 provides oxidizing equivalents to allow disulfide bond formation and 

protein folding. Disulfide formation is essential for protein activity, structure stabilization and 

protein translocation. The activity of Ero1 is regulated by oxidative and reductive shifts in the ER 

environment, which are translated into the redox status of two different regulatory cysteine 
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residues within the protein (thiol-disulfide switches) [39]. Over this “shuttle disulfide” cysteine 

pair in Ero1 the disulfide-bond formation can be transported in a cascade onto the protein 

disulfide isomerase (PDI) and from there onto target proteins. ERO1 function is essential for 

disulfide bond formation in yeast, whereas in mammals its function is compensated for by 

alternative pathways [39]. The produced hydrogen peroxide is detoxified via GPx8 located near 

the generation side [40]. 

In general protein activity control via redox signaling or redox sensing can be considered a redox 

sensitive complement to protein control by phosphorylation. In fact, there is a cross talk between 

redox-regulated pathways with phosphorylation and calcium-dependent ones [6]. The presence 

of hundreds of specific cysteine residues within proteins sensitive to the physiological state of the 

cell give an explanation why ROS can be important signaling molecules to translate external 

stimuli into adaptive responses of the cell, like for example physical exercise in the skeletal muscle 

into mitochondrial biogenesis [41]. The protein cysteine residues that are affected by redox 

modifications via the formation of disulfides are not necessarily part of the active center of the 

protein nor do they comply to the rules postulated by Richardson and Thornton ([42], [43]) for 

the location of disulfides within protein structures. Indeed, according to rules of Richardson and 

Thornton, redox sensitive disulfides are often so called “forbidden disulfides”, like cross-strand 

disulfides (CSDs). This can be explained by the fact that disulfide formation in proteins were 

believed to be primarily a way of protein structure stabilization. However, the functional role of 

redox sensitive disulfides does not necessarily require them to stabilize the protein structure, 

which explains why they can also be found in positions within the protein structure formerly 

thought impossible. In fact, redox active disulfides often possess a high torsional energy, while 

structural ones exhibit low torsional energy [44]. The oxidation of disulfides can be catalyzed by 

enzymes (e.g. Trx) or via autocatalytic activity of the protein (e.g. auto-reduction through 

conformational changes). In general, the redox activity is dependent on the redox potential of the 

individual disulfides. Considering that the redox potential varies between different cell 

compartments, the translocation of a protein might already be sufficient to reduce/oxidize its 

thiols. The different redox potentials of disulfides are also a key factor in signaling cascades 

(downhill flow of electrons). However, as mentioned before, in a biological context the kinetics of 

the redox reaction must not be neglected. That means even though a reaction is 

thermodynamically favorable it can only occur if the activation energy is low enough. This factor 

is often determined in a biological setting by protein activities/abundance, which presents 

another possibility for the cell to modify redox statuses between compartments. 

Often disulfide formation in redox signaling induces conformational changes that are translated 

to altered enzyme activities. They can lead to an inactivation as well as an activation of the enzyme 

[44]. But the role of redox switches goes beyond the function of simple on and off switches with 
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many different functional consequences possible such as altered transcription factor binding, 

ligand binding, protein trafficking and protein degradation [36]. Furthermore, some redox 

switches in proteins are irreversible [44]. A very important parameter for the involvement of 

thiols in redox signaling is their accessibility. Beyond that the redox chemistry is influenced by 

external factors such as Zn2+, which can lower the pKa values of certain cysteines upon binding 

[45]. Together the different reaction rates of protein thiols and their accessibilities for oxidants of 

enables specificity in signaling and permits oxidation even at relatively reduced steady state 

conditions [38]. The abundance of cysteines is higher in higher evolved organisms [46]. This might 

be a hint towards the evolution of redox signaling as a sophisticated control pathway in more 

complex organisms. 

2.1.2.3. Immune system 

Another factor that underlines the requirement of ROS for normal cell function in aerobic living 

organism is their involvement in the host defense system of the immune system. One example is 

the NOX of phagocytes (Phox) that can be found mainly in neutrophils and macrophages. The 

enzyme is activated upon the exposure to microorganisms. The activated enzyme produces 

superoxide in the so called “oxidative burst” to fend off the pathogens. [12] Other important 

enzymes in this immune response system that utilize ROS is the defense against pathogens are the 

myeloperoxidase (MPO) and the eosinophil peroxidase. They are involved in the disruption of 

bacterial cell walls, and the post-translational modification of protein amino acid residues. The 

enzymes produce bactericidal ROS, namely hypohalous acids (hypochlorous, hypobromous and 

hypothiocyanous acids) from hydrogen peroxide. The acids are very potent antimicrobial 

oxidants. However, in higher concentrations they can have cytotoxic effects, which is why they can 

be problematic during chronic inflammation [15]. 

2.2. Plant Antioxidants  

2.2.1. General definition of antioxidants 

Considering the importance of ROS in normal cell function as well as in disease, the idea arose to 

modify the intracellular redox status by external supplementation with so called “antioxidants”. 

The term “antioxidant” is used by many different disciplines and is not uniformly defined. In food 

chemistry an “antioxidant” describes a substance that can reduce lipid peroxidation of a food 

product increasing its shelf life or a substance added to a product to promote consumer’s health 

by decreasing adverse effects of ROS. In the cosmetic industry an “antioxidant” is utilized to 

prevent rancidity of lipid-based cosmetics or it is sold as a valuable ingredient that can protect the 

skin from free environmental radicals and decrease skin aging. In the oil industry “antioxidants” 

are added to gasoline and other fuels to prevent polymerization reactions. A museum curator will 

use “antioxidants” to preserve organic artefacts. In the fabrication process of polymers 
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“antioxidants” are added to optimize the process and to make the product more robust against 

environmental influences such as ultraviolet light. Taking these applications together an 

“antioxidant” might be defined as a reducing agent that inhibits oxidation [47] or a substance that 

slows down the rate at which something decays because of oxidization [48]. Another definition 

defines an antioxidant as “any substance that, when present at low concentrations  compared to 

those of an oxidizable substrate, significantly delays or prevents oxidation of that substrate” [49]. 

Taking the term “antioxidant” into the biological/medical field the issue becomes even more 

complex. Up to a few years ago the concept of “oxidative stress” prevailed in scientific publications. 

The background for this term arose from the hypothesis that the cell holds a balance between 

oxidants and antioxidants. In case of increased levels of oxidants, the balance could be maintained 

by counteracting the higher concentration with elevated levels of antioxidants. If the oxidants 

level rose above a certain threshold the balance would tip over and cause cell damage and cell 

death. According to this concept increasing the amount of cellular antioxidants would be a suitable 

approach to counteract oxidative damage in the cell and prevent ROS related pathological 

conditions. However, the concept neglects two important facts: (i) the redox status of a cell cannot 

be considered as one, because of compartmentalization; therefore, the balance of antioxidants and 

oxidants of the complete cell oversimplifies the matter; (ii) oxidants are not only harmful for the 

cell but primarily important signaling molecules and essential for redox signaling. Interruption of 

signaling pathways by increased antioxidant’s concentration might be counterproductive. In any 

case, the definition for an antioxidant in the biological sense needs to go beyond being a substance 

that simply inhibits or slows down oxidation. The complexity of a biological environment extents 

the term antioxidant to a substance which alternatively:  

− directly scavenges biologically relevant ROS; 

− is capable of recycling intracellular antioxidants; 

− induces upregulation of the expression/activity of antioxidant enzymes; 

− beneficially influences cellular ROS protection/adaption pathways; 

− chelates free ions that might catalyze radical formation; 

− increases the intracellular content of antioxidants, e.g. by being a precursor for their 

synthesis; 

− or prevents the formation of ROS.  

Furthermore, the following requirements need to be fulfilled for an antioxidant to be biologically 

effective: (i) the effective concentration range for the antioxidant must not be toxic to the cell as 

well as its reaction products; (ii) the antioxidant must be able to reach the target site (polarity 

and pharmacokinetics); (iii) the reaction rate constants and reduction potential must outcompete 
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the ones of other molecules present, (iv) the reaction product of the antioxidant must not be 

harmful to the cell. 

2.2.2. Antioxidants in higher plants 

Living under aerobic conditions the evolution of ROS from partial oxygen reduction also takes 

place in higher plants. Besides exposure to environmental factors such as UV light, toxins, drought 

etc. can trigger the formation of ROS within plant cells [50]. Like in eukaryotic cells ROS are 

responsible for wanted (redox signaling) and unwanted (cell damage) effects within plant cells 

[51]. The logical consequence is that higher plants also possess enzymatic and non-enzymatic 

antioxidant components such as glutathione, ascorbate, α-tocopherol, proline and betaine [52]. 

But also outside the antioxidant defense system other substances that naturally occur in plants 

have been classified as antioxidants. Most of these plant substances belong to the class of plant 

secondary metabolites meaning that they are not mandatory for primary cell functions. They fulfill 

a variety of functions that are not necessarily related to redox regulation such as floral 

pigmentation, repelling natural enemies or alluring animals/insects to promote reproduction. 

They were classified as antioxidants because they exhibit some oxidation lowering or ROS-

quenching properties in a cellular environment or in cell-free settings. Most are phenolic 

compounds, such as flavonoids, phenolic acids, tannins, coumarins, xanthonoids or stilbenes (see 

figure 1), but also carotenoids belong to this group. The abundance of antioxidant substances is 

tissue and plant specific. Furthermore, their concentration within plants is influenced by 

environmental factors such as light exposure, climate (e.g. altitude), the soil (nutrient/salt 

content/toxins), water availability and the temperature ([53], [54], [1]). 

 

Figure 1: Overview of secondary plant metabolite classes with reported antioxidant activities. The main 

classes of phenolics and carotenoids are shown together with their structural backbone molecules. 
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2.2.3. (Chemical) properties of plant antioxidants 

The chemical structures of non-enzymatic antioxidant molecules from higher plants are divers. 

They can broadly be classified in phenolic and non-phenolic components. Among the nonphenolic 

components are some low molecular weight antioxidants (LMWA) such as proline, betaine and 

glutathione. Furthermore, vitamins such as ascorbic acid (vitamin C), α-tocopherol (vitamin E) or 

carotenes (provitamin A) can be found in many plants. Carotenes belong together with 

xanthophylls to the group of carotinoids, which are isoprenoid compounds with up to 14 

conjugated double bonds. While carotenes are purely hydrocarbons, xanthophylls also contain 

oxygen. Their ability to scavenge radicals is determined by the presence of functional groups as 

well as by the number of double bounds in the molecule [55]. In plants they are an important class 

of pigments, that take part in photosynthesis and help to buffer excessive light energy (prevent 

photodamage) [56]. In humans they make up the macula pigments (zeaxanthin and lutein) and 

some carotenes have provitamin A function meaning that they can be metabolized to retinoids in 

the human body [57]. 

The phenolic substances are made up to a great extent from flavonoids. They are a family of plant 

secondary metabolites that include more than 9,000 different molecules. All flavonoids have a 

carbon ring structure (two phenyl rings and one heterocyclic ring). Their diversity arises from 

substituted groups that can be bound to ten different carbons of the flavonoid skeleton [58]. 

Depending on the position and the type of added groups flavonoids are classified into flavanols, 

flavonols, flavones, flavanones, anthocyanidins and isoflavones (see Figure 1). The substituted 

groups determine their polarity as well as their reduction potentials. Active groups (e.g., NH2 or 

OH) in ortho, meta and para position differently influence radical scavenging activities of the 

molecules [59]. Structural features that have been claimed to increase the radical scavenging 

abilities of flavonoid species are the ortho 3',4'-dihydroxy groups in the B ring (e.g. in quercetin), 

the meta 5,7-dihydroxy groups in the A ring (e.g. in kaempferol) as well as the 2,3-double bond in 

combination with the 4-ketogroup and the 3-hydroxyl group in the C ring and the o-dihydroxy in 

the B ring [60]. Due to their electron donating capacities flavonoids have high reaction rates with 

superoxide radicals. The products of this reaction are hydrogen peroxide and a flavonoid phenoxyl 

radical [61]. Both products still possess some cell damaging capacity and need to be neutralized 

in-vivo, however they are less reactive than superoxide itself. Flavonoids also exhibit high rate 

constants for the reaction with singlet oxygen at physiological pH [62]. Their ABTS1 radical 

scavenging potential in aqueous media was reported to outcompete those of ascorbate and trolox 

(water-soluble vitamin E analog) [63]. However, under physiological pH conditions another study 

found them inferior electron donors [64]. Besides their radical scavenging ability flavonoids can 

                                                           
12,2'-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic acid) 
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also chelate metal ions such as iron and copper, thereby inhibiting transition metal-catalyzed free 

radical formation. In the plant flavonoids are usually present in glycosylated forms, which reduces 

their reactivity with free radicals but increases their water solubility [60]. Relevant flavonoids in 

the human diet that will be discussed further in this work are epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG), 

quercetin, rutin and kaempferol. 

Phenolic acids are another important group within plant phenolics. They are synthesized from L-

phenylalanine or L-tyrosine and can be divided into two major groups: hydrobenzoic acids and 

hydroxycinnamic acids. Their characteristic structural features are at least one aromatic ring with 

at least one substituted hydroxyl group (figure 1). Depending on the number and position of the 

hydroxyl groups they exhibit different antioxidant activities. Two important hydroxycinnamic 

acids in the human diet are ferulic and caffeic acid. They are present in a great number of foods, 

mostly in glycosylated or esterized forms. [65] 

2.2.4. Biological effects 

The reported biological effects of plant components are diverse. It has been widely acknowledged 

that their antioxidant effects go beyond direct scavenging of ROS, especially because the 

concentration reached in tissue after oral intake are often incompatible to kinetic requirements 

of biologically relevant reactions [66]. The antioxidant effects also rely on their ability to activate 

antioxidant enzymes, to chelate metal ions, to inhibit enzymatic ROS production or to reduce 

intracellular LMWAs among others. In the following, an overview of the antioxidant effects of 

selected plant substances relevant for this thesis will be presented. However, first some general 

consideration for the biological effects of plant antioxidant are mentioned:  

(i) the oral uptake of plant antioxidant substances greatly dependent on the intake of fruits 

and vegetables as well as on tea and coffee consumption. The resulting bioavailability 

depend on matrix effects, cellular uptake, transformation processed and excretion rate. It 

is known that most polyphenols are extensively metabolized after absorption resulting in 

methylated, glucuronidated or sulfated metabolites. These biotransformation processes 

have an impact on the antioxidant activity of the substances. [65] 

(ii) the chemical properties of the antioxidant determine its antioxidant activity under specific 

conditions. Therefore, its effects are site specific (different activities at the membrane, in 

cytosol, in the ER etc.). 

(iii) to outcompete or at least support the intracellular antioxidant system in the direct 

scavenging of ROS molecules, the supplied antioxidant needs to reach the side of ROS 

generation and show higher reaction rates than the natural occurring antioxidants 

present. 
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(iv) the complexity of the cell requires the evaluation of synergistic/antagonistic effects with 

other cell components. 

(v) reactivation of antioxidant molecules after reduction might require energy equivalents 

such as NADPH or cellular antioxidants such as ascorbate. This might lead to energy 

depletion or to the depletion of antioxidants within the cell. 

(vi) the fate of the reaction products of radical scavenging events need to be considered. The 

products might be less reactive than the initial reaction partners but might still be 

potentially harmful for the cell. 

In the following some reported biological effects of representative antioxidant plant substances 

relevant for this thesis are summarized. 

2.2.4.1. Vitamins: ascorbic acid and vitamin E (trolox) 

L-Ascorbic acid (AscH2, vitamin C) is one of the most abundant antioxidants in plants, where it 

serves multiple functions in redox regulation and as enzyme cofactor [67]. During evolution 

humans lost the functional gene encoding the enzyme of the last step of ascorbic acid biosynthesis 

(L-gulono-1,4-lactone oxidase, GLO). Thus, it became a vitamin, an essential component of the 

human diet. Its concentration in the human body is regulated by intestinal absorbance, tissue 

transport and renal excretion regulated via GLUT family transporters and sodium-vitamin C 

cotransporters (SVCT 1 and 2) [68]. However, high doses can be toxic due to oxalate formation 

[69]. Blood plasma levels normally vary between 40 and 120 µM (dependent on health status, 

gender, dietary intake [70]) and can accumulate in tissue to mM concentrations. Chemically, 

ascorbic acid is a water-soluble sugar acid that can act as hydrogen and electron donor. It 

possesses two ionizable hydroxyl groups. (see figure 2) The ascorbate monoanion (AscH−) is the 

dominant form at physiological pH. The molecule can undergo two consecutive, one-electron 

oxidations to form the ascorbate radical ( −Asc ∙) and dehydroascorbic acid (DHA). The radical is 

relatively unreactive (resonance stabilization of the unpaired electron) and can dismutate to 

ascorbate and DHA [71]. DHA itself does not possess antioxidant or free radical scavenging 

properties and is unstable at physiological conditions. Therefore, the cell needs to reduce it back 

to ascorbate (e.g. by GSH, mitochondrial electron transport chain [72]) [69]. The electron donating 

ability of ascorbate along with its high abundance explains its important role as antioxidant in-

vivo and its ability to serve as enzyme cofactor. As such it is involved in histone demethylation, 

the HIF (hypoxia inducible factor) system and essential for many hydroxylases (e.g. for carnitine 

and collagen synthesis) [71]. Furthermore, an involvement of ascorbate in the immune system 

has been suggested based on the observations that it possesses anti-inflammatory effects, is 

accumulated in activated T lymphocytes and shows anti-viral activity (reviewed in [73]). But 

ascorbate does not only function as antioxidant but depending on the concentration and on the 
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circumstances, it acts as a pro-oxidant. Especially in the presence of metal ions (iron, copper, 

vanadium, cobalt, chromium) ascorbate can induce the formation of hydrogen peroxide, 

superoxide and hydroxyl radicals by promotion of oxygen and hydrogen peroxide reduction (see 

1.3 to 1.5) [71]. In the absence of metal ions autooxidation of ascorbate dianion (Asc2−) forming 

superoxide can occur. However, at physiological pH the reaction has a very low rate constant (k= 

300 M−1 s−1) [74]. 

 3 2− + − ++ →  +AscH Fe Asc Fe  (1.3) 

 2 3

2 2

+ + −+ → + Fe O Fe O  (1.4) 

 
2

− ++ → 2 2 22O H H O +O  (1.5) 

The pro-oxidant properties of ascorbate are desired for oxidative protein folding in the ER and 

protein thiol modifications [69]. The fact that the circumstances determine whether vitamin C acts 

as an antioxidant or pro-oxidant nicely mirrors the challenges of antioxidant research and is a 

phenomenon that always needs to be considered for antioxidants in complex systems. The term 

“redox modulator” instead of “antioxidant” might therefore be more suitable. 

An interplay of ascorbate with other LMWAs such as GSH and vitamin E in cellular redox 

regulation has been suggested. An ascorbate-GSH-cycle for the reactivation of DHA to ascorbate 

has been proposed as an essential part of H2O2 signaling [75]. The crosstalk between the two 

molecules is also supported by the influence of ascorbate concentration on mitochondrial GSH 

content [72]. A proposed crosstalk between vitamin C and vitamin E is likely to exist in-vitro but 

proof for its significance in-vivo is missing. 

Vitamin E is a collective term for four naturally occurring tocopherols (α, β, γ, and δ) and four 

tocotrienols (α, β, γ, and δ). Of those eight substances RRR-α-tocopherol is the biological most 

active form in the body, because of its preferred transport by the α-tocopherol transfer protein 

and its lower degradation and elimination rate compared to the other vitamers. From all the 

vitamins vitamin E is the most enigmatic one because its full biological function is still not 

understood [76]. Much of its physiological role has been attributed to its action as a radical 

scavenger in the lipophilic phase [66] preventing lipid peroxidation in membranes [67]. A 

mechanism for the peroxyl radical scavenging of vitamin E at membranes has been proposed with 

the resulting tocopheroxyl radical being reduced in turn by vitamin C in the hydrophilic phase. 

However, though the reaction is possible in-vitro, its biological relevance has not been proven, 

yet. Others attribute the biological effects of vitamin E to its regulation of signaling cascades and 

gene expression as a redox sensor [79]. An argument in favor of vitamin E being more than just 

an antioxidant in-vivo would be that α-tocotrienol is a more potent antioxidant than α-tocopherol 
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in-vitro but that α-tocopherol is more potent in treating vitamin E deficiency syndromes in-vivo 

[78] (see [80] for further discussion of this controversy). In this work the water-soluble vitamin 

E derivate, trolox, is used, thus omitting the controversy of vitamin E function and focusing on the 

radical scavenging ability of this molecule. In the trolox molecule (6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-

tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic acid) the trimethyltridecan carbon chain of tocopherol is 

replaced by a carboxylic acid residue (see figure 2). The substance is used in many antioxidant 

assays as a positive control such as the TEAC and the FRAP assay (see chapter 1.3.). 

2.2.4.2. Phenolic acids: ferulic acid and caffeic acid 

The phenolic acids can be subdivided into hydrobenzoic and hydrocinnamic acids (see Figure 1). 

Caffeic acid (3,4-dihydroxycinnamic acid, CA) belongs to the later. It is a highly abundant 

polyphenol that can be found for example in coffee beans, blueberries, apples or ciders. The free 

acid presents the smallest part of naturally occurring CA. Mostly it occurs bound to other 

biomolecules [81]; e.g., as chlorogenic acids (CGA, mono-, di, tri-esters with quinic acid (1L-

1(OH),3,4/5-tetrahydroxycyclo- hexane carboxylic acid), esters of other hydroxy acids, esters of 

sugars, glycosides or amides [82]. The conjugates of CA possess different bioactivities and 

antioxidant capacities. Upon reaction with a radical CA can form a resonance stabilized phenoxy 

radical. In comparison to other phenolic acids its resulting antioxidative activity is rather high. 

That is explained by its second hydroxyl group in the ortho position (see figure 2), which increases 

antioxidative activity in comparison to monophenols or polyphenols with the second hydroxyl 

group in meta position [83]. The antioxidative properties of CA in-vitro are expanded by in-vivo 

studies that report  positive effects of the phenethyl ester of caffeic acid (CAPE) against tBHP-

induced hepatotoxicity that might be related to its ability to scavenge ROS and protect DNA from 

oxidative damage [84]. Furthermore, CAPE was reported to be a specific inhibitor of NF-κB [85] 

and to inhibit 5-lipoxygenase activity as well as to block superoxide production in PMA (phorbol 

12-mysistate 13-acetate) stimulated human neutrophils and superoxide production in a cell-free 

xanthine/xanthine oxidase system [86]. However, autooxiation of ortho-dihydroxy phenolics, 

such as CA, is related to the formation of superoxide. This autooxidation is pH dependent and 

occurs preferentially at high pH values, but oxidation can also be catalyzed by transition metal 

ions, such as Fe3+ [87]. The reduced metal ions can induce hydroxyl radical formation via the 

Fenton reaction (see eqn. 1). It has been proposed, that via this phenomenon as well as by the 

promotion of reductive iron release from ferritin [88] and depletion of intracellular GSH and 

ascorbate pools by the formed phenoxyl radical or quinon, ortho-dihydroxy phenolics might 

induce pro-oxidative effects in-vivo [89]. 

Another widely distributed hydrocinnamic acid in the plant kingdom is ferulic acid (FA). It is 

present in many vegetables and grains as free acid but primarily it occurs in conjugated forms 
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[90]. In Japan it is approved as a food additive to decrease oxidation and as a functional food 

component [91]. In comparison to CA, ferulic acid only possesses one hydroxyl group (see figure 

2). The second one is replaced by a methoxy group. Therefore, FA exhibits lower antioxidative 

activity in-vitro [92]. A study on human embryonic kidney 293 cells (HEK293) demonstrated a 

beneficial effect of FA treatment prior to H2O2 exposure. FA treatment improved cell survival, 

increased catalase (CAT) and superoxide dismutase (SOD) levels and decreased malondialdehyde 

(MDA) levels [93]. However, in the study design H2O2 and FA were present together in the cell 

medium. Therefore, direct extracellular scavenging of H2O2 in the media might be responsible for 

some of the FA effects. Another study on Neuro-2a cells reported a positive effect of FA released 

from a chitosan/gelatin/β-glycerol phosphate (C/G/GP) hydrogel on H2O2 treated cells. They 

reported fewer DNA fragmentation and the down-regulation of inflammatory and apoptosis 

marker’s mRNA levels. [94] Exploring the underlying mechanisms for the cellular effects of FA a 

study by Itagaki et al suggested the chain-breaking activity of FA to play an important role in its 

protective effect against oxidative injury in cell studies [91]. They found its radical scavenging and 

xanthine oxidase inhibition effect to be less pronounced in comparison to EGCG and ascorbic acid. 

However, as already mentioned for CA, some plant phenols (FA, gallic acid, catechin and p-

coumaric acid) were shown to promote the reductive release of ferritin bound iron [88]. 

Considering the important role of iron ions in ROS generation via the Fenton reaction, this might 

be an indicator for a potential prooxidative effect of FA in-vivo. 

2.2.4.3. Flavonoids: kaempferol, quercetin, epigallocatechin gallate and rutin 

In the following one flavanol (epigallocatechin gallate, EGCG) and three flavonols (rutin, quercetin 

and kaempferol) from the heterogenous group of flavonoids will be discussed further. 

EGCG is the most abundant catechin in green tea (Camellia sinensis) [87]. Due to its chemical 

structure (see figure 2) it can act as a radical scavenger both in ET and HAT reactions via its 

hydroxyl groups in the B- and D-ring. The resulting resonance stabilized semiquinone radical is 

less reactive and can therefore function as radical chain breaker. (reviewed in [87]) However, as 

already mentioned for FA and CA the autooxidation or metal catalyzed oxidation of phenols 

results in the formation of superoxide as well as semiquinone radicals and quinones. At high 

concentrations the oxidized forms of EGCG can form conjugates with cysteine and glutathione [95] 

or react with protein thiolates (Cys) and selenolates (selenocysteines, Sec) nucleophiles that have 

low pKa values. For example the quinone of EGCG can react with the reduced states of Trx and 

TrxR resulting in the formation of EGCG-Trx1 (Cys32) and EGCG-TrxR (Cys/Sec) conjugates [96]. 

This can lead to an inhibition of the enzymes [97]. But the reported biological effects of EGCG go 

beyond its redox activity. In fact, EGCG has been demonstrated to modulate signal transduction 
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pathways, transcription factors, DNA methylation, mitochondrial function, and autophagy [98]. 

EGCG is regarded as a potential drug candidate for cancer prevention and treatment ([99],[87]). 

Kaempferol (3,5,7-trihydroxy-2-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-4H-1-benzopyran-4-one) is a flavonol that 

can be found in a variety of edible plants and medical herbs. Mostly it occurs in the form of 

glucosides, conjugated with different sugar molecules [100]. A positive correlation between the 

intake of kaempferol-rich foods and reduced risk for different cancer types has been reported by 

epidemiological studies ([101],[102]). However, the complex nature of the food compositions 

makes it impossible to ascribe the positive health effect to kaempferol alone. Synergistic effects 

with other food components might play a role. A combined treatment of Madin-Darby canine 

kidney (MDCK) cells with quercetin and kaempferol, for example, increased the bioavailability of 

quercetin in the cells because both flavonoids are excreted from the cells via the same transporter 

(breast cancer resistance protein (Bcrp, Abcg2)), which has a higher affinity for kaempferol [103]. 

In-vitro studies on pure kaempferol demonstrated its scavenging ability towards HOCl, 

superoxide [104], and peroxyl radicals [105]. Cell based studies reported that Kaempferol 

stimulates glucose uptake in 3T3-L1 adipocytes [106], increases gene expression of TrxR 1 and 

Trx (TXN and TXNR1) in human keratinocytes [107], reduces CM-H2DCFD detected ROS levels in 

H2O2 stimulated mouse-derived hippocampal neuronal HT22 cells [108], reduces Abeta (amyloid 

beta protein) initiated activation of caspase cascades and reactive oxygen species accumulation 

in rat cortical neurons [109], and reduced lipid peroxidation in 2-deoxy-D-ribose stimulated HIT-

T15 pancreatic β-cells [110] to name just a few studies. More studies reporting the anti-

inflammatory, anti-diabetic, anti-oxidative, and anti-cancer effects of kaempferol are reviewed in 

[111],[112],[111] and [113]. 

The structure of quercetin (2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)-3,5,7-trihydroxy-4H-chromen-4-one) is 

equal to the one of kaempferol with the exception that it possesses a second hydroxy group in the 

B ring (catechol structure, see figure 2). The combination of the catechol structure, the double-

bond in the C-ring along with the 3-OH, and 5-OH groups in the A-ring explains its good radical 

scavenging capacity in-vitro, which is also supported by its low half peak reduction potential 

(Ep/2) of 0.03 mV [60]. In the TEAC assay the radical scavenging ability of quercetin was reported 

to be 6.24-fold higher than for trolox [114]. The molecule shows similar electrochemical oxidation 

behavior to kaempferol with the difference that the oxidation product of quercetin is more stable, 

which can be advantageous in radical chain breaking reactions [115]. Furthermore, quercetin 

possesses the ability to chelate metal ions [116]. Quercetin is highly abundant in many fruits and 

vegetables where it mostly occurs as glycosides. In the 1970 the substance was classified as being 

cancerogenic, but the high abundance of the molecule in the human diet as well as preceding 

studies refuted this statement. Only at unphysiologically high concentration quercetin 

demonstrated detrimental effects. Adverse effects might arise from its oxidized form, the 
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quercetin-quinone, which can react with protein thiols or GSH ([117], [118]). A role of quercetin 

in the treatment/prevention of cardiovascular diseases has been proposed. Studies demonstrated 

reduced inflammatory markers, improved plasma lipid concentrations, a better insulin-secretion 

from pancreatic β-cells as well as an impact of quercetin supplementation on arteriosclerosis 

events in different cell and animal models (reviewed in [119]). Furthermore, a potential use of 

quercetin in cancer therapy is debated, relying on the selective induction of cell death or cell cycle 

arrest in cancer cells. Epidemiological studies indicate that quercetin supplementation is only 

beneficial for diseased patients and has no impact on healthy individuals (reviewed in [119], 

[120]). 

The last flavonoid discussed here is rutin. Rutin is a glycoside of quercetin with an attached 

disaccharide (α-L-rhamnopyranosyl-(1,6)-β-D-glucopyranose). Rutin demonstrated weaker 

radical scavenging activity in the DPPH assay than quercetin [121], which can be explained by the 

fact that its 3-OH group in the C-ring is blocked by the bound glycoside. Nonetheless, rutin inhibits 

lipid peroxidation in an in-vitro set-up by scavenging superoxide and peroxyl radicals and by 

chelating iron ions in relatively stable complexes [116]. Furthermore, it can scavenge hydroxyl 

radicals [122] Supplementation of streptozotocin (STZ)-induced diabetic rats with rutin 

beneficially influenced blood glucose and insulin levels and increased enzymatic and non-

enzymatic antioxidants in liver, kidney and brain tissue of the animals [123]. 

Rutin, kaempferol and quercetin have all been reported to interact with lipid membrane models 

and to alter membrane fluidities ([124], [125]). However, the significance of this observation on 

in-vivo effects has not been established, yet. 
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Figure 2: Chemical structures of the plant substances investigated in this work (see chapter 1.2. for further 

description) 

2.2.4.4. Plant extracts: Gynostemma pentaphyllum 

As mentioned before the content and type of antioxidant substances found in plants is plant 

specific. Some plant species exhibit component profiles that are believed to be especially 

beneficial for health like Gynostemma pentaphyllum (Thunb.) Makino (GP, chinese name 

‘jiaogulan’). GP is a medicinal herb that has been used in the Asian region for several centuries to 

treat a wide range of pathological conditions [126]. Much research has been undertaken to 

understand effect mechanisms and to identify active substances within GP [127]. In-vitro studies 

demonstrated the antioxidant effects of the plant. Those effects are mainly attributed to flavonoids 

and other phenolics (especially rutin and quercetin) [128], but also some antioxidant activity of 

contained polysaccharides are reported [129]. The radical scavenging capacity vary significantly 

between samples due to natural fluctuations in the phytochemical composition. The antioxidant 

content is affected by (i) the plant part (higher in leaves than in stem); (ii) the genotype (diploid, 

tetraploid) [130]; (iii) the extraction method (lipophilic or hydrophilic components) [131]; (iv) 

the growing conditions (toxins, water, UV-radiation, humidity, soil quality) [128]; and (v) matrix 

effects for whole plant samples. 

The physiological effects reported for GP are mainly attributed to saponins (dammarane-type 

gypenosides [132]) but studies are also based on the application of whole plant extracts or crude 

polysaccharides ([133], [134]). GP extracts or isolated compounds are reported to effect (i) 

inflammatory events via effects on mRNA expression of proinflammatory factors like TNF-α, IL-6 

and Ptgs2 and other cytokines [130], COX-2 [135], interleukins, alteration of macrophage redox 
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status, NK cell activity, elevation of CD4+ T lymphocyte counts as well as the CD4+/CD8+ ratio 

[134], inhibition of iNOS activity in murine macrophages [136]; (ii) the lipid metabolism via 

modulation of lipoprotein lipase (LPL) activity [137], insulin sensitivity, decreased triglyceride 

and total cholesterol levels [138], elevated levels of phosphatidylcholine and decreased levels of 

trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO) [139]. Furthermore, an impact on adipogenesis and increased 

weight loss in obese patients were reported in this context [140]; (iii) cardiovascular parameters 

such as vasorelaxation in bovine endothelial cells via eNOS stimulated NO release [141]; (iv) 

cancer by induction of nonapoptotic cell death in cancer cells (modulation of intracellular ROS 

production via ROS-ER-Ca2+ induced cell death [142]), inhibition of cancer cell proliferation [143], 

cell cycle arrest [144], apoptosis [145], inhibition of invasion and metastasis, inhibition of 

glycolysis and immunomodulating activities (reviewed in [146]). Further studies report 

antidepressant-like effects [147], inhibition of human cytochrome P450 enzymes [148], reduced 

physical fatigue after exercise [133] as well as neuro-protective properties of GP [149]. 

It is obvious that the antioxidant effects of GP in-vitro are not directly translatable into antioxidant 

effects in-vivo. The physiological effects of GP are harder to predict than antioxidant activities in-

vitro since they cannot simply be foreseen from chemical properties of the extract components 

and they may vary significantly between different cell lines and tissues. Furthermore, 

bioavailability, metabolization events as well as toxicity and antiproliferative effects must be 

considered to predict biological effects of GP. However, the reported effects of GP on pathological 

conditions related to altered intracellular redox status, such as cancer, inflammation or diabetes, 

open the possibility that the physiological effects of the plant are connected to modulation of 

intracellular redox parameters. 

2.3. Assessment of antioxidant activity 

2.3.1. General considerations 

The assessment of antioxidant activities/capacities especially intracellular and in-vivo is an 

ambitious endeavor. The broad definition of antioxidants increases the number of possible 

parameters to be tested. An antioxidant assay might test for the radical scavenging capacity of a 

substance, for its radical chain breaking ability, for its ability to protect a target molecule from 

oxidation, for its ROS lowering effects by enhanced cellular degradation or reduced cellular 

production, for its capacity to repair ROS inflicted damage or for the impact of the redox status of 

a single protein. Along with this complex definition of the assays’ targets come some 

methodological challenges that must be addressed: the short lifetime of ROS, the 

compartmentalization of redox biology that requires location specific techniques, direct reaction 

of reporter molecules with ROS that by itself influences ROS levels, the requirement of specific 

probes/sensors for defined ROS species and the low intracellular concentrations that require 
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sensitive methods. Nevertheless, a great number of studies dealing with the assessment of 

antioxidant capacities in-vitro as well as in-vivo exist in the literature. They investigate single 

compounds or mixtures, such as plant extracts, to consider synergistic effects. There is a great 

variety in the experimental conditions and in turn in their biological relevance. 

2.3.2. In-vitro assays 

In-vitro antioxidant assays are a tool often applied in the food industry or as a first screening of 

compounds for their antioxidant potential. They mainly focus on the ability of a substance to 

neutralize or reduce the number of active radicals in a system. From a mechanistically point of 

view in-vitro antioxidant assays can basically be divided into two main groups: assays that rely 

on electron transfer (ET) reactions and assays that are based on hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) 

reactions [150]. In ET assays the antioxidant activity of a substance is evaluated by its ability to 

donate an electron to a radical becoming a cation radical itself. The important parameter that 

determines the antioxidant efficiency in ET assays is therefore the ionization potential (IP) of the 

tested substance. It HAT based assays the hydrogen transfer from the antioxidant substance to 

the radical is the essential step. Therefore, the bond-dissociation energy (BDE) for the OH bond 

of the investigated substance is of interest. [151] Popular examples for ET assays are: TEAC 

(Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity) [152], FRAP (ferric ion reducing/antioxidant power) 

[153], DPPH (diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl) reduction capacity assay ([154], [155]), p-NDA (N,N-

Dimethyl-4-nitrosoaniline) oxidation assay [156], the PCL assay (photo chemiluminescence) 

[157], the DMPD (N,N-dimethyl- p-phenylendiamine) assay [158] or the total phenol assay by 

Folin-Ciocalteu reagent [159]. Among the HAT assay are the ORAC (oxygen radical absorbance 

capacity), the crocin bleaching method, inhibition of lipid oxidation and the TRAP (total radical 

trapping antioxidant parameter). Furthermore, some assays focus on the metal chelating capacity 

of a substance that could prevent transition ion induced radical formation. Among those are the 

HORAC (hydroxyl radical antioxidant capacity, [160]), and the luminol (5-Amino-2,3-

dihydrophthalazine-1,4-dione) assay if the radicals are produced by the Fenton reaction. The 

named assays are listed together with their measured reactions, some advantages and limitations 

in table 3. Most of them measure the reaction of a substance with a radical. In the case of ABTS 

(2,2'-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic acid)), DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-

picrylhydrazyl) and AAPH (2,2'-Azobis(2-amidinopropane) dihydrochloride) they are artificial 

radicals that are rather stable and have no biological relevance. The great variety of available 

methods to assess antioxidants as well as the variation in experimental protocols, materials, 

reference standards and measured parameters in one assay often complicate comparison of the 

obtained results [161]. Other shortcomings that stand in the way of obtaining biological relevant 

data are non-physiological pH values or the absence of complex reaction media that could model 

conditions in-vivo. Besides, other antioxidant effects that can be achieved by the recycling of 
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intracellular antioxidants, the induction of cellular pathways, the interaction with enzymes, the 

increased bioavailability of other substances among others are neglected. Another way of 

antioxidant assessment in-vitro are electrochemical measurements that are further discussed in 

chapter 1.3.5. 

Table 3: List of popular antioxidant assays in-vitro (summary of [162], [163], [164])  

assay radical Measured reaction advantages limitations 

ET (electron transfer) assays 

TEAC ABTS Reduction of ABTS 
radical (dark blue 
color) to colorless 
ABTS2- 

Broad database on 
measured substances 

End-point assay: no information 
on reaction rates; ABTS radical 
rather stable: no biological 
relevance 

FRAP Fe3+ Reduction of Fe3+ to 
Fe2+ 

Fe3+ biological relevant Measurements at acidic pH (3.6); 
problematic to assess metal 
chelators; longer reaction times 
required (4 min) 

DPPH 
assay 

DPPH Reduction of colored 
DPPH radical 

Information on reaction 
kinetics 

DPPH radical rather stable, no 
biological relevance; some 
reactions with DPPH reversible 

Total 
phenol 
assay 
(FCR) 

 Reduction of Mo6+ to 
blue colored Mo5+ 
compound 

Little interference with 
matrix components at 
measured wavelength 
(734 nm) 

Measurements at basic pH (10); 
not specific for phenols (reflects 
FCR reducing capacity of a 
sample); not applicable for 
lipophilic antioxidants 

p-NDA 
assay 

Hydroxyl 
radical 

Absorbance shift from 
the reaction of p-NDA 
with radical 

Hydroxyl radical 
biological relevance 

pH dependency of probe 

PCL Assay  superoxid
e 

Scavenging ability of 
superoxide radical 
generated by optical 
excitation (luminol as 
reporter probe) 

Superoxide biological 
relevance; applicable to 
detect antioxidants in 
the nanomolar range 

Measurement at basic pH (10.5) 

DMPD  DMPD Decrease of the 
absorbance of the 
purple radical cation 
DMPD∙+ 

Very stable endpoint Measurements at acidic pH (5.25); 
not suitable for hydrophobic 
substances; interferences from 
organic acids 

HAT (hydrogen atom transfer) assays 

ORAC AAPH Prevention of AAPH 
radical reaction with 
fluorescein solution 

Broad database on 
measured substances; 
suitable for 
antioxidants with and 
without lag phases/ 
complex samples 

Unsuited for lipophilic substances; 
AAPH radical no biological 
relevance 

TRAP AAPH Prevention of AAPH 
radical reaction with 
fluorescein solution 
with  

Data standardized to 
Trolox as reference 
substance 

Variation in lag time phases can 
lead to under-/ overestimation; 
AAPH radical no biological 
relevance 

Crocin 
bleaching 

AAPH Prevention of Crocin 
bleaching by AAPH 
radical 

Considers both the 
concentration of 
antioxidants and their 
reaction rate constants 

Not suited for reactions with lag 
phase; Crocin not standardized 
(mixture of natural pigments); 
AAPH radical no biological 
relevance 
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Inhibition 
of lipid 
oxidation 

Cu2+; azo 
compound
s 

Inhibition of Cu2+ or azo 
initiator induced lipid 
autooxidation 

Process biological 
relevance  

Azo compounds quite aggressive 
and can form different radicals 
[165]; possible formation of 
micelles  

Luminol 
assay 

Hydroxyl 
radical 

Inhibition of 
chemiluminescence 
from the radical 
reaction with luminol 

Hydroxyl radical 
biological relevance 

pH dependency of luminescence; 
luminescence can be quenched by 
NO and enhanced by peroxynitrite 

Metal chelating ability assays 

HORAC  Hydroxyl 
radical 

Prevention of Co2+ 
complex induced 
Fenton like reaction 
fluorescein decay 

Hydroxyl radical 
biological relevance 

 

Metal chelating capacity often 
outcompete hydroxyl radical 
scavenging 

Other assays    

TOSC Peroxyl 
radicals 

Capacity of a substance 
to inhibit the oxidation 
of alpha-keto-gamma-
methiolbutyric acid 
(KMBA) to ethylene 

Peroxyl radicals 
biological relevant; 
applicable to tissue 
probes and fat-soluble 
antioxidants 

Not specific to one ROS (KMBA can 
also be oxidized by HOCl and 
peroxynitrite [166]) 

AAPH: 2,2'-Azobis(2-amidinopropane) dihydrochloride, ABTS: 2,2'-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic 
acid, DMPD: N,N-dimethyl-p-phenylendiamine, DPPH: 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl, FCR: Folin–Ciocalteu reagent; 
FRAP: ferric ion reducing/antioxidant power, HORAC: hydroxyl radical antioxidant capacity, ORAC: oxygen radical 
absorbance capacity, PCL: photochemiluminescence, p-NDA: N,N-Dimethyl-4-nitrosoaniline, TEAC: Trolox 
equivalent antioxidant capacity, TRAP: total radical trapping antioxidant parameter 

 

2.3.3. Cellular and in-vivo assays 

The complexity of in-vivo measurements or cell models also increases the number of possible 

targets for an antioxidant assay. Depending on the anticipated effect of an antioxidant intracellular 

assays concentrate either on measuring ROS concentrations, ROS damage products, redox 

couple’s ratios, redox protein abundance or protein redox statuses. Basically, the approaches can 

be divided into two different groups: the ones that directly measure ROS and the ones that focus 

on the measurement of ROS reaction products. 

Direct ROS measurements can be realized using fluorescence probes or by using genetically 

encoded ROS sensors. On the market many different fluorophores are available that go into a 

fluorescent state after reaction with ROS. Some examples are Amplex® Red (10-Acetyl-3,7-

Dihydroxyphenoxazin), DCFAH2 (dichlorodihydrofluorescein), rhodamine derivates (e.g. DHR: 

dihydrorhodamine 123), or Tempo-9-AC 2. Those probes are available from various companies 

and are used frequently to measure ROS. However, there are some severe limitations to these 

probes. Most of them are unspecific (react with different ROS), pH sensitive and can undergo 

spontaneous autooxidation or overoxidation states (over-/underestimation of ROS 

concentration). Besides their direct reaction with ROS means that they manipulate intracellular 

ROS levels. Another disadvantage of most of the probes is that their fluorescence is often 

                                                           
2 4-((9-acridine-carbonyl)amino)-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-oxyl 
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dependent on third parties such as enzyme activities, metal ions or the presence of oxygen. This 

makes their read out ambiguous to interpret because it is not exclusively dependent on ROS 

concentration. (reviewed in [167]) One example is Amplex® Red, which is used to detect H2O2. 

The conversion of the probe in the presence of H2O2 to the fluorescent resorufin is catalyzed by 

horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and therefore the signal is directly dependent on the activity of the 

enzyme. Besides, it was demonstrated that exposure of the probe to light [168] or interference of 

dietary antioxidants can lead to false positive results [169]. To overcome some of the limitations 

of the first generation of fluorophores, new fluorophores have been developed like boronates or 

organic fluorophores attached to nanoparticles or polymers. (reviewed in [170]). Other detection 

methods rely on the use of chemiluminescence probes like luminol, lucigenin, or Cypridina 

luciferin analog (MCLA3). One example is the luminol-based chemiluminescence probe L-012 4 

[171], that has been widely used to detect superoxide from cells in various settings. However, the 

chemiluminescence reaction seems to require an initial oxidation step by peroxidases and H2O2 

which leaves some doubt on the specificity of the probe [172]. Another way of ROS detection are 

sensor electrodes. This possibility is discussed further on. 

Another approach to assess intracellular ROS levels are protein-based genetically encoded 

sensors. They have the advantage that they can be targeted to specific sites within the cells giving 

information on compartment and sub-compartment specific processes. Further, they enable 

measurements in living cells/organism and enable to follow very fast processes in real-time 

measurements. The sensors encode fluorescence proteins, such as the green fluorescence protein 

(GFP), or yellow fluorescence protein (YFP). GFP and YFP have the unique ability of self-catalyzed 

chromophore formation, thus their fluorescence is independent of external factors [173]. 

Introduction of the GFP/YFP gene into an organism lead to the expression of the fluorophore that 

can be detected within the living cell by fluorescence-based methods. Fluorescence proteins have 

applications in many areas. To use them as genetically encoded redox probes the proteins are 

integrated into ROS/redox sensitive domains. One example is the HyPer sensor with the circularly 

permuted YFP (cpYFP) inserted into the hydrogen peroxide sensitive OxyR regulatory domain 

(OxyR-RD) from E.coli [174]. In the presence of hydrogen peroxide a disulfide formation in OxyR-

RD lead to a conformational change that can be measured in a ratiometric excitation spectrum 

change of the cpYFP. The ratiometric detection makes the sensor independent of expression rates. 

Further advantages are the sensitivity of the sensor (nanomolar range of hydrogen peroxide) and 

the fast-reaction rates with hydrogen peroxide (105 M−1s−1) that allow real-time measurements. 

(reviewed in [175]) HyPer has been targeted to the ER [176], mitochondria, the cytosol [177] as 

well as to peroxisomes [178] to study site specific hydrogen peroxide levels. Other important 

                                                           
3 2-Methyl-6-(4-methoxyphenyl)-3,7-dihydroimidazo[1,2-a]pyrazin-3-one, hydrochloride 
4 8-amino-5-chloro-7-phenyl-pyrido[3,4-d]pyridazine-1,4(2H,3H)dione 
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genetically encoded ROS sensors are the redox sensitive YFP (rxYFP) and the redox sensitive GFPs 

(roGFPs). Both FPs have additional Cys residues in proximity of the chromophore. Therefore, the 

oxidation/ reduction of the protein lead to spectral changes. While the changes for rxYFP are 

intensiometric, the roGFPs allow ratiometric fluorescence measurements. ([179], [180], [181]) 

Reaching an equilibrium with the intracellular thiol pool can be rather slow for roGFP and rxYFP. 

To overcome this problem Gutscher at al fused roGFP with Grx1. The availability of Grx to catalyze 

the thiol/disulfide exchange between the intracellular thiol pool and roGFPs as a rate limiting 

factor is omitted this way, thus creating a sensor for the intracellular GSH/GSSG ratio (Grx1-

roGFP2) [182]. Fusing the yeast peroxidase Orp1 to roGFP (Orp1-roGFP) created a sensitive 

sensor for hydrogen peroxide and demonstrated that peroxidases can catalyze the oxidation of 

Cys residues that are not reactive enough to be oxidized by hydrogen peroxide alone in a cellular 

environment [183]. 

A disadvantage of genetically encoded sensors is their pH sensitivity. In most GFP like proteins a 

Tyr residue externally accessible can be either protonated or deprotonated depending on the 

environmental pH. The protonated or deprotonated forms of the chromophore have different 

excitation peaks. Therefore pH changes can be misinterpreted as reduction/oxidation of the probe 

[177]. Another disadvantage of genetically encoded sensors is that they might have an impact on 

the cells phenotype. 

An indirect measurement of ROS is the detection of ROS reaction products. Here different groups 

of target molecules can be addressed, namely proteins, lipids, or DNA molecules. Protein 

modifications induced by ROS can be nitrations, carbonylations, glutathionylations or thiol 

modifications. Protein tyrosin nitration is caused by peroxynitrite (ONOO−) formed from the 

reaction of of nitric oxide (NO) and the superoxide radical (
2

− O ) [184]. Detection of the formed 

nitrotyrosin is possible by HPLC analysis, fluorescent detection, [185] or ELISA kits (e.g. 

OxiSelect™ Nitrotyrosine ELISA Kit, Cell Biolabs). The interaction of hydroxyl radicals with 

biomolecules can lead to the formation of reactive carbonyl groups like aldehydes and ketones. 

The resulting products can be divided into high molecular weight (HMW) carbonyls and low 

molecular weight (LMW) carbonyls. LMW carbonyls are generated in oxidative cleavage 

reactions, while in HMW carbonyls the reactive carbonyl group is formed in a target molecule, e.g. 

a protein [186]. Protein carbonylations are irreversible modifications that might lead to a loss of 

protein function, depending on the degree of carbonylation [187]. However, the great variety of 

potential products that can form in carbonylation reactions is accompanied by a great variety of 

possible detection methods. Therefore, standards in carbonyl analysis are crucial to overcome 

orders of magnitude variances between reported results [188]. For both carbonylation and 

nitration analysis of proteins the sample treatment during the analysis is often quite harsh, which 

might alter the initial status of the samples. Other protein modifications that can be evaluated are 
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glutathionylations or thiol modifications. The later can be assed for example by one-/two-step 

labeling of the thiols with subsequent analysis of the samples by western-blot. Other techniques 

are the biotin-switch assay, redox-DIGE, OxiCAT, IodoTMT or R-SOH labeling to evaluate 

intracellular thiol modifications. Focusing on the interaction of ROS with lipids the lipid 

peroxidation can be assessed. This can be done via quantification of F2-isoprostanes [189] or with 

the fatty acid analog C11-BODIPYTM 581/591 [190]. The interaction of ROS with DNA can be 

evaluated by the measurements of the inflicted DNA base damage via the quantification of 8-OHdG 

(8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine). The indirect assessment often lacks information on the ROS species 

that introduced the modifications (an exception is the carbonylation of proteins, which can only 

be induced by hydroxyl radicals). Furthermore, the methods do not allow a direct quantification 

of ROS. The evaluated oxidation products can also accumulate to a certain degree within the cell. 

The assays are end-point measurements giving no information on the temporal dimensions of the 

reactions that led to the detected products. 

Another indirect way of antioxidant effect evaluation is the assessment of redox protein 

abundance or the evaluation of redox couple ratios, e.g. GSH/GSSG or protein disulfides/protein 

thiols. Especially the ratio of GSH to GSSG within the cell has often been used as a parameter for 

the redox status of a cell. However, this approach neglects that the oxidized GSSG can be pumped 

out of the cell, bound to proteins or be enzymatically reduced within the cell. Therefore, an 

endpoint assay for the determination of the intracellular GSH/GSSG ratio might lead to biased 

results. Cell assays that include cell lysis to evaluate the intracellular GSH/GSSG ratio often yield 

different results than intracellular assays (e.g. with Grx1-roGFP2), possible due to the fast reaction 

rates of the intracellular pool with atmospheric oxygen. 

The main challenges to be addressed by all presented methods are their specificity, their 

sensitivity, their time and local resolution and their invasiveness to the investigated system. 

Because many methods fail to do so, many ambiguous and biased results have been published in 

the redox research field. The genetically encoded sensors are the first techniques at hand to follow 

intracellular redox processes in-vivo in real-time measurements. Further development of the 

encoded sensors will be the next step in obtaining less biased and more informative results [175]. 

2.3.4. Electrochemical antioxidant assays 

2.3.4.1. General aspects 

 

Another way to assess antioxidant activities is by electrochemical measurements. 

Electrochemistry offers three areas in the investigation of antioxidants. The first is the direct 

investigation of the antioxidant potential of a substance by determining their redox properties at 

relevant pH values. Looking at different molecules in comparison, it is possible to predict the 
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antioxidant active moiety of more complex molecules (e.g. of polyphenols) [64]. However, the 

oxidation potential itself does not necessarily correlate well with antioxidant activities for 

example in the DPPH assay [191], but in combination with other reaction parameters such as the 

number of transferred electrons (n) the oxidation potential allows to make predictions on the 

antioxidant activity (E50 value) of a substance [192]. It is also a valuable tool for a quick screening 

of plant extract for their antioxidant potential. However, the obtained potentials depend on the 

selection of the electrolyte solution (aqueous or non-aqueous, composition). Therefore, the 

predictive value for biological systems is often limited. 

The second option is to determine the interaction of any ROS or other radical with a potential 

antioxidant via cyclic voltammetry to investigate reaction mechanisms and kinetics ([193], [194], 

[195]). However, since this is only a two-component system the reaction parameters are not 

necessarily transferable to in-vivo conditions. 

The third option for the use of electrochemistry in antioxidant research are electrochemical 

sensors for ROS detection/ quantification or the detection of ROS inflicted damage products via 

the sensor. The idea behind it is that the ROS concentration or damage product’s concentration 

decreases in the presence of an antioxidant. The scientific literature offers a great range of 

proposed sensor electrodes on the basis that they allow rapid measurements and that 

instrumentations are mostly inexpensive in comparison with fluorescence detection. [196] One 

class of sensors relies on enzymes that are immobilized on the sensor electrode surface. For the 

detection of superoxide two different enzymes, cytochrome c (cyt c) and SOD have been proposed. 

Cyt c oxidizes superoxide to form O2. Its own heme iron is regenerated after the reaction at the 

electrode surface. The current that results from the electron flow of the radical to the electrode 

via the attached cyt c is proportional to the radical concentration [197]. To increase the current 

cyt c is often attached in multilayers to the electrode surface [198]. However, since cyt c is not 

specific to superoxide and can also reduce for example H2O2, which is often present in biological 

samples, SOD has been proposed as a more specific sensor for superoxide. SOD catalyzes the 

dismutation of superoxide to H2O2 and O2. The detection can either rely on the direct electron 

transfer from SOD to the electrode [199] or on the detection of the generated H2O2. The H2O2 

quantification can be achieved by amperometric measurements [200] or by another second 

enzyme system such as horseradish peroxidase (HRP) embedded in a polypyrrole layer [201].The 

fixation of enzymes to electrode surfaces requires experimental conditions that enable proper 

enzyme activity (pH, temperature) and positioning of the enzyme that allow electron transfer at 

high rate constants (right location of the active center). 

Another class of electrochemical sensors omits these challenges that are involved with the use of 

enzymes and focuses on ROS inflicted damage. For example, electrodes that immobilize double 

stranded DNA (dsDNA) can assess the ROS inflicted damage by measuring the guanine oxidation 
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peak between 0.8 and 1.0 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) by square wave voltammetry (SWV). The signal 

decreases upon the exposure of the electrode to oxidizing ROS [202]. The use of dsDNA is justified 

by arguing that ROS inflicted damage to DNA can cause mutations in-vivo and is therefore 

biologically relevant. Other sensors assess the damage ROS inflict on biological less relevant 

material such as polypyrrole. In response to the overoxidation by hydroxyl radicals the material 

loses its conductivity which can be monitored electrochemically [203]. 

 

2.3.4.2. SAM based sensor electrode 

2.3.4.2.1. Principle 

The use of dsDNA or Cyt c on electrochemical ROS sensors has been introduced in the previous 

section. Fixing DNA to an electrode surface requires positive potential to achieve the electrostatic 

binding of negatively charged DNA [202], while Cyt c binding requires a linker molecule to 

immobilize the enzyme on the surface. Those linker molecules are often alkylthiols that can form 

self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on gold surfaces. During SAM formation the sulfur atoms 

chemisorb to the gold surface. Proving sufficient time van de Waals forces as well as hydrophobic 

effects of the alkylthiol carbon chains with hydrophile solvents promote the formation of well-

ordered SAMs. SAM formation can occur in the gas as well as in the liquid phase. Because of their 

relative ease of preparation as well as their stability alkylthiol SAMs on gold surfaces are popular 

in biosensor fabrication. Often, they are applied as linker molecules or further modified to 

individual requirements by the introduction of functional groups. However, as was demonstrated 

by Scholz et al [204] alkylthiols themselves are sensitive to oxygen radical attack. This discovery 

let to the development of an electrochemical sensor for hydroxyl radicals composed of an 

alkylthiol SAM covered gold electrode. The exposure of such prepared electrodes to oxygen 

radicals let to the degradation of the SAM proportional to radical concentration and exposure 

time. The extent of damage to the SAM can be assessed by differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) 

measurements in an electrolyte containing a resolved redox couple such as + +3 /2

3 6
Ru(NH )  ions. The 

measurements take place in a three-electrode set-up consisting of the sensor electrode as working 

electrode (WE), a counter (CE) and a reference electrode (RE) to control the potential applied at 

the working electrode. Working in a potential range that corresponds to the redox potential of the 

ions in solution, the measured currents reflect the reduction of the ions at the WE surface. In case 

of an undamaged SAM the reduction of the ions in solution at the gold electrode is blocked. After 

radical exposure the amount of exposed gold sites or SAM defect sites correlates with the 

reduction current measured at the electrode. Using DPV measurements also small defects in the 

SAM can be detected. That is because in DPV the potential is applied in a waveform and the current 

is measured twice, before and after application of the potential pulse. This eliminates much of the 

noise from background and capacity current [205]. Because of its sensitivity the method is a 
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promising tool for the assessment of biologically relevant ROS, such as hydroxyl radicals, at 

physiologically concentrations [2]. Introduction of an antioxidant to the radical solution opens the 

opportunity to assess the radical scavenging capacity of the antioxidant, which is translated into 

less damage to the SAM and ultimately into lower peak currents measured at the electrode in DPV 

[3] (figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Measurement principle at the SAM modified sensor electrode. (A) Polycrystalline Au electrodes 

are covered with a C10SH SAM. The sensor is exposed to reactive ROS and antioxidants (AOx). (B) The 

resulting partial destruction of the SAM enables the reduction of 3

3 6
Ru(NH ) + at the exposed Au sites in DPV 

measurements. (C) The resulting reduction currents measured at the electrodes increase with exposure 

time and ROS concentration. 

2.3.4.2.2. Data evaluation 

The described methods allow to indirectly quantify the concentration of ROS present in a solution 

by evaluation of the degree of damage to the SAM. This is measured is reflected in the height of 

the 
+3

3 6
Ru(NH ) ions reduction current measured after radical exposure in DPV and plotted against 

exposure time. The slope from the obtained graph is evaluated and used as in indicator for the 

concentration of radicals in solution. The steeper the slope the higher the ROS concentration. For 

the investigation of the antioxidant activity of a plant compounds the SAM covered gold electrode 

is exposed to oxygen radicals in the presence of the plant compound. The scavenging activity of 

the compound is reflected in the inhibition of the SAM degradation process compared to the SAM 

destruction rate in the absence of the compound. The steeper the slope the lower is the 

antioxidant activity. 
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3. Methods 

All chemicals were of analytical grade. All experiments were performed using ultrapure water 

(resistivity=18.2 MΩ cm). 

3.1.  Electrochemical assay 

For the studies alkanethiol SAM covered polycrystalline gold electrodes were applied as ROS 

sensors as initially proposed by Scholz et al [2]. For the presented work the electrode 

pretreatment, the SAM coverage, the ROS quantification and the electrode cleaning were further 

characterized and adapted to the requirements of antioxidant activity measurements in a 

biological context. 

3.1.1.  Electrode pretreatment 

Polycrystalline gold electrodes with a radius of 2 mm (±0.1 mm) embedded in polyether ether 

ketone (PEEK) (Metrohm AG, 6.1204.140) and polycrystalline gold electrodes with a radius of 0.5 

mm embedded in a glass corpus were pretreated before alkanethiol SAM coverage. First, potential 

contaminants were removed from the gold surface electrochemically via reductive desorption 

(RD) (cyclic voltammetry (CV) from −0.5 V to −1.5 V for 10 cycles in 0.1 M NaOH at 0.5 V s−1). 

Second, the 2 mm electrodes were cleaned mechanically by polishing them with MicroPolish II 

Alumina Powder (0.3 µm; 0.05 µm; Buehler, an ITW Company) for 10 min with each grinding size. 

Loosely attached alumina particles were removed in an ultrasonic bath (Emmi 20 Eco, EM AG). 

The step was omitted for the 0.5 mm electrodes following the manufacturer’s instructions 

(Metrohm AG). Afterwards the electrodes were subjected to a visual control for scratches and 

impurities under a light microscope (100: 1 objective, Leitz Laborlux 12 Pol S). The 

electrochemical cleaning was performed via CV in 0.1 M H2SO4 (scan rate 0.1 V/s; 0 V to 1.5 V) 

until a stable voltammogram was obtained. As a last step, gold oxides, that might have been 

generated during the pretreatment procedures, were removed from the gold surface via the 

“electrochemical electrode stripping” (ECS) procedure proposed by Tkac et al [206] (CV in 0.1M 

H2SO4, scan rate 0.1 V/s; range 0.2 V to 0.75 V; 10 cycles).  

The
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  reduction signal at the cleaned Au electrodes was measured by differential pulse 

voltammetry (DPV) in 1 mM hexaammineruthenium(III) chloride ([Ru(NH3)6]Cl3, Sigma-Aldrich) 

solution in 0.1 M acetate buffer (pH = 4.7; −0.6 V to 0.3 V; step potential 0.01 V; interval time 0.2 

s). 

All electrochemical measurements were performed in deareated electrolytes (600 s N2 purging 

prior to measurement). The voltammetric measurements were performed with a 663 VA stand in 

combination with an Autolab PGSTAT 20 and an Eco Chemie IME 303 (Metrohm AG). A glassy 
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carbon (GC) electrode served as counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) electrode as 

reference. Data were recorded with NOVA 1.11 and NOVA 2.0 software (Metrohm AG). Data 

analysis was performed with OriginPro 2016 (OriginLab Cooperation). 

3.1.2.  SAM preparation 

The cleaned gold electrodes were rinsed with water and ethanol and immersed into 2 mM 

ethanolic 1-octodecanthiol, 1-decanethiol or 1-hexadecanethiol solution (Sigma Aldrich) and kept 

at room temperature in the dark for 17 hours. After the SAM formation process the electrodes 

were again rinsed with water and ethanol. The integrity of the formed SAM was tested in DPV 

measurements in 1 mM [Ru(NH3)6]Cl3. The coating procedure was assumed successful in case of 

the absence of the 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  reduction signal. To further verify the coating procedure for SAM 

formation, Au (111) plates were prepared by hydrogen flame annealing gold on quartz plates. The 

plates were incubated in thiol solutions under the described conditions. Afterwards, images of the 

formed SAM were taken with a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) using a STM/AFM (PicoSPM 

(Molecular imaging)) with NanoScope E Scanning Probe Microscope Controller (di Digital 

Instruments, Veeco Metrology Group) with STM tips cut from Pt/Ir wire. The pictures taken with 

STM were analyzed with Gwyddion 2.41 software.  

3.1.3.  Further characterization 

The gold surface structure before, after and during the SAM removal process by radical attack was 

investigated with AFM (atomic force microscopy) and Pb-UPD (underpotential lead deposition). 

3.1.3.1.  Atomic force microscopy (AFM)  

The impact of the cleaning procedure and SAM coverage/removal cycles on the electrode’s gold 

surface were investigated with atomic force microscopy (AFM). AFM images were taken with a 

Nanosurf EasyScan 2 (Nanosurf Inc.) in non-contact mode with NANOSENSORS™ PPP-NCLR 

cantilevers at C=48 N∙m−1 and f0=190 kHz. The images of the electrodes were taken after the 

cleaning procedure, after SAM removal via radical treatment, and after SAM removal via reductive 

desorption. The roughness average (Ra) of the Au surface was calculated from AFM data using 

Gwyddion 2.41 software. 

3.1.3.2.  Underpotential lead deposition (Pb-UPD) 

The nature of the gold surface before, during and after SAM coverage was further investigated 

with Pb-underpotential deposition (Pb-UPD) measurements in 0.1 M NaClO4+0.01 M 

HClO4+0.001 M Pb(ClO4)2. The measurements were performed in a potential range of −0.45 V to 

0.5 V for uncoated gold electrodes at 0.02 V s−1 at a 663 VA stand (Metrohm AG). For coated 

electrodes the range was restricted from −0.38 V to 0.5 V. Data was recorded with GPES 4.9 007. 
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3.1.4. Evaluation of ROS induced SAM degradation 

In addition to monitoring the impact of ROS on the SAM by DPV measurements the process was 

followed by different other techniques to obtain a more detailed picture of the processes at the 

sensor electrode’s surface. 

3.1.4.1.  Cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) in 1 mM [Ru(NH3)6]Cl3 in 0.1 M acetate buffer as well as in 0.1 M 

H2SO4 were recorded from −0.5 V to 0.3 V at 0.05 V/s after each radical exposure interval. From 

the voltammograms the anodic and cathodic peak potentials and currents were determined. The 

general set-up for the measurements was as described before (see section 3.1.1.). 

3.1.4.2.  Alternating current voltammetry (ACV) 

The gold surface coverage by the formed SAM after repetitive exposure to oxygen radicals was 

measured with selective alternating current voltammograms (ACV) (0.45 to −0.55 V vs. Ag/AgCl; 

sinusoidal perturbation voltage at frequency (f) = 20 Hz, amplitude (A) of 0.01 root-mean-

squared voltage (VRMS), 5 mV/s) recorded in 0.1 M acetate buffer (pH 4.7). From the in-phase (0°) 

and quadrature (90°) component of the measured AC current potential dependent differential 

capacity curves were calculated: 
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SAM surface coverage of the Au electrode (ϴ) was derived from the differential capacity values 

using the following formula:  
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With C0= differential capacity of cleaned Au surface under experimental conditions, Cperfect = theoretical 

differential capacity of defect free C10SH (1.32 µF/cm2) or C16SH (0.83 µF/cm2) monolayer and C = 

differential capacity of the SAM monolayer measured in experiments.  

3.1.4.3.  Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) 

Polycrystalline gold plates were prepared by thermal evaporation of gold on chrome coated 

quartz plates under vacuum conditions (film thickness 150–160 nm; Mini Coater, Tectra GmbH, 

Germany). The plates were coated with alkanethiol SAMs as described before and exposed to 

oxygen radicals photolytically generated by UV light (λ=365 or 254 nm) from 1 mM H2O2 in 
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aqueous solution. Electrochemical SAM removal was performed in 0.1 M NaOH (−0.3 to −1.2 V 

vs. Ag/AgCl; 0.1 V/s; 10 cycles). 

i. Fabrication and testing of the microelectrodes 

Microelectrodes used for SECM measurements were manufactured at the laboratory from Pt-wire 

with a diameter of 25 µm sealed in a glass capillary and pulled under vacuum conditions. Prior to 

use electrodes were polished with Al2O3 powder (grain size 0.05 µm; Buehler, Germany) and 

tested via CV measurements in 1 mM Ru(NH3)6Cl3 in 0.1 M acetate buffer and in 0.1 M Na2SO4 (2 

cycles; −0.5 to 0.3 V vs. Ag wire; 0.025 V/s; CE: Pt wire; CHI Potentiostat). 

ii. Approach curves and imaging 

The electrolyte and the gold substrate were connected via a gold wire (Ø=10 µm). The cell 

potential was fixed to −0.42 V (vs. Ag) and the surface was approached at 0.5 µm/s using PIHera 

linear precision positioner (Physik Instrumente (PI) GmbH & Co. KG) until a current maximum 

was reached. Data were fitted to the model of Lefrou and Cornut [207] for RG=rglass/rT=7 and the 

microelectrode tip radius rT=10 µm. The currents measured at the electrode tip iT were 

normalized for the current in bulk solution (iT∞): 
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IT was plotted against the distance from the probe d in relation to rT (L=d/rT). Taking the obtained 

data from the approach curves, the microelectrode was retrieved from the surface by the distance 

d=10 nm for imaging and imaging data were analyzed with MIRA software (Microscopic Image 

Rapid Analysis; Gunther Wittstock). 

3.1.4.4.  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

The elemental composition on the surface of the SAM coated polycrystalline gold plates after 

radical treatment (UV) and after reductive desorption (RD) in comparison to untreated SAM areas 

on the same samples (no UV; no RD) were analyzed with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

under vacuum conditions (ESCALAB 250 Xi (Thermo Fisher). For each treatment the signals of Au 

4f, S 2p, C 1s und O 1s at 40 x 900 µm area scans were recorded. Data were normalized for 

background signal and signal intensities were normalized according to Scofield [208], the 

transmission function (device manual, Thermo Fisher) and attenuation length (AL) according to 

Laibinis [209]. 
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3.1.4.5.  PM IRRAS 

Orientation of the absorbed thiol molecules at the gold surface were investigated by polarization 

modulation Fourier transform infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (PM IRRAS) 

measurements in air (Vertex 70 (Bruker), Polarization Modulator (Hinds Instruments), external 

reflection setup (custom made) as described before [210]. Each probe was measured 6 500 times 

at λ-1=1,600 nm and 2500 times at λ-1=2,900 nm. Data was analyzed with OPUS software 

(Bruker).  

3.1.5. ROS sensing 

Radical exposure of successfully coated electrodes was performed in quartz test tubes (Metrohm 

AG; Ø=15.6 mm) filled with varying concentrations of H2O2 (30%, Merck, 1 mM up to 1 M) in 

distilled water. Radicals were generated by photolysis of H2O2 by UV light radiation (UVB/UVC: 

705 UV Digester, Metrohm AG; UVC: λ=254 nm, Obsytec). The SAM radical removal process was 

followed by DPV (parameters as described before) and Pb-UPD measurements (0.1 M 

NaClO4+0.01 M HClO4 +0.001 M Pb(ClO4)2; −0.38 V to 0.5 V for coated electrodes and −0.45 V to 

0.5 V for uncoated electrodes at 0.02 V s-1). The electrodes were exposed to the radical solution 

for treatment intervals of 30 seconds. Afterwards they were transferred into the electrolyte 

solution to measure DPV or Pb-UPD signals at the electrodes. The peak currents of the Ru(NH3)63+ 

reduction signal in DPV measurements (It) were divided by the initial currents measured at the 

cleaned electrodes (I0) and the logarithm of the inverse was plotted against the radical treatment 

time (t)to evaluate the signal regain dynamics: t

0

ln 1
  

−  
  

I

I
. 

The slope of the resulting function (k) was determined of the plot by a linear fit (software 

OriginPro 2015G). From the k values the kinetics of the ROS induced SAM degradation process at 

the electrodes were evaluated. As negative control the experiments were performed without the 

addition of H2O2. 

The impact of oxygen on the reaction was evaluated by purging the reaction solution, containing 

H2O and H2O2, in the quartz tubes with N2 or O2 for 20 minutes prior to H2O2 addition and exposure 

of the electrodes. 

The role of different cell media and cell buffers as buffering agents in the destruction of the SAM 

by reactive species were evaluated by replacing the distilled water in the quartz test tubes during 

H2O2 photolysis by RPMI (Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium (with and 

without phenol red, Sigma), DMEM (Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's medium, PAN Biotech, cat. no: 

P04-01550), HBSS (Hank’s balanced salt solution, D8264, Lot RNBC8868, Sigma) or PBS 
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(phosphate buffered saline, D8662, Lot RNBD3943, Sigma). The experiments were taken as an 

indicator for the behavior of the electrode in a cell culture set-up. 

The importance of individual ROS for the destruction of the SAM on the electrode’s surface was 

investigated by the preferential generation of superoxide at TiO2 particles in aqueous media. For 

this purpose superoxide radicals were generated in-vitro at TiO2 nanoparticles (particle size 4 to 

8 nm; 200 mg L−1; Carl Roth) via radiation with simulated sunlight (SSL, 300–700 nm) as reported 

before [211]. As solvent for the TiO2 nanoparticles water and preheated HT buffer (37 °C; pH=7.4) 

were used. Radiation took place in 12 mL quartz test tubes (Metrohm AG). The formation of 

superoxide was verified by its reduction of nitro blue tetrazolium chloride (NBT; 0.1 mM; Carl 

Roth) into insoluble formazan. The resulting decrease of NBT absorbance at 260 nm in the 

solution over a period of 2 hours was measured in acryl cuvettes (10 10 45 mm; Sarstedt AG & 

Co) at a photometer (Specord 50 photometer; Jena Analytik). The TiO2 particles with the 

precipitated formazan were filtered out of the solution prior to absorbance measurements with 

0.2 µm pore sized filters (Filtropur S 0.2 syringe filter, Sarstedt).  

The generated superoxide radicals at TiO2 particles were then investigated with the SAM modified 

Au electrodes. The electrodes were exposed to the freshly stirred TiO2 suspension radiated for 20 

minutes with SSL. After incubation with the TiO2 particle solution the electrodes were rinsed with 

H2O and ethanol and transferred into a [Ru(NH3)6]Cl3 solution to measure the 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion 

reduction signal via DPV at the electrodes. 

3.2. Evaluation of antioxidant activities in-vitro 

Eight different plant substances, one vitamin derivate and one plant extract were chosen as 

representative plant substances to be investigated for their antioxidant activities in the different 

experimental settings: 

(i) standardized Gynostemma pentaphyllum (Makino) extract powder (GP) obtained by 

extraction of dried aerial parts with 75% ethanol/ 25% H2O (from Herbasin 

(Shenyang) Co., Ltd. (China) [212]; kindly provided for by Prof. Lorenz Schild, Otto-

von-Guericke-University, Magdeburg) diluted in DMSO to a final maximal 

concentration of 0.5% DMSO and 120, 60 or 30 µg/mL (GP)  

(ii) ascorbic acid (AA, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich)  

(iii) caffeic acid (CA, 98%, Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG),  

(iv) (-)- epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG, Sigma-Aldrich) 

(v) trans-ferulic acid (FA, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich)  

(vi) kaempferol (Kaem, Glentham Life Sciences Ltd) 

(vii) quercetin dihydrate (97%, Alfa Aesar) 
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(viii) (+)-rutin trihydrate (97%, Alfa Aesar) 

(ix) Trolox (6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic acid, 97%, Acros 

Organics) 

Further details about the individual substances can be found in the introduction. To accord for the 

potential effects of the solvent all substances were diluted in a 1:4 mixture of DMSO (dimethyl 

sulfoxide, >99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) and water. The final concentration of DMSO in all solutions was 

> 0.8% v/v. 

3.2.1.  Electrochemical assay 

For the evaluation of antioxidant activities of plant substances and extracts with the 

electrochemical assay, the substances were added in different concentrations (10 to 500 µM) to 

the radical solutions in the quartz test tubes (see 2.2.4.). The scavenging capacity of the substances 

towards ROS in aqueous solution were measured indirectly by the slope of the function ln[1-

(It/I0)] vs. t representing the SAM destruction rate (kAOx) in comparison to the rate of destruction 

in the absence of the antioxidant substance (k): 
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The parameter k was determined in the linear section of the function from 30 to 300 seconds 

treatment time. 

3.2.2.  Luminol assay 

The luminol assay relies on the chemiluminescence (CL) emitted from the exited state of the 

luminol dianion upon oxidation. For the reaction 60 mM luminol in 0.5 M NaOH (Carl Roth) were 

mixed together 1:10 with a 2 mM Fe-EDTA solution (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)-Na2 

2 H2O (Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH) in 0.1 M acetate buffer+(NH4)2Fe(SO4)2 6 H2O (Merck) 

in water) and varying concentrations of the plant substances in aqueous solution. The reaction 

was initiated by the addition of 2 10-3 M H2O2. After 10 seconds in the dark the CL was measured 

in a portable tube luminometer (Junior LB 9509, Berthold Technologies GmbH & Co. KG). For each 

condition, 10 independent measurements were performed and the mean value calculated.  

3.2.3.  p-NDA assay 

The oxygen radical scavenging activity of the investigated plant substances was further 

determined using N,N-Dimethyl-4-nitrosoaniline (p-NDA) as a probe. The bleaching of p-NDA due 

to oxidation can be observed as decreasing absorption at 440 nm [156]. For the assay 50 µM p-

NDA in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH=7.2) were bleached by hydroxyl radicals, that were generated 
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with the Fenton reaction using 330 µM Fe(II)Cl2 4 H2O (Merck) in phosphate buffered solution 

with 0.01 M H2O2. The antioxidant plant substances were added in different concentrations (50 to 

200 µM) to the reaction solution. In order to account for the formation of reactive species and Fe3+ 

ions in the aerated solutions at the chosen pH due to autoxidation the blank measurements were 

performed in the presence of iron ions [213]. Afterwards the decrease of the absorbance A at 

λ=440 nm was monitored on a spectrophotometer (Specord 50, Jena Analytics) over a period of 

2.5 hours. The spectra were recorded with the manufacturer’s software (WinASPECT, version 

1.7.0.79, Jena Analytics). For each condition 4 independent measurements were performed. Data 

was standardized to the blank measurements and the decrease of the absorbance AOx
( )A in relation 

to the control sample without plant compound 
2 2H O

( )A  for the individual time points was 

calculated. 

3.2.4.  Carotene bleaching assay (CBA) 

β-Carotene is a naturally occurring plant pigment with an intense red/ orange color. It is itself 

considered an antioxidant because it can scavenge ROS and can absorb excessive energy from 

ultraviolet, violet, and blue light (see introduction). However, upon oxidation the molecule is 

decolorized. The process can be monitored by the decrease of its absorption maximum at λ = 460 

nm. The decolorization process can be reduced by the addition of an antioxidant to the solution. 

In the literature different versions of the carotene bleaching assay (CBA) can be found. For this 

study the assay proposed by Miller et al was applied [214]. Briefly, a 400 mM β-carotene (≥97%, 

Sigma-Aldrich) solution in trichlormethan (chloroform, 99%, Carl Roth) was prepared and mixed 

1:20:200 with linoleic acid sodium salt (≥98%¸ Sigma-Aldrich) and Tween® 20 emulsifier 

(polyethylene glycol sorbitan monolaurate, Sigma-Aldrich). Chloroform was removed by 

evaporation and 23% v/v distilled water were added under vigorous stirring. The emulsion was 

then diluted 1:3 with water and pipetted into spectrometer acrylic cuvettes (10   10   45 mm, 

Sarstedt) together with 4% v/v antioxidant solution that was prepared 1:1 with ethanol and 

water. The extinctions of the samples were measured from 400 to 520 nm directly after addition 

of the antioxidant substances at t=0 minutes on a spectrophotometer (Specord 50, Jena 

Analytics). The spectra were recorded with the manufacturer’s software (WinASPECT, version 

1.7.0.79, Jena Analytics) and standardized to a blank measurement containing the solution 

without ß-carotene or any antioxidant. Afterwards the samples were placed in a 50°C water bath 

and the decolorization of the solution was monitored by measurements every 10 minutes over a 

period of 60 minutes. For each condition four independent measurements were performed.  
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3.3. Cell assays 

3.3.1.  Cell lines 

Apart for the antioxidant assays the plant substances were tested for cellular effects. For this 

reason and for testing the sensor electrode in cell culture experiments, five different cell lines 

were used in the study for different purposes: 

(i) human keratinocytes (HaCaT, Sigma) [215]; 

(ii) rat C6 glioma cells with encoded mitochondrial HyPer Red (Mito-Hyper; Hyper WT); 

(iii) rat C6 glioma cells with encoded mitochondrial Hyper Red and tafazzin (TAZ) knock 

out (Hyper TAZ), obtained by lentivirus transfection. The cell lines (ii) and (iii) were 

kindly provided by the working group of Prof. Lendeckel from Institute of Medical 

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University Medicine Greifswald and Prof. Elsner/ 

Prof. Lenzen from the University Medicine Hannover; 

(iv) human embryonic kidney 293 cell line (HEK 293) expressing human NADPH oxidases 

Nox4 (Nox4-HEK293) with a tetracycline-inducible tet-on operator (Nox4-pDEST30) 

[216]; and 

(v) Nox5 (Nox5-HEK293), generated via lentiviral transfection and selection [6]. The cell 

lines (iv) and (v) were kindly provided by the lab of Prof. Dr. Katrin Schröder at the 

Cardiovascular Research Center in Frankfurt. 

HaCaT cells were cultivated in RPMI-1640 cell medium (R8758, Lot RNBD7303, Sigma) with 8% 

v/v fetal calf serum (FCS, Lot 044M3395, Sigma) and 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin (P/S). Glia 

Hyper cells were cultivated in DMEM (low glucose, PAN Biotech, cat. no: P04-01550) 

supplemented with 3% v/v FCS, 1% v/v P/S and 0.2 µL/mL puromycin (invivogen). Nox-HEK293 

cells were kept in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Gibco) supplemented with 10% v/v 

FCS and 1% v/v P/S. All cells were kept in humidified atmosphere (37 °C; 5% CO2). During ROS 

measurements Nox-HEK293 cells were kept in HEPES Tyrode buffer (HT; containing in g/L: 2.33 

HEPES; 0.2 CaCl; 0.1 MgCl; 0.2 KCl; 8 NaCl; 0.05 NaH2PO4; 1 D-glucose).  

3.3.2.  Metabolic activity assay - WST-8 

To determine the effects of each antioxidant substance on the metabolic activity of HaCaT cells the 

WST-8 assay (Colorimetric Cell Viability Kit I; PromoCell GmbH) was applied. The assay relies on 

the conversion of 2-(2-methoxy-4-nitrophenyl)-3-(4-nitrophenyl)-5-(2,4-disulfophenyl)-2H-

tetrazolium monosodium salt to the water-soluble orange-colored formazan dye. The reduction 

is performed by dehydrogenases present in viable cells via an electron carrier (1-methoxy PMS5). 

[217] The absorbance of the formazan dye is proportional to the number of metabolically active 
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cells and therefore an indicator for the cell number. [218] For experiments HaCaT cells between 

passages 10 to 20 were plated in flat bottomed 96-well plates (TPP Techno Plastic Products AG, 

Germany) at a density of 5000 cells/ well. The cells grew for 24 h or 48 h (37°C, 5% CO2) before 

treatment with 10 µL of antioxidant substances at variant concentrations diluted in H2O and DMSO 

(< 0.8%). As control cells were treated only with water and DMSO. The cells were then incubated 

for 1 h, 24 h or 48 with the substances. After treatment the cell medium was removed, and the 

cells were washed twice with phosphate buffer saline (1 PBS with 5 mM EDTA) and incubated 

for 1 hour with 2 to 15% v/v ethanol/ DMSO, 100 µM tBHP (tert-butyl hydrogenperoxide), 100 

µM H2O2 or H2O as control in HBSS. To each well 10 µL of WST-8 CCVK I solution were added and 

the optical density (OD) was measured after another 4 h incubation time at λ=450 nm in a 

fluorescence plate reader (Varioskan™ Flash Multimode Reader, Thermo Scientific, USA). To 

verify the dependence of OD signal on the cell number cells were plated out in different densities 

(10,000–500 cells/ well) and OD was measured after 48 h incubation. All tests were performed 

on a minimum of three biological replicates. Values were corrected for blank (cell buffer + CCVK-

I solution) and standardized to the mean value of untreated cells (control). 

3.3.3.  Cell proliferation 

Cell proliferation of HaCaT cells was monitored with CASY cell counter and analyzer (Roche AG). 

Cells were plated at a density of 5000 cells/ well in 96-well cell culture plates (flat-bottomed, TPP 

Techno Plastic Products AG) and grown for 24 hours. Afterwards cells were treated with plant 

substances and incubated for another 24 to 48 hours. For the last hour of incubation cells were 

additionally stimulated with 50 µM H2O2 or 100 µM tBHP. Afterwards cells were washed twice 

with PBS/EDTA and incubated 5 minutes with 0.05% trypsin/0.02% EDTA. The trypsin aided cell 

detachment was stopped by adding complete media, and the cells were centrifuged (3 min, 230

g, room temperature (RT), Heraeus Multifuge X3R, Thermo Scientific) and resuspended in cell 

medium. The cell suspension was diluted 1: 100 with CasyTon (REF 5651808, OMNI Life Science 

GmbH & Co KG) and analyzed for cell number, cell viability, debris content, average cell volume 

and cell diameter (CASY TT, parameters: sample volume 400 µL; capillary 150 µm; X-axis 60 µm; 

Y-axis auto; 3 cycles; dilution 101; evaluation cursor 11.7–60 µm; norm. cursor 6.15–60 µm). 

The proliferation of Hyper cells was monitored with the cell permeable Hoechst 33258 nucleic 

acid stain (phenol, 4-[5-(4-methyl-1-piperazinyl)[2,5'-bi-1H-benzimidazol]-2'-yl]-, 

trihydrochloride, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The Hoechst 33258 stain emits blue fluorescence 

when bound as a minor-groove binder to dsDNA and can therefore be applied to determine the 

relative cell number by staining the cell nuclei [219]. For the assay Hyper WT cells were platted 

at a density of 7,000 cells/well and Hyper TAZ at a density of 14,000 cells/well in 96-well cell 

culture plates (clear flat bottom, black polystyrene plate, Sigma Aldrich). After 24 hours 
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incubation cells were treated with plant substances (dissolved in DMSO and water) and incubated 

for additional 24 hours. Afterwards cells were washed twice with PBS. To each well 50 µL PBS 

containing 5 mM glucose and 50 µL Hoechst 33258 reagent (final concentration 2 µg/mL) were 

added. The cells were kept in the dark on a shaker for 7 minutes before the fluorescence signal 

was measured in a fluorescence microplate reader (Infinite® 200 PRO, Tecan Trading AG, 

excitation 470 nm, emission 570 nm, 44 measurements/ well). The spectra were recorded with 

i-controlTM software (Tecan Group Ltd.). For each treatment the mean relative fluorescence units 

(RFU) of four different wells were calculated. 

Additionally, growth curves of the Hyper cells were obtained by counting the cells with a 

hemocytometer. The cells were platted at an initial density of 40,000 cells/mL/well for Hyper TAZ 

and 20,000 cells/mL/well for Hyper WT in 12 well plates (Greiner Bio One). The cells were either 

incubated in DMEM + 3% FCS + 1% P/S supplemented with 50 µM trolox every 24 hours or no 

supplementation (control). Additional external stress was induced to the cells by the addition of 

20 µM H2O2 every 24 hours prior to cell harvest. After 24, 48, 72, and 96 hours cells were washed 

twice with PBS, detached by 1Trypsin (3 min incubation at 37°C, 5% CO2), and resuspended in 

DMEM. The cells were centrifuged (5 min, 1450   g, RT) and the cell pellet resuspended in a 

defined volume DMEM to obtain a cell density that allowed the counting of > 100 cells. The cell 

suspension was mixed 1:1 with trypan blue solution, incubated for 1 minute and pipetted into a 

hemocytometer (Neubauer improved, LO-Laboroptik Ltd.). The cells (alive: unstained, dead: 

stained blue) were counted under a light microscope (100 magnification, cell counting protocol 

according to [220]).For each treatment the mean cell number per mL was calculated from four 

different wells. 

3.3.4.   1H-NMR analysis 

For the evaluation of extracellular metabolome changes induced by the plant substances 

treatment extracellular metabolome studies for Hyper and HaCaT were performed by 1H-nuclear 

magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) analysis. For this purpose, HaCaT cells were cultivated for 24 hours 

in cell dishes (6016 mm, 22.1 cm2 growth area, TPP Techno Plastic Products AG) at a density of 

cells/mL. After 24 hours they were treated with antioxidant substances diluted in DMSO and 

water (final DMSO concentration < 0.4% v/v). Control cells were treated with DMSO and water 

only. After 24 hours 1 mL of the cell medium was removed for sterile filtration (syringe filtration 

unit Filtropur S 0.2 with a polyethersulfone membrane, pore size 0.2 µm, Sarstedt). The probes 

were stored at −20°C until measurement. The cells were detached from the dishes and counted 

with a CASY cell counter as described before. The NMR analysis of the samples was performed as 

described before [221]. Briefly, the metabolome samples were diluted 2:1 with sodium hydrogen 

phosphate buffer (0.2 mol L−1, pH 7.0) containing 50% D2O containing 1 mM 3-trimethylsilyl-
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[2,2,3,3-D4]-1-propanoic acid as an internal standard. The samples were measured in a Bruker 

Avance II-600NMR spectrometer (Bruker Biospin), operating at a proton frequency of 600.27 

MHz. The spectra were recorded with TOPSPIN 3.2 software (Bruker Biospin). The metabolite 

signals were referenced according to the internal standard. Data analysis was carried out using 

AMIX v3.9.12 software (Bruker Biospin), as described in [221]. The relative concentration of each 

metabolite was normalized using the following formula (from [222]): 

 
( )0/t t

t

C C

N
  (2.5) 

with Ct: the relative concentration after time t incubation of the cells with the plant substances or the 

control; Ct0: the relative concentration in the initial medium; Nt the cell number after time t 

From the values the logarithm to base 2 (Log2) was calculated to demonstrate the fold changes in 

the samples in comparison to the untreated control [222]. Statistical analysis and graphs were 

obtained with MetaboAnalyst 4.0 software (Xia Lab, McGill University, Canada). 

3.3.5. Intracellular GSH/GSSG ratio 

The intracellular ratio of GSH to GSSG in HaCaT cells was determined with the Promega GSH/ 

GSSG-GloTM assay system (Promega Corporation) in accordance to the producer’s protocol [223] 

and previous experiments [224]. Briefly, the cells were seeded in 96 well cell culture plates at a 

density of 5,000 cells/ well and allowed to grow for 24 hours. Afterwards the medium was 

removed and fresh medium containing varying amounts of the investigated plant substances was 

added for 24 hours. The medium was then replaced by HBSS containing 100 µM tBHP. After 1-

hour incubation the buffer was removed and 50 µL total glutathione or oxidized glutathione Lysis 

reagent were added to each well. Cells were shaken for 5 minutes before adding 50 µL of Luciferin 

Generation reagent. After 30 minutes 100 µL Luciferin detection solution were added to the wells 

and the cells were kept for 15 minutes in the dark at room temperature before the luminescent 

signal of each well was measured in a spectral scanning multimode plate reader (Varioskan Flash 

Multimode Reader with SkanIt™ Software, Thermo Scientific). For each condition four 

independent replicates were measured. All reagents were mixed freshly before the experiment. 

The dependence of the measured fluorescence signal upon the amount of GSH in the probe was 

verified with a GSH standard curve that was generated using 0 to 16 µM GSH diluted in water. The 

calculation of the GSH/GSSG ratio for each cell treatment was calculated from the RLU (relative 

light units) of the luminescence signals of the total and oxidized glutathione measurements as 

follows: 

 
( )/ 2

total GSSG

GSSG

RLU RLUGSH

GSSG RLU

−
=   (2.6)  
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3.3.6.  Total cellular GSH content 

The determination of total intracellular GSH in HaCaT cells was carried out with an assay 

developed by the group of Dr. Lillig (Institute of Medical Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, 

University Medicine Greifswald) modified from Akerboom and Sies [225]. HaCaT cells were 

cultivated for 24 hours in RPMI-1640 and another 24 hours in the presence of plant substances, 

diluted in water and DMSO. One hour prior to cell harvest the cell medium was replaced by 100 

µM tBHP in HBSS. The cells were washed twice with PBS/ EDTA, harvested by incubation with 

0.05% trypsin/0.02% EDTA for 5 minutes and centrifuged (3 min, 230 g, RT). The cell pellet was 

resuspended in HBSS and centrifuged again (5 min, 250 g, RT). The cells were lysed by the 

addition of 50 µL lysis buffer (250 mM Tris, 0.1% Triton X-100, pH=7.4), 1 µL protease inhibitor 

and 2% CHAPS (3-[(3-Cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate). After 20 

minutes the cells were frozen to −80 °C for 5 minutes before being centrifuged again (25 min, 300

g, RT). The supernatant without the upper lipid layer was transferred into fresh Eppendorf 

tubes. The protein content of the cell lysates was determined with a Bradford assay, using the 

Bradford Coomassie brilliant blue G-250 protein-binding dye [226]. Briefly, a concentration series 

of the cell lysates was prepared in TE buffer (Tris/EDTA buffer, pH=8) and 5 µL of the samples 

were pipetted in duplicate in four different dilutions into a 96 well plate along with a protein 

standard series of bovine serum albumin (BSA, Albumin fraction V, Carl Roth). To each well 195 

µL Bradford reagent (Quick Start™ Bradford 1x Dye Reagent #5000205, Bio-Rad) were added and 

the plate was incubated for 5 minutes in the dark. The absorbance of each well was measured at 

595 nm in a microplate photometer (Thermo Scientic Multiskan EX, Thermo Fisher). From the 

BSA absorbance values a protein concentration standard curve was obtained from which the 

protein concentration of the cell lysates was determined. The samples were diluted with TE buffer 

to a protein concentration of 1 µg/µL. Protein precipitation was achieved by the addition of 4% 

v/v sulfosalicylic acid overnight on ice. The samples were centrifuged (300 g, 30 min) and the 

supernatant was transferred into fresh Eppendorf tubes and neutralized with 1 M NaOH/HCl to a 

pH of 7. For the determination of the GSH content concentration series of the probes and a GSH 

standard were made and pipetted in duplicate into a 96-well plate. To each well 1.5 mM Ellman's 

reagent (5,5'-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid, DTNB) in TE-buffer were added. DTNB reacts with 

thiols in a 1:1 stoichiometry to form the yellow colored 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoate dianion (TNB2−). 

The amount of TNB2− was measured via its absorbance at 412 nm (Infinite® 200 PRO, i-controlTM 

software, Tecan Group Ltd.). Afterwards 1.5 mM NADPH and yeast glutathione reductase (y-Gr, 

1:50, Sigma-Aldrich) were added to each well. The absorbance increase at 412 nm was monitored 

over a period of 30 minutes. From the endpoint value of the second measurement (2 values before 

saturation) the values of the first measurement were subtracted for each well. The measured 

absorbance values of the GSH standard series were plotted versus the GSH concentration. The 
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resulting standard curve was fitted to a non-linear 4 parameter function (qt-grace software, non-

linear fit): 

 ( )
( )
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+     
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With the resulting parameters a, b, c and d from the fit the concentrations of GSH in the individual 

samples were calculated from their measured absorbance values y: 
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For each sample the intracellular total GSH content [nmol/mg protein] was calculated. 

3.3.7.  Assessment of superoxide production (L-012) 

Superoxide production from Nox5-HEK293 was verified with the chemiluminescence probe L-

012 (8-amino-5-chloro-7-phenyl-pyrido[3,4-d]pyridazine-1,4(2H,3H)dione) in a real time 

measurement [8]. The basal signal of L-012 in solution was monitored in darkness in a Berthold 

6-channel tube luminometer (LB9505, Berthold, Wildbad, Germany) until a stable signal was 

obtained. Cells were washed with 1 PBS, trypsinated, resuspended in HT buffer and injected into 

the L-012 solution (final L-012 concentration 200 µM). After reaching a stable light emission 

signal 100 nM phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) were injected to stimulate Nox-5 

superoxide production. Superoxide dismutase (SOD) was given to the cell suspension to quench 

the fluorescence signal. A blank measurement was performed without HEK293 cells. Data was 

recorded with LumiCounter 1.0 software.  

3.3.8.  Assessment of hydrogen peroxide production (AmplexRed) 

The production of hydrogen peroxide from Nox4-HEK293 after TC stimulation was verified with 

Amplex Red reagent (Thermofisher; A12222), which can be converted by horseradish peroxidase 

(HRP) in the presence of H2O2 to the fluorescent molecule resorufin. Induction of Nox4 with 1 

µg/mL tetracycline was performed for 24 h in HEPES Tyrode buffer (HT; containing in g L−1: 2.33 

HEPES; 0.2 CaCl; 0.1 MgCl; 0.2 KCl; 8 NaCl; 0.05 NaH2PO4; 1 D-glucose). After 24 hours incubation 

the cells were washed with PBS and incubated 30 minutes in HT buffer containing 50 µM Amplex 

Red and 2 U/mL HRP. 200 µL of the cell supernatant were transferred into a 96 well plate (Greiner 

96 Flat Bottom Transparent Polystyrene) and fluorescence signal was measured at 545 nm 
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excitation/590 nm emission in a TriStar2 Multimode Reader (LB942, Berthold, Wildbad, 

Germany). Data was recorded with Tecan i-controlTM software. 

3.3.9.  Assessment of mitochondrial ROS (mitoHyPer) 

The relative mitochondrial ROS concentration was measured in C6 glioma TAZ Hyper and WT 

Hyper cells (see chapter 3.3.1.). The cells were incubated for 24 hours in 96-well microplates 

(black, clear-bottomed, Greiner Bio One) in DMEM + 3% FCS + 1% P/S and an additional 24 hours 

with the addition of cell substances diluted in H2O and DMSO as described before. Afterwards the 

cells were washed twice with 1 PBS. To each well PBS containing 5 mM glucose and 0 to 50 µM 

H2O2 were added. The fluorescence signal was measured directly after H2O2 addition at 390 and 

458 nm (Infinite® 200 PRO, Tecan Trading AG, excitation 390/485 nm, emission 510/535 nm, 4

4 measurements/well). The spectra were recorded with i-controlTM software (Tecan Group 

Ltd.). For each well the HyPer signal (fluorescence at 485 nm) was normalized to the cell number 

(fluorescence at 390 nm). 

3.3.10. Electrochemical assay (in cell culture) 

The possibility to assess the extracellular ROS concentration with the SAM modified Au electrodes 

was explored with HaCaT, Nox4-HEK293 and Nox5-HEK293 cells. HaCaT cells were plated in 60

15 mm dishes (TPP®) for 24, 48 or 72 hours before treatment with ethanol, 100 µM tBHP, 50 

µM H2O2 or H2O. The treatment was performed in RPMI-1640, HBSS or PBS. After one hour the 

SAM coated electrodes were exposed to the cell medium/buffer for a defined time.  Additionally, 

the cells were lysed after treatment by the addition of a cell lysis buffer and the electrodes were 

exposed to the cell lysate. The electrodes were washed with ethanol and water and transferred 

into an 1 mM [Ru(NH3)6]Cl3 containing electrolyte to measure the DPV signal of the 3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion 

reduction signal at the electrodes. The same was done for Nox4-HEK293 in HT buffer 24 hours 

after addition of 1 µg/mL TC and for Nox5-HEK293 cells 20 minutes after addition of 100 nM PMA 

to the cells. 

3.4. Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis of the data were performed with OriginPro 2016 unless stated otherwise. 

Student’s t-test with p<0.05 of mean values ±SEM was used to compare n=2 independent 

samples. For multiple comparison of n>2 independent samples one-way ANOVA was performed. 

Data were tested for normal distribution and variance homogeneity prior to data analysis. For 

graphical purposes data are presented as mean ±SD unless stated otherwise. Individual details of 

statistical analysis are described in the corresponding method/results section. 
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4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Optimization and characterization of the electrochemical assay 

 

The first part of the work consisted of the optimization and further characterization of the 

electrochemical ROS assay developed by Scholz et al [2]. The work focused on the sensor 

electrode: a polycrystalline gold electrode covered with an alkanethiol SAM. Interaction of ROS 

with the monolayer introduces defect sites within the layer. The degree of destruction is followed 

by the increase of current measured at the electrode due to the reduction of a soluble redox couple 

at the exposed gold sites in DPV measurements. The aim was to adapt the assay to more 

physiological requirements (low ROS concentrations, buffered cell culture media), and to obtain 

a better understanding of the interaction of ROS with the sensor electrode. 

 

4.1.1. Optimization of the electrode preparation 

4.1.1.1. Gold electrode surface 

Besides the thiol molecules themselves, the underlying gold surface has an impact on the 

properties of the formed SAM. The crystallographic orientation of the surface, impurities [206], 

structural defect sites as well as the average microscopic roughness of the surface influence the 

quality of the SAM [227]. Polycrystalline gold is a heterogeneous material that exhibits various 

crystallographic orientations and can vary significantly in its roughness depending on the 

previous treatment of the material. To fabricate reproducible SAMs on polycrystalline gold the 

pretreatment of the gold electrodes has to be performed in a way that a surface with comparable 

characteristics is produced every time. The optimized pretreatment protocol developed consisted 

of the following steps [228]: adsorbed molecules were first removed from the surface by reductive 

desorption (RD), followed by polishing with Al2O3, restructuring of the gold surface by CV and 

removal of gold oxides by “ECS” [206]. After this initial treatment cycle, the surface was covered 

with a SAM, which was removed again from the surface by oxygen radicals generated from the 

photolysis of H2O2 in aqueous solution. 

The removal of the SAM by ROS influences not only the attached thiol molecules but also the 

underlying gold surface. The interaction of ROS with gold surfaces has been investigated before. 

ROS treatment of polycrystalline gold lead to the preferential removal of grain boundaries and 

asperities present on the surface, which has a smoothening effect [229], [230]. We observed the 

same effect for SAM covered gold [228], though, the effect we observed was less pronounced. The 

lower degree of gold surface smoothening by ROS can be explained by two factors. First, we 

exposed our electrodes to lower ROS concentrations in comparison to the previous study. Second, 

the gold surface is partly protected by the attached thiol molecules still attached to the surface. 

However, radical treatment in combination with the described pretreatment of the gold 
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electrodes significantly decreased the average roughness of the gold surface as demonstrated with 

AFM images before SAM coverage. The roughness was lower than for surfaces that were polished 

and for surfaces from which the SAM was removed by reductive desorption (RD) instead of radical 

treatment (figure 4). After the initial treatment cycle of the gold surface and the first removal of 

the SAM by radicals, the surface properties of the polycrystalline electrodes remained stable. The 

lower surface roughness remained after repetitive SAM coverage/radical removal cycles, thus 

providing ideal conditions for reproducible SAM formation at the same electrodes [228]. 

 

Figure 4: Average roughness (Ra) of polycrystalline gold surfaces measured from AFM image after mechanical polishing 

(polished), electrochemical SAM removal and removal via photolytically generated oxygen radicals (radical treatment). 

Picture was taken from [228]. 

The obtained SAMs under the chosen experimental conditions are not flawless. STM images 

revealed some pinholes within the SAM structure of about 0.4 nm depth [228]. We assume that 

those represent monoatomic steps within the SAM. Obtaining defect-free monolayers on 

polycrystalline gold is impossible due to the roughness of the surface and the atomic steps which 

are characteristic for polycrystalline gold. However, for the purpose of the work, the 

reproducibility of the SAM’s quality and its behavior towards ROS is the essential parameter. 

4.1.1.2. Crystalline gold structure 

Our results demonstrate that the treatment cycles produce a smoothened surface that maintains 

its properties over numerous treatment cycles. As stated, we used polycrystalline gold surfaces 

that are characterized by heterogeneous activity and binding energies. Therefore, we investigated 

if the polycrystalline character of the surface could be retained over several SAM 

coverage/removal cycles. Furthermore, we tested if thiol molecules attached to differently 

orientated gold atoms were affected equally by the ROS treatment.  

In Pb-UPD measurements we obtained voltammograms that exhibited the characteristic stripping 

peaks from the Au(111), Au(110) and Au(100) face, as expected for a polycrystalline surface 
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(figure 5 A) [159]. At electrodes that underwent SAM coverage and removal cycles the 

characteristic features of a polycrystalline gold surface remained (figure 5 A). We therefore 

assume that the polycrystallinity of the gold surface is conserved during the treatment cycles. 

Further Pb-UPD measurements focused on the specific effects of ROS exposure on the crystalline 

structure of the gold. The recorded voltammograms in figure 5 B demonstrate the characteristic 

peaks for different gold sites (Au(110), Au(111) and Au(100) face). The stripping peaks are 

suppressed at SAM covered electrodes and gradually regained at all gold sites in correlation to 

ROS exposure time. This suggests that either thiols bound to all sites were removed equally by 

ROS or that after ROS exposure a reformation process of the mobile thiol molecules at the surface 

occurred. In both cases, the SAM coverage of the gold remained homogenous over the surface. 

There are no indicators suggesting the irreversible blocking of certain sites on the gold surface. 

We take this observation as another argument in favor of reusing the electrodes for multiple 

measurements. 

 

Figure 5: Pb-UPD signal at polycrystalline gold electrodes A) bevor (blue and green lines) and after SAM 

coverage and radical removal (black and red lines). B) Pb-UPD signal before SAM coverage (black line), 

after SAM coverage (red line) and after exposure to oxygen radicals for increasing time periods (30 seconds 

(orange) to 10 minutes (purple). Graphic taken from [7]. 

Figure 5 B indicates that the ROS treatment failed to produce the same current maxima as before 

SAM coverage at the electrodes. Apparently, some thiol molecules remain fixed to the gold thus 

blocking the surface and reducing the electrochemically active electrode’s surface. The 

observation is in line with DPV measurements, where the final 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction current 

after ROS treatment always remained slightly below the current value measured at the cleaned 

electrode (see chapter 4.1.1.2.1.). 
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4.1.1.3. Alkylthiols for SAM preparation 

4.1.1.3.1. Behavior in DPV and CV measurements 

Different alkanethiols were tested for SAM preparation in hindsight of their ease of preparation 

and their sensitivity towards ROS. Many publications demonstrate that the carbon chain length of 

the thiol influences the SAM formation process. Longer chains profit from a more pronounced 

hydrophobic effect as well as from stronger van-der-Waals forces that promote the formation of 

ordered SAM structures [231]. Though, the formation process required more time than for shorter 

thiols, the obtained SAM is more ordered and stable [232]. Our results obtained in DPV 

measurements agree with this observation. Using hexadecanethiol (C16SH) SAM the gold surface 

remained blocked after exposure to low ROS concentrations (10-4 M H2O2; UV-B), while the same 

treatment of 1-decanethiol (C10SH) covered electrodes altered the SAM structure in a way that 

allowed the penetration of 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ions to be reduced at the gold surface (figure 6). CV 

measurements in the same electrolyte support the DPV data by showing the same behavior of 

equally treated electrodes. SAM coverage totally blocked the redox signal of 
3+/ 2+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ions. 

The signal could be regained at C10SH SAM covered electrodes by exposure to photolytically 

generated ROS (figure 7 A) but not at C16SH covered electrodes (figure 7 B). We therefore assume, 

that the longer alkyl chains were not sufficiently influences by the ROS to allow the penetration of

3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ions or electrons to the Au surface. Therefore, no reduction current was measurable 

after ROS treatment at the electrodes in CV and DPV. This phenomenon can be explained by:  

(i) a more ordered SAM that limit the penetration of ROS and therefore the number of 

attack sites for ROS, 

(ii) the longer alkyl chains that increase the distance from the electrolyte to the gold 

surface, reducing the number of electron tunneling events over this barrier, 

(iii) the longer alkyl chains that might still function as a barrier in case of carbon chain 

breaks induced by ROS. 

The witnessed behavior of C10SH and C16SH SAMs towards ROS is in good agreement with the 

general assumption that longer alkyl chains (number C-atoms>10) increase the organization and 

stability of thiol-SAMs on Au surfaces [231]. The C16SH SAM proves more resistant towards ROS 

treatment. As mentioned before, electron-channeling processes are also more likely to occur at 

shorter alkyl chains. However, this phenomenon is only relevant at SAM containing low numbers 

of defect sites, because tunneling current should be small relative to that arising from direct 

electron transfer at defect sites [233]. 

The initial current maximum was not regained at C10SH covered electrodes after ROS treatment 

up to 50 minutes. Previous experiments with hexacyanoferrate(II) as redox probe and C6SH or 
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C16SH SAMs demonstrated that a complete removal of the SAM with hydroxyl radicals generated 

by the Fenton reaction could not be achieved [2]. Since the ROS concentrations in our experiments 

were even lower, we assumed that complete SAM removal is unrealistic in our experimental 

setting. With octathiol (C8SH) covered electrodes we obtained high standard deviations for our 

measurements (data not shown). 

 

Figure 6: DPV currents measured for the reduction of 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH ) . The graphs show the current measured at cleaned Au 

surfaces (black lines) and at C10SH (A, purple line) and C16SH SAMs (B, turquoise line). The exposure of the SAM covered 

electrodes to photolytically generated ROS let to a regain of the signal at C10SH SAM covered electrodes (A). At C16SH 

SAM covered electrodes the signal remained suppressed (B). 

 

Figure 7: CVs recorded at (A) C10SH coated Au electrode before and after 60 to 6,600 seconds exposure to radicals and 

(B) CVs recorded at the C16SH coated Au electrode before and after 60 to 4800 seconds exposure to radicals. 

Measurements were performed in 1 mM 
3

3+

3 6
Ru(NH ) Cl solution from −0.5 to 0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl at 0.05 V s−1 on a 600E 

Potentiostat/Galvanostat (CH Instruments) and data was recorded with CHI 660 software. 
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4.1.1.3.2. Influence on surface coverage 

To obtain an idea on the extent of SAM coverage that remained after ROS treatment on the gold 

surfaces, we performed ACV measurements in acetate buffer. From the in phase and out-of-phase 

components of the AC signal differential capacity curves were calculated for the individual SAM 

covered electrodes. The differential capacity decreases near the point of zero charge (pzc) as the 

coverage of the gold surface increases [234]. Therefore, the method allows to calculate the 

coverage of the gold surface with the thiol molecules [235]. In comparison to the theoretically 

calculated differential capacity value for a C10SH monolayer, the experimental value was slightly 

higher (1.32 vs. 2 µF/cm2). It confirmed that the SAM formed on the polycrystalline Au surface is 

not defect-free. However, initial treatment of the SAM with radicals slightly decreased the 

differential capacity values to around 1 µF cm-2 (table 4; figure 8 A+B). This might be an indicator 

for some rearrangements of the liquid phase thiol molecules on the surface leading to an apparent 

increased surface blockage. A major destruction of the SAM with a lower energetic UV light source 

(UV-A, λ=365 nm) could not be achieved within a treatment period of 5 hours. However, a lower 

wavelength (λ=256 nm) and the associated increase of the amounts of reactive species within the 

treatment solution led to a decrease of initial surface coverage by 15% after 1 hour of treatment 

(table 4; figure 9). Short-term treatment (30 to 120 seconds) resulted in the same behavior as 

witnessed for lower energetic UV light with an initial decrease of the calculated differential 

capacity currents that correspond to an increase surface blockage. C16SH SAM covered gold did 

not exhibit the same behavior. The longer alkyl chains presented a more stable monolayer for the 

ROS molecules to destroy. ROS treatment up to 80 minutes altered the initial surface coverage by 

less than 1% (table 4; figure 8 C +D). These results indicate that the longer alkyl-chains form a 

more stable SAM that is more resistant towards ROS attack (as demonstrated before by CV and 

DPV measurements). Furthermore, the longer chains present a higher energy barrier limiting the 

possibility of ion tunneling events to occur over the SAM [236]. 
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Figure 8: Differential capacity curves calculated from phase-selective ACV measurements in 0.1 M acetate 
buffer (pH=4.7). AC voltammograms were recorded from 0.45 to −0.55 V vs. Ag/AgCl with a sinusoidal 
perturbation voltage at a fixed frequency (f) of 20 Hz and an amplitude (A) of 0.01 V root mean square 
(VRMS) at 5 mV s−1. Graphs represent calculated curves for C10SH covered electrodes (A, B) and C16SH 
covered electrodes (C, D) after different exposure times towards photolytically generated radicals by UV 
light (λ=365 nm). 

 

Figure 9: Differential capacity curves calculated from phase-selective ACV measurements in 0.1 M acetate 

buffer (pH=4.7; 0.45 to −0.55 V vs. Ag/AgCl; frequency=20 Hz; amplitude=0.01 V root mean square (VRMS); 

5 mV s−1). Graphs represent calculated curves for C10SH covered electrodes after different exposure times 

towards photolytically generated radicals (256 nm UV light source). 
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Table 4: Changes of C10SH and C16SH SAM coverage on Au electrodes due to radical exposure. The surface 

coverage (ϴ) is calculated from ACV measurements’ data as described before [235]. Experiments were 

performed with two different UV light sources (λ=366 nm or 256 nm). 

UV light λ=254 nm UV light λ=365 nm 

C10SH 
 

C10SH C16SH 

ROS treatment [s] coverage [%] ROS treatment [s] coverage [%] coverage [%] 

0 97.1 0 98.5 100.1 

30 97.2 30 99 99.9 

60 97.5 180 99.2 99.9 

120 97.6 360 99.5 99.8 

180 97.8 480 99.7 99.7 

420 94.4 960 99.6 99.6 

480 88.6 1,860 100.5 99.6 

720 91.7 3,000 100.7 99.6 

780 84.8 4,800 99.5 99.3 

3,600 82.1 18,100 96.7 
 

 

4.1.1.3.3. Elementary composition analysis 

To test if the surface coverage, demonstrated in ACV measurements, was due to thiol molecules 

that were still attached to the gold surface, we performed XPS measurements. In XPS the sample 

is radiated with photons of a specific energy to excite the electronic states of atoms below the 

surface of the sample. Electrons ejected from the surface are filtered for their energy before a 

detector records the intensity of a defined energy. The resulting energy spectra exhibit resonance 

peaks characteristic of the electronic structure for atoms at the sample’s surface up to a depth of 

10 nm. The spectra contain information on the binding energy of the electronic states of atoms as 

well as the chemical environment of the atoms at the surface (energy shifts of the peak energies) 

[237]. 

XPS analysis were performed on SAM covered gold samples on which the SAMs were treated in a 

certain area either by reductive desorption (RD) or by photolytically generated ROS. The other 

part of the sample remained untreated. Afterwards we measured the XPS signals for gold, sulfur, 

carbon and oxygen (Au 4f, S 2p and C 1s and O 1s). The results demonstrate that also after longer 

treatment with oxygen radicals the signals for all four elements (Au, S, O, C) could be detected in 

the spectra (table 5). The S 2p spectra exhibits a double peak at 162±1 eV that is characteristic 

for alkanethiol SAM/ Au binding energies [238]. The C 1s spectra demonstrate intense signals for 

C-C/C-H/C-S-bonds at around 285±1 eV as well as slightly more energetic binding energies at 
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287±1 eV of partly oxidized C-atoms (figure 10), corresponding to binding energies reported in 

the literature before [239]. The data support the presence of thiol molecules on the gold surface 

also after the treatment with radicals or removal of the SAM by RD. This indicates that the removal 

process via ROS is not complete as demonstrated before by CV, DPV and ACV measurements. The 

treatment with oxygen radicals increased the relative peak intensity (Iˈ) for oxygen on the treated 

surfaces in comparison to the samples from which the thiol SAM was removed electrochemically 

by RD (Iˈ=9.89 vs 48.03; table 5). While the removal process via RD is considered to be a one 

electron reaction leaving behind neutral gold atoms (AuSR+1e−+Au(0)+RS−, [240]), the 

products that might arise from radical treatment are numerous. The formation of several oxides 

is a possible explanation for the higher oxygen content on the radical treated samples. The 

hypothesis is further supported by the binding energies of partly oxidized C-atoms represented 

in the measured spectra. 

 C 1s scan S 2p scan 

RD 

 

 

 

UV 

  

Figure 10: XPS spectra for the C 1s and S 2p signals of C10SH SAM covered gold substrates treated by RD or 

with UV generated ROS (red lines). The spectra are corrected for the background signal (green line). 
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Table 5: Signal intensities measured for the Au 4f, S 2p, C 1s and O 1s signals with XPS. The data represent 

the relative intensities calculated from XPS spectra corrected for the background signal, normalized 

according to Scofield, the transmission function (device manual ESCALAB 250 Xi, Thermo Fisher) and 

attenuation length (AL). The relative intensities are shown for C10SH SAM covered Au samples after 

treatment with RD or photolytically generated ROS (UV) on one site of the sample and the corresponding 

untreated site (no RD/no UV). The resulting ratios from the elements signals are presented on the right site 

of the table. 

 
no RD RD no UV UV  no RD RD no UV UV 

Au 4f 107.75 93.75 94.68 94.98 C/S 14.18 17.74 15.47 15.77 

S 2p 7.01 6.53 4.75 4.65 C/Au 0.92 1.24 0.78 0.77 

C 1s 99.41 115.76 73.71 73.29 S/Au 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.05 

O 1s 3.97 9.89 46.95 48.03 O/S 0.57 1.51 9.86 10.33 

 

Comparison of treated and untreated areas on the gold samples revealed little differences. This 

holds also true for the ratios of C/S, C/Au, S/Au calculated from the relative signal intensities 

(table 5). Only the Au 4f in the RD treated sample area is lower than in the untreated area 

(Iˈ=93.75 vs. 107.75) and the O 1s signal is higher in the RD treated area ((Iˈ=3.97 vs. 9.89). Two 

processes might be responsible for the lack of difference between the treated and the untreated 

areas of the samples: (ii) Lateral movement of thiol molecules might have occurred after the 

treatment resulting yet again in a homogenous distribution of thiol molecules on the surface. (ii) 

Absorption of thiol molecules from the air might have occurred on the samples prior to XPS 

measurements. This phenomenon is due to the high free energy of metal surfaces that promote 

the adsorption of atmospheric contaminants [241]. The probability increases in laboratories 

where thiols are employed frequently. The two processes would lead to a homogeneous 

distribution of the attached thiol molecules on the treated and untreated surface areas. This could 

also explain why RD treatment, which has been found quite efficient for the removal of thiol 

molecules from gold [242], still leaves behind so many thiol molecules on the investigated gold 

surface in this setting. Furthermore, the samples contained some iodide and silver contamination 

that could be detected in the XPS spectra. The source of these contaminants is not known. 

4.1.1.3.4. Molecular orientation/alkyl-chain tilt 

Further investigations of the impact of radical treatment on the attached thiol molecules on the 

gold electrodes were undertaken with infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (PM IRRAS) 

measurements. The measurements were performed in air on SAM covered Au plates. PM IRRAS is 

a method that allows investigating the tilt angle of the attached thiol molecules in relation to the 

gold surface. 
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Figure 11: PM IRRA spectra in the CH stretching modes region of C10SH monolayer on Au after different 

times of exposure (as marked in the figure) to photolytically generated ROS. 
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Figure 12: PM IRRA spectra in the CH stretching modes region of C16SH monolayer on Au after different 

times of exposure (as marked in the figure) to photolytically generated ROS. 

Figures 11 and 12 show the PM IRRA spectra in the CH stretching modes region of the C10SH and 

C16SH SAM on Au after different times of ROS treatment (0 to 3,000 seconds). All spectra exhibit 

four well resolved IR absorption modes arising from the methyl and methylene asymmetric and 

symmetric stretching modes. The asymmetric as(CH3) stretching mode of the terminal methylene 

group in both studied monolayers is centered at 2,963.81.2 cm−1. The corresponding symmetric 
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s(CH3) mode is centered at 2,978.00.5 cm−1. The positions of the methylene stretching modes 

depend on the length of the alkane chain in the SAM. In the C10SH monolayer the as(CH2) mode is 

asymmetric. From the high frequency mode around 2,936 cm−1, it is overlapped with the Fermi 

resonance (FR) between the symmetric methyl stretching mode and the overtone of the 

symmetric methyl bending mode [243]. A weak shoulder at the low frequency side of the as(CH2) 

mode arises from FR between the symmetric methylene stretching mode and the overtone of the 

methylene bending mode. The as(CH2) mode is centered at 2,921.51.5 cm−1 and its full width at 

half maximum (fwhm) is equal to 17.51.2 cm−1. The s(CH2) mode is centered at 2,851.51.2 

cm−1 and its fwhm is equal to 12.30.8 cm−1. In the C16SH monolayer the as(CH2) mode is centered 

at 2,918.10.5 cm−1 and its fwhm is equal to 11.21.0 cm−1. The s(CH2) mode is centered at 

2,850.40.5 cm−1 and its fwhm is equal to 11.00.8 cm−1. The thick lines in figures 8 and 9 

correspond to the calculated PM IRRA spectra of randomly distributed C10SH or C16SH molecules, 

respectively, within a monolayer thick film. These spectra were calculated from isotropic optical 

constants of corresponding alkanethiol molecules. In these spectra the methylene stretching 

modes are blue-shifted comparing to the PM IRRA spectra of SAMs. The as(CH2) mode is centered 

at 2,928.40.4 cm-1 and its full width at half maximum (fwhm) is equal to 21.01.0 cm−1. The 

s(CH2) mode is centered at 2,856.80.3 cm−1 and its fwhm is equal to 15.60.3 cm. These 

frequencies of the methylene stretching modes are characteristic for the hydrocarbon chains 

existing in a liquid state [244]. Solidification of a hydrocarbon chain restricts its mobility and 

hinders its rotational freedom leading to a stretched all-trans conformation [245]. In IRS these 

changes lead to a red-shift of the methylene stretching modes [243]. The positions of the 

methylene stretching modes in the C16SH monolayer correspond to a crystalline hydrocarbon 

chain in the all-trans conformation. The shorter C10SH molecules in the monolayer on the Au 

surface are present in a so-called liquid-ordered phase ([246], [247]). It means that the 

hydrocarbon chains of decanethiol adapt a stretched conformation. However, next to the 

predominant all-trans conformation a few gauche defects are still present. 

The figures 11 and 12 show that both monolayers react differently towards the ROS treatment. In 

case of the C10SH monolayer the integral intensities of the methylene stretching modes increases 

monotonically with time of the ROS treatment. The ROS treatment of the C16SH monolayer leads 

initially to an increase in the intensity of the methylene stretching modes (time of radiation < 

1,200 s). Afterwards the intensities of the methylene stretching modes decrease until radiation 

times of 2,700–3,000 seconds they increase again. In addition, capacitance measurements indicate 

that during the investigated treatment time with UV-A light (365 nm) the surface coverage of the 

Au electrode does not change by more than 1%. These changes indicate that the hydrocarbon 

chains change their orientation. Since in both studied monolayers the hydrocarbon chains adapt 

the stretched conformation, the tilt of the hydrocarbon chains in the freshly prepared as well as 
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irradiated SAMs of alkanethiols could be calculated. In an isotropic film, such as an alkanethiol 

monolayer, transition dipole vectors of each IR absorption mode have a strictly defined 

orientation. According to the surface selection rule of IRRAS [248], the integral intensity of an IR 

absorption mode (A) can be described as follows: 

 
2 2 2

2cosAdv E E    =        (3.1) 

 

A is proportional to the surface concentration of these molecules on the electrode surface () and 

the square of the absolute values of the dot product of the transition dipole vector ( ) of a given 

absorption mode and the electric field vector of the incident light ( ). The integral intensity of a 

given absorption band depends on the angle  between the  and  vectors. On the Au electrode 

surface, the  vector of the p-polarized light is directed normal to the interface. Therefore, 

changes of the integral intensity of an absorption band reflect the tilt of the  vector of a given 

vibrational mode with respect to the surface normal (direction of ) ([249], [250]). Equation 

3.2 was used to calculate the angles  between the direction of transition dipole vectors of the 

methylene stretching modes and the surface normal: 

 
exp2

random

cos
3

A d

A d





=




  (3.2) 

With expA d  and randomA d  being the intensities of the corresponding IR absorption modes of 

either C10SH or C16SH molecules in monolayer assemblies on Au and for the random distribution 

of the molecules in the film, respectively. The results of these calculations are shown in figure 13.  
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Figure 13: Tilt angle of the hydrocarbon chain of the A) C10SH and B) C16SH molecules in a SAM on Au as a 

function of time of the sample treatment with photolytically generated ROS. 

In the CH10SH monolayer, despite constant surface coverage, the tilt of the hydrocarbon chains 

increases as a function of sample treatment time. In the freshly prepared monolayer the tilt angle 

is equal to 34.5° vs. surface normal. This is in good agreement with values reported in the 

literature for alkanethiol alkyl chains in all-trans conformation assembled in a monolayer 

exhibiting an average tilt angle of 28 to 40° to the surface [251]. After 300 s of sample treatment 

the tilt angle increases to ca. 41° vs. surface normal. These changes indicate that the hydrocarbon 

chains change their orientation in the monolayer on the Au surface. Interestingly, electrochemical 

measurements show a decrease in the capacitance minimum (see ACV measurements) with a 

simultaneous increase in the permeability of the monolayer to 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  cations in DPV 

measurements. On first sight, these results appear contradictory. However, a possible explanation 

for the obtained data is that the treatment of the SAM with ROS induces defect sites in the 

monolayer. The defects sites induce a reorientation of the mobile thiol molecules, which induces 

the increase in the tilt angle of the alkyl chains seen in PM IRRAS. Desorbed thiol molecules might 

accumulate on top of the monolayer, increasing the film thickness and attribute to the altered 

capacitance measured at the treated samples. This is also observed in the PM IRRA spectra as an 

increase in the intensities of the methylene stretching modes (consistent with an average “more 

parallel orientation” to the Au surface of alkanethiol molecules). Though the film thickens, the 

induced micro-defect sites are mature enough to allow the penetration of 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ions to be 

reduced at the gold surface. Therefore, a regain of the redox signal in DPV measurements can be 

detected (figure 14 A). 

In the freshly prepared C16SH monolayer the hydrocarbon chains have an average tilt of 32° vs. 

surface normal, being in excellent agreement with literature [251]. At initial times of the sample 
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ROS treatment the tilt of the hydrocarbon chains increases to roughly 36 to 37° vs. surface normal. 

It suggests that C16SH monolayers become more tilted towards the metal surface. The radical 

attack does not lead to desorption of alkanethiol molecules from the Au surface. With longer times 

of treatment, the tilt angle decreases again to ca. 30° vs. surface normal. Putting these results in 

context to the data obtained from XPS, DPV and ACV measurements, it seems that the C16SH SAM 

is affected only little by the treatment. The monolayer is not permeable to the 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ions and 

the capacitance gradually increases (figure 14 B). The capacitance minimum after 3000s of 

irradiation increases to 1.0–1.2 µF cm−2 and the film remains impermeable to the ions. If any, only 

small amounts of the C16SH molecules are removed from the monolayer not affecting its structure, 

orientation and permeability. It has been reported before that partly oxidized alkanethiol SAMs 

retain their blocking characteristics toward electron transfer [231]. Comparing the behavior of 

C16SH and C10SH SAMs it can be concluded that the physical state of the alkane chain plays a very 

important role in the reaction with ROS. 

 

 

Figure 14: Possible molecular assembly of C10SH (A) and C16SH (B) molecules on gold surfaces after 

treatment with photolytically generated ROS. A) In a C10SH SAM, defect sites allow the penetration of
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ions (purple ellipses). Detached thiol molecules accumulate on the monolayer increasing the 

film thickness. (B) Defect sites in a C16SH induced by ROS treatment are not sufficient to allow the 

penetration of the ions to the gold surface. 

Taking the obtained results for the behavior of the C8SH, C10SH and C16SH SAMs on polycrystalline 

gold together, we conclude that the chain length has an impact on the sensitivity of the formed 

SAM towards ROS. C8SH SAMs were not further investigated because we obtained high standard 

deviations in the measurements with C8SH SAMs. SAMs formed with C16SH proved to be rather 

stable against ROS treatment. They were affected only slightly by the ROS treatment in terms of 

surface coverage and chain tilt angle. Most importantly, the ROS treatment failed to regain the 

reduction current of 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ions at C16SH SAM covered electrodes in DPV and CV 

measurements. C10SH SAM also proved rather stable against radical attack concerning surface 
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coverage and modification of the tilt angle. However, the induced defects in the formed C10SH 

SAMs by ROS allowed the penetration of dissolved 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ions, which can be reduced at the 

gold surface. 

From our results, we conclude that C10SH are best suited for ROS sensing in our experimental set-

up. Therefore, we proceeded in further experiments using C10SH for SAM formation on the sensor 

electrodes. 

4.1.1.4. Impact of SAM removal on the electrochemical surface activity 

The electrochemical properties of the SAM covered gold surfaces before and after treatment were 

evaluated by scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM). In SECM an ultramicroelectrode 

(UME; rT ≤ 25 µm) can be positioned with high precision in the x, y or z direction to measure 

electrochemical reactions at solid/liquid, liquid/gas or liquid/liquid interfaces [252]. We used the 

technique at the solid/liquid interface of the SAM covered gold electrodes (sample) in solution 

containing 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ions (mediator, M). The geometry of UME determines that the mass 

transport occurs by hemispherical diffusion. Applying a potential at the UME at which the 

mediator is reduced a diffusion-limited steady state current (iT∞) is obtained at the electrode in a 

position far away from the sample. The steady state current is defined as: 

 4T Ti n F D c r =        (3.3) 

With n = number of electrons; F = Faraday constant; D = diffusion coefficient; c= bulk concentration of 

mediator; rT = UME tip radius 

Operating SECM in the “feedback mode” the technique allows discriminating between conducting, 

insulating and semiconducting surfaces. This can be achieved by bringing the UME close to the 

sample. In case of a conducting sample the mediator M can be recycled (reduced/oxidized) at the 

samples surface increasing the flux of M to the UME. Hence, the measured relative current value 

increases (positive feedback). At an insulating surface M is not recycled. The surface hinders the 

diffusion of M from the bulk solution to the UME, thus limiting the flux of M to the electrode. 

Therefore, the measured current value decreases (negative feedback). For semiconducting 

surfaces, intermediate states are measured. [253] Recording the current as a function of the 

distance to the sample (d), a so called approach curve, and fitting the measured values of the 

approach curve to the theoretical model of Cornut and Lefrou [254], allows to calculate the 

heterogeneous reaction rate constant κ for the mediators regeneration [254]: 

 eff Tk r

D
 =   (3.4) 
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With keff = apparent heterogeneous rate constant of the mediator 

From the fit the kinetics of the mediator’s reaction at the UME at close proximity d of the substrate 

are apparent. With this approach, we investigated the insulating properties of the C10SH SAM on 

gold before and after photolytically generated ROS treatment. In our case, the mediator M was 

3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  that was reduced at the UME to 

3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  at a constant applied potential of −0.42 V 

(experimental scheme depicted in figure 15). 

Figure 15: Experimental set-up for SECM measurements. A constant potential of −0.42V was applied at the 

Pt-working electrode. A) Approaching a conducting surface would increase the measured current (iT) in 

comparison to the current measured in bulk solution (iT∞). B) Approaching an insulating surface (SAM 

covered gold) would lead to a current decrease. 

For measurements, the geometry of the UME tip is important because it directly influences the 

reaction kinetics at the electrode tip. Therefore, the UME used in SECM was characterized in CV 

measurements in the electrolyte containing the mediator as well as by optical inspection under 

an electron microscope. An image of the electrode tip along with is geometric characteristics is 

shown in figure 16. The Pt wire embedded into the glass corpus is clearly visible in the center of 
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the electrode tip. The ideal geometry for an UME tip of this type is a perfect circle with the Pt wire 

in the very center. This would allow equal diffusion distances for the mediator from each side to 

the electrode. The depicted electrode is slightly elliptic but does not differ much from the ideal. 

The rT and the radius of the glass corpus obtained from the image were 10.4 µm and 71.3 µm, 

respectively. The resulting RG value, calculated from the radius of the glass divided by rT, was 6.9. 

The measurements were initially performed using the same mediator 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  and the same 

electrolyte (acetate buffer, pH=4.7) as in the previous electrochemical experiments to increase 

the comparability of the data. It has been demonstrated before that the ion’s properties influence 

the penetration abilities of the ion at SAM´s defect sites [236]. Important parameters are:  

a) the hydrated diameter (DH)=effective diameter of a hydrated ion in solution [255] 

b) Stokes diameter (DS)= diameter of a hard sphere that diffuses at the same rate as the ion 

[256] 

c) Pauling diameter (DP)=bare ion crystal diameter [255] 

d) solvation enthalpy (∆HS) defines the interaction between an ion and solvent molecules; 

small −∆HS values indicate that hydrated ions easily undergo dehydration [257] 

e) ionic mobility (U0)=uniform velocity acquired by an ion under unit potential gradient. 

Ions with small DS values, small −ΔHS values and large U0 values can easily permeate into the 

SAMs. For example Cl− (DS=2.42 Å; −ΔHS=350 kJ mol−1; U0 =7.91×10−8m2 s−1 V−1) have higher 

permeation ability than F- (DS=3.38 Å; −ΔHS=485 kJ mol−1; U0 =5.67 ×10−8m2 s−1 V−1) [236]. 

 

However, since the working electrode in SECM was a Pt wire instead of gold, the potential for 

hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in acidic media was shifted into the redox potential area of the 

mediator. The resulting current overlaid with the mediator`s CV current (figure 17 A). Therefore, 

Figure 16: Electron microscope image of the UME. The image clearly shows the Pt wire (white circle) 
embedded in the glass corpus. The radius of the Pt wire (rT), the glass corpus and the resulting RG value for 
the electrode were measured with imageJ software. 
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we decided to use Na2SO4 as alternative electrolyte. The resulting CV current at the UME was lower 

than in acetate buffer and corresponding to the expected theoretical values. Only some overlaying 

reaction current was measurable in the negative potential range (figure 17 B).  

 

Figure 17: CVs recorded at the UME in 1 mM (Ru[NH3]6)Cl3 in A) acetate buffer and B) Na2SO4. The vertical 

black line in the graphs marks the potential fixed at the UME during SECM measurements.  

Approach curves on the SAM covered electrodes demonstrated the passivating behavior of the 

SAM against the 
3+/ 2+

3 6
Ru(NH ) redox couple. In comparison to approach curves that were recorded 

on glass as substrate, some surface activity was detected expressed in different values for the 

parameter κ to modulate the current limiting behavior close at the substrate with first order 

irreversible redox kinetics (κ=0.001 vs. κ=0.05; figure 18 A). It demonstrates that the passivating 

effect of the SAM is not complete and that some defect sites present in the SAM allowed oxidation 

of the redox couple in solution as demonstrated before in ACV measurements. The fact that 

alkanethiol SAMs do not function as complete electrochemical isolators, especially on surfaces 

exhibiting a lattice like gold, has been reported before [236]. To estimate the pinhole size that 

contribute to the 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction signal following parameters are considered: (i) the 

radius of the 3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion; (ii) the kinetics of an outer sphere electron reaction; (iii) currents 

resulting from direct ion exchange reactions overweight ion tunneling events over the SAM. 

Taking these parameters into consideration, the size of potential pinholes that contribute to the 

current signal was estimated to be ≥5 Å2 per cm2 [258]. Using an UME with a rT of 10 µm the 

measured current is the sum of several differently sized defects sites within the SAM. Nonetheless, 

in sum the SAM still serves as a passivating film on top of the gold. Treatment with oxygen radicals 

altered the redox kinetics at the electrode tip close to the substrate resulting in positive approach 

curves. However, in comparison to clean gold surfaces the reaction was still hindered (figure 18 

A+B) indicating that still many active gold sites remained blocked by adsorbed thiol molecules 
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limiting the recycling of the + +3 /2

3 6
Ru(NH )  redox couple at the gold substrate. Longer treatment with 

oxygen radicals only slightly increased κ values from 1.7 to 2.1 but failed to regain values of clean 

gold. Removal of the thiol SAM via reductive desorption let to positive approach curves. The 

obtained kinetic parameters did still not resemble the ones for a cleaned gold surface (κRD=4.2 vs. 

κAu=10; figure 18 C+D). Therefore, it is assumed that the electrochemical SAM removal still leaves 

behind some thiol molecules or other impurities on the gold surface reducing its electrochemical 

activity of the gold (supported by the previous presented XPS, PM-IRRAS, CV, DPV data). However, 

a clear distinction between RD and ROS treated samples is visible (κROS 180s =1.9 vs. κRD=4.2 and 

4.4). In comparison to radical treatment, the electrochemical thiol SAM removal process is capable 

of (a) removing more thiol molecules from the gold substrate and/or (b) leaving behind 

electrochemically (more) active gold sites. The SECM data does not allow distinction between gold 

sites blocked by thiol molecules, sites blocked by other contaminations and electrochemically less 

active gold. However, the elementary composition of the surface after ROS treatment obtained 

from the XPS data (chapter 4.1.1.2.3.) suggests that the blocking molecules on the surface are 

indeed thiol molecules. 

Modeling the currents measured while approaching the substrate to the obtained model 

parameters demonstrate the small differences in the reaction kinetics between different radical 

exposure times (figure 18 B) as well as the strong effect of RD on the insulating properties of the 

SAM (figure 18 D). 
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Figure 18: Approach curves on C10SH covered Au surfaces. A) Measurements were taken before (SAM, blue 

line) and after 60 seconds (green line), 120 seconds (orange line) and 180 seconds (pink line) exposure 

towards photolytically generated ROS. B) Fitted SECM approach curves corresponding to the data shown in 

A. C) Approach curves at C10SH coated gold samples after reductive desorption of the SAM (RD; RD 2). D) 

Fitted SECM approach curves corresponding to the data shown in C. All measurements were recorded in 1 

mM [Ru(NH3)6]Cl3 in 0.1 M Na2SO4 and fitted to the model of Cornut et al. [254] for RG=7 and rT = 10 for 

different κ values (dashed lines) and represent currents measured at the electrode tip iT normalized for the 

current in bulk solution iT,∞. (IT=iT/iT,∞) plotted against the distance from the probe (d) in relation to rT. 

Approach curves on a glass plate are taken as a negative control and on a cleaned Au surface as positive 

control. 

In SECM imaging the current at the UME is recorded while the tip is moved over the sample in 

parallel to the surface. Combining the data of several lateral scans yields a picture mapping the 

electrochemical activity of the scanned sample area. The attainable resolution in SECM imaging 

depends upon the tip radius and distance d between tip and sample [259]. The distance d was 

determined from the approach curves and fixed for imaging at 10 nm. The tip radius rT and the RG 

value, defined as the radius of the insulating glass corpus at the UME tip divided by rT, was 

determined from an electron microscope image of the UME (figure 16). The image revealed that 
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the UME had some minor defect sites and the Pt wire was not centered perfectly within the glass 

corpus. Therefore, the diffusion distance was not equal from all sites to the electrode.  However, 

obtained images of differently treated SAM surfaces confirmed the first impression obtained from 

approach curves. On RD treated samples only small inactive sites (iT=(−4) nA) were recorded 

(figure 19 A). Most of the surface exhibited high electrochemical activity (iT=(−12) nA). The high 

electrochemical activity suggests that RD treatment exposed active gold sites. We attribute the 

inactive sites to adsorbed thiol molecules or other insulating impurities attached to the surface. 

The obtained image supports the kinetic data from the fitted approach curves that suggest a 

similar electrochemical behavior of the electrodes after SAM removal via RD to the one of a 

cleaned gold surface. The reaction kinetics are only slightly hindered by the remaining molecules 

attached to the surface represented in the image by the inactive sites. 

SAM covered gold substrates treated with oxygen radicals exhibited a more heterogeneous 

electrochemical activity (iT=(−2.8) to (−3.6) nA; figure 19 B). Since the average electrochemical 

activity represents a partly insulating surface, we conclude that most of the surface is still covered 

with the SAM molecules and that the difference to the reaction kinetics of a glass surface 

(complete insulator) are due to defect sites within the SAM. That assumption is in agreement with 

the kinetic parameters obtained with the approach curves showing only slight modifications in 

the kinetics at the surface upon prolonged radical treatment. The images do not show the exact 

size of the uncovered areas in the SAM because the electrode radius is expected to be larger than 

individual defect sites. Therefore, the obtained electrochemical activity “image” is interpreted as 

the cumulative response of numerous defect sites in the SAM distributed randomly over the 

substrate. The obtained electrochemical activity of the surface is the average from SAM covered 

and uncovered regions of the underlying gold substrate. 

 

Figure 19: SECM images taken of a C10SH SAM covered gold sample after A) reductive desorption (RD) and 

B) after 5 minutes treatment with photolytically generated oxygen radicals.  
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4.1.2. Adaption of ROS concentration 

In previous work, the electrochemical sensor electrode was employed to measure non-

physiologically, high concentrations of ROS (0.5 M H2O2 in Fenton reaction [260]; 1 M H2O2 in 

photolysis [261]). Scholz et al reported a ROS detection limit for their alkanethiol SAM covered 

gold electrode of 10−5 M H2O2 in the Fenton reaction [2]. However, in their work they employed 

C6SH SAMs. As stated before, we obtained inconsistent results employing CnSH with n≤8. 

Therefore, we tested if we could obtain the same or lower detection limit with C10SH SAMs as 

reported by Scholz et al. The ROS concentrations expected in a biological context are in the nM 

and under some specific conditions in the µM range. We focused our work on the µM 

concentration range. Figure 4 A shows the standardized current increase of the 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion 

reduction signal at SAM covered gold electrodes in dependence of the treatment time with ROS. 

Employing an initial concentration of 10−2 M H2O2 in water let to a gradual regain of the current 

measured in DPV. Reducing the concentration to 10−5 M still let to a signal regain at the SAM 

covered electrode. However, the signal increase did not exceed to more than 10±3% of the initial 

current maxima measured at the cleaned electrode (figure 20 B).  

Hilgemann et al employed the electrochemical assay to measure radical scavenging capacity of 

plant extracts [3]. For data evaluation they plotted the logarithm of the standardized DPV peak 

currents against the treatment time (ln(1−[I/I0]) vs. time). For the resulting function, they 

obtained two distinct linear sections describing the exponential decay of the curve: a fast decay 

from 0 to 5 minutes (k1) and a slower decay from 5 to 30 minutes (k2). They formulated the 

hypothesis, that k1 describes the effective attack of hydroxyl radicals at unordered SAM domains 

at the Au electrode surface, leading to a fast regain of the current signal. In the second range from 

5 to 30 minutes the attack at the remaining highly ordered SAM domains would then take place 

much slower, resulting in the slow decay k2. For a SAM that was prepared by a longer annealing 

time (70 h), they only witnessed a slow decay described by k2. However, their hypothesis neglects 

the mobility of the thiol molecules on the gold surface and possible reordering processes of the 

SAM that might occur.  

Figure 20 B shows the logarithmic increase of the 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction signal in dependence 

of the treatment time in our experimental setting. Unlike the data reported by Hilgemann et al the 

signal resurgence at high H2O2 concentrations (10−2 M and 10−3 M) takes place much faster (as 

described by k2) until a plateau is reached were no further current increase was measured. At 

lower H2O2 concentrations, the plateau is reached at a later time point and the final current stays 

below the initial current measured at the cleaned gold electrodes. Evaluating the slope k in the 

initial minute of the resulting function we found the steepest slope for the measurements with 
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10−2 M H2O2 becoming less pronounced with lower H2O2 concentrations (

− − − −
= − = − = − = −2 3 4 510 10 10 10

0.0322; 0.0026; 0.0024; 0.0007k k kk linear fit 0 to 60 seconds). The 

differences in the kinetics of SAM destruction measured by Hilgemann et al and ours can be due 

to differences in the experimental set-ups:  

(i) the generation of ROS (photolytically vs. Fenton reaction), 

(ii) the H2O2 concentration (0.5 M vs. 10−2 to 10−5 M), 

(iii) the type of thiol molecules for SAM preparation (C6SH vs. C10SH), 

(iv) the gold pretreatment, 

(v) the SAM annealing time (15 minutes vs. 17 h), 

(vi) the protocol actually applied for ROS treatment. 

Especially (vi) might have an impact on the SAM degradation process. Hilgemann et al exposed 

their SAM covered electrodes always for 5 minutes to freshly prepared Fenton solution. It must 

be assumed that over the treatment period the concentration of hydroxyl radicals decays. Since 

we applied shorter treatment times, the decay of radicals in the treatment solution does not occur 

to the same extent during electrode treatment. We therefore assume that the prolonged treatment 

time is not equal to the prolongation of the effective intensity of ROS attack of the SAM. 

 

Figure 20: Increase of the 3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction signal at SAM covered gold electrodes in dependence 

of the treatment time with ROS. The graphs show the normalized currents (A) and the logarithm of the 

values from which the k values are determined (B). ROS were generated from photolysis of H2O2 in water. 

The initial concentration of H2O2 ranged from 10−5 M to 10−2 M. 

Looking at the dependence of the percentage increase of the 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction signal at the 

ROS treated electrodes on the initial concentration of H2O2 in the treatment solution yielded a 

sigmoidal shaped curve (figure 21 A). The shape of the function is in agreement with data 

published before by Scholz et al [2]. However, their data refers to a treatment time of 300 seconds 

with 0 to 200 mM H2O2 employed in the Fenton reaction. We witnessed the same behavior at our 

electrodes at a treatment time of 150 seconds with 0 to 10 mM H2O2 in photolysis. Because the 

generation of ROS is different, the concentration of H2O2 in the experiments is not directly 
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comparable. Therefore, direct statements on the sensitivity of the electrodes towards ROS are 

problematic. The relevant parameter, the concentration of ROS that interact with the SAM, is not 

clearly defined in both experimental settings. 

 

Figure 21: Dependence of the DPV peak increase at the SAM covered Au electrodes on A) the concentration 

of H2O2 at 150 seconds treatment time and B) on the treatment time with ROS for different H2O2 

concentrations (10−5 to 10−2 M). ROS were generated from photolysis of H2O2 in water.  

The photolysis of H2O2 took place in a reaction volume of 10 mL. The process generates hydroxyl 

radicals (eqn. 3.5) that can further react to form other ROS [262]. 

 
-

2 2H O OH +OHhv⎯⎯→    (3.5) 

Hydroxyl radicals are very powerful oxidants, with a standard reduction potential of 2.8 V 

[263]and react with many molecules at a diffusion controlled rate. The diffusion coefficient for the 

hydroxyl radical has been reported as 2.1 cm2 s−1 ⨯ 105 [264]. Because of this high reactivity, it is 

likely that only hydroxyl radicals generated in proximity to the sensor electrode will react directly 

with the SAM, while others will form secondary ROS. Calculating the exact concentration of ROS 

that interact with the SAM is therefore troublesome. However, since it is unlikely that the effective 

ROS concentration much outnumbers the initial concentrations of H2O2 employed in the 

experiments, we conclude that the sensitivity of the C10SH SAM covered electrodes towards ROS 

in water is sufficient to determine ROS at 10−5 M concentration. 

4.1.3. Environmental influence factors 

To transfer the electrochemical assay to biological relevant experimental setting, the influence of 

different environmental factors on the SAM degradation process on the sensor electrodes had to 

be investigated. Due to osmotic effects, cells cannot be cultivated in pure water. Cultivation and 

measurements on cells must take place in buffered solutions containing certain nutrients and ions. 

For cultivation the cells are kept in cell media that contain amino acids, vitamins, inorganic salts 
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and often glucose as energy source. In addition, the medium is often supplemented with serum 

(mostly from fetal calves) that provides the growth factors, hormones, and attachment factors 

required for cell cultivation. The function of the medium is to provide the cells with the necessary 

factors to enable cell growth and to maintain the osmolality and the pH during cultivation. 

Depending on their composition, artificial media can be divided into (i) balanced salt solutions 

(e.g. PBS, DPBS6, HBSS, EBSS7), (ii) basal media (e.g. MEM8 DMEM) and (iii) complex media (e.g. 

RPMI-1640, IMDM9). Balanced salt solutions are mainly used for immediate survival of the cells 

(for example during the performance of an assay). Basal and complex media are employed to 

achieve prolonged cell survival, indefinite growth and to promote specific cell functions. [265] 

Many of these cell media/cell buffer components are capable of scavenging or interacting with 

ROS themselves. Therefore, we assessed the ability of the electrochemical sensor electrode to 

sense ROS (generated by photolysis of 10−4 M H2O2) in different cell media employed in cell 

culture experiments.  

Figure 20 shows the current increase at SAM covered electrodes in dependence on ROS exposure 

time. Figure 22 A shows the mean signal increase at electrodes exposed to ROS in HBSS. As can be 

seen from the large standard deviations at the individual time points the behavior of the SAM 

towards the generated ROS varied significantly. Especially at later time points, some SAMs were 

affected by ROS while others only showed minor modifications. In figure 22 B the data from 5 

individual measurements of electrodes exposed to ROS in RPMI-1640 are shown. Apart from one 

individual measurement (electrode 5, figure 22 B), the procedure failed to degrade the SAM. The 

peak current measured in DPV (I) did not exceed 1.6±1% of the initial peak current (I0) measured 

at the clean gold electrode. Only in one out five measurements, I increased to 54.9% of I0 after 450 

seconds exposure to ROS. In comparison measurements with the same concentration of H2O2 

(10−4 M) in water did lead during the same exposure time (480 s) to a signal regain of 72±8 % 

(figure 22 B). 

RPMI-1640 belongs to the category of complex media. In our measurements we used RPMI-1640 

without phenol red (phenolsulfonphthalein, used as a pH indicator), because the molecule can 

interact with ROS at its hydroxyl groups. Nonetheless, RPMI-1640 still contains several molecules 

that can interact with ROS such as amino acids, glutathione, glucose or vitamins. The 

measurements in HBSS demonstrate that a less complex media increases the probability that the 

ROS interact with the SAM. In contrast to complex media, the cell buffer does only contain 

inorganic salts. This explains why we were able to obtain current increases like the ones measured 

                                                           
6 Dulbecco's Phosphate-Buffered Saline 
7 Earle`s Buffered Salt Solution 
8 Minimum Essential Media 
9 Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's Media 
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in water (72±8% in H2O vs. 69±12% in HBSS at t=480 s). However, the standard deviations for 

measurements in HBSS are 4% higher than in water. Measurements in HT buffer, which contains 

apart from some inorganic salts, an organic buffering agent and some glucose (see method 

section), yielded similar results to measurements in HBSS. In summary, the data demonstrate that 

complex cell media, like RPMI-1640, possess protective effects towards the SAM. Measurements 

in less complex media, like HBSS, enable the gradual degradation of the SAM on the electrode 

surface. However, the increase in possible reaction partners for the generated ROS increases the 

variety in the SAM degradation process. This is reflected in the large standard deviations of the 

measurements in HBSS especially at later time points (270 to 480 s). 

 

Figure 22: Increase of the 3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction signal at SAM covered gold electrodes exposed to ROS 

in different media. A) Mean current±SD of 4 independent measurements in HBSS. B) Five individual 

measurements in RPMI-1640 (electrode 1 to 5) and the mean of 4 independent measurements±SD in H20 

are shown. ROS were generated by photolysis of 10−4 M H2O2 in the respective media.   

Cellular medium contains less oxygen than the normal atmospheric air because the cells are 

incubated at elevated CO2 levels (5%). The generation of ROS is directly dependent on the O2 

availability. Altering the O2 concentration in solution during ROS generation had a strong impact 

on the SAM removal process (see chapter 4.1.4.). 

4.1.4. Detection of different ROS 

As stated already in the introduction the term ROS defines a heterogeneous group of molecules. 

Our method of choice for in-vitro ROS generation, the photolysis of H2O2, generates hydroxyl 

radicals (eqn. 1.1). Due to their high reactivity the radicals can form several reaction products that 

can interact with the SAM covered sensor electrodes. The phenomenon is a general challenge of 

ROS assays because ROS can be converted into each other making the distinction between primary 

and secondary ROS troublesome. However, to determine if the sensor exhibits different 
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sensitivities towards individual ROS we choose various experimental set-ups that favor the 

evolution of specific ROS. 

In a first step, we investigated if UV radiation of H2O without H2O2 present in the treatment 

solution can degrade the SAM. The treatment did not result in a current increase measured at the 

electrodes in DPV (figure 23). Therefore, we assume that the hydroxyl radicals that are produced 

from H2O2 induce the degradation process and not the UV light itself. Radiation of water with UV 

light can lead to the generation of ozone. However, this only occurs at wavelengths of 185 nm and 

below. Since we operate the UV light at 254 nm, we do not expect ozone to be formed in our 

experimental setting. 

Purging the water before and during ROS generation with nitrogen had the same effect as leaving 

the H2O2 out of the system. We could not detect any significant changes to the SAMs reflected in 

the absence of the 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction signal at the electrodes in DPV. Increasing the amount 

of oxygen in the system on the other hand, by purging the water before and during the ROS 

generation with O2 resulted in an immediate regain of the DPV signal at the exposed electrodes. 

In comparison to water that was not purged with the same amount of H2O2 (10−4 M), the 

degradation of the SAM was accelerated by the increased oxygen content in the treatment 

solution. The accelerated SAM degradation is expressed in the increase of the slope k for the 

normalized current values (ln(1−[I/I0]) plotted against the radical exposure time (figure 22): 
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Figure 23: Effect of the oxygen and nitrogen concentration during ROS generation and treatment on the SAM 

degradation process at gold electrodes. The normalized peak current of the 3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction in 

DPV (I) is plotted against treatment time in UV light radiated water containing 10−4 M H2O2 (or without 
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H2O2). The water was either unpurged or purged for 20 minutes before and during the ROS generation with 

O2 or N2. 

We therefore assume that oxygen availability is an essential parameter for the SAM degradation 

process. Further, the data suggest that reactive nitrogen species (RNS) do not play a role in the 

SAM degradation process since UV radiated N2 saturated solutions had no impact on the SAM. 

Another important physiological ROS is superoxide. In comparison to the hydroxyl radical it is 

less reactive. This property enhances its lifetime and therefore also its detection window. We 

generated superoxide radicals in a cell free environment at TiO2 nanoparticles with simulated 

sunlight (SSL) in HT buffer and in water. The formation of superoxide was monitored with NBT. 

A decrease of NBT absorption at 260 nm was measured over time as an indirect parameter for 

superoxide generation, which reacts with NBT to form an insoluble formazan at the TiO2 

nanoparticles [211] (figure 24 A). After 1 hour, the NBT signal decreased in water and to a lesser 

extent in HT buffer (H2O A260: 1.68 vs. 1.60; HT A260: 1.51 vs. 1.45; figure 24 B). This is an indicator 

for the superoxide formation under the described experimental condition in water and to a lesser 

extent in HT buffer. The total values for the absorption at 260 nm in HT were smaller than 

reported in previous work [211], which can be explained by interference of the HT buffer. The 

shift of the absorbance curves with the HT buffer is due to the fact, that the recorded spectra were 

standardized to a reference solution containing only buffer or water. Therefore, the baseline was 

different for both conditions. The absolute concentration of superoxide formed at TiO2 

nanoparticles in aqueous solution reported in the literature vary depending on the concentration 

of TiO2 nanoparticles, the measurement time and the light source. For a solution containing 100 

mg L−1 TiO2 irradiated 30 minutes with 365 nm light a concentration of 180 nM for long-lived 

superoxide radicals was reported [266]. Another study that used 5 mg L−1 TiO2 nanoparticle 

solution irradiated with 365 nm light for 2 hours reported a superoxide concentration of 8 µM and 

a total ROS concentration (OH−, 1O2, −

2
O ·) of 443 µM [267]. As indicated by the later study, it must 

be assumed that apart from superoxide radicals also hydroxyl radicals, hydrogen peroxide and 

singlet oxygen are formed at the TiO2 particles. However, their contribution is smaller under the 

chosen light wavelength [211]. If the expected concentrations generated with this method are 

indeed in the µM-range, the ROS amounts should be within the detection limit of the sensor 

electrode. 

However, exposure of SAM coated Au electrodes towards the generated superoxide did not affect 

SAM integrity in a measurable way in HT buffer. Furthermore, the SAM degradation process by 

superoxide in water had only little effects on the measured DPV signals at the electrodes in 

comparison with treatment of ROS generated from10−4 M H2O2 (figure 24 C). In HT buffer no 

measurable 3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction occurred up to an exposure time of 35 minutes at the 
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electrodes (figure 24 D). The results were verified by CV measurements of the electrodes after 

TiO2 exposure in H2SO4 were the measured gold signal was minor compared to the initial signal 

indicating that most of the surface was still coated by the SAM (figure 24 E). We confirmed that 

the blockage of the gold surface is indeed due to thiol molecules still attached to the surface by RD 

measurements in NaOH. The resulting voltammograms exhibited the characteristic reduction 

peaks of the thiol molecules. The irreversible removal of the adsorbed molecules decreased the 

reduction current proportional to the number of CV scans. The size of the initial reduction peak 

indicates that most of the thiol molecules were still attached to the gold surface after 

superoxide/TiO2 exposure (figure 24 F). A possible explanation for the small impact of the formed 

superoxide on the SAM would be the low concentration of superoxide generated at the TiO2 

nanoparticles that were unlikely to exceed 10 µM in addition to the buffering capacity of the HT 

buffer. This could also explain the small reduction of NBT absorbance in general (figure 24). 

Conclusively, the experimental data suggest that the SAM degradation process requires the 

presence of oxygen in the treatment solution and can be suppressed by high nitrogen 

saturation/low oxygen concentration. H2O2 and superoxide itself have only little effect on the SAM, 

while hydroxyl radicals generated from photolysis of H2O2 seem to have the strongest impact on 

the SAM. The absolute ROS concentrations generated by the individual methods are expected to 

differ. Therefore, the data are not reliable for quantitative comparison. However, qualitive data 

evaluation suggests that the sensor is differently sensitive towards individual ROS. 
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Figure 24: A) Principle of superoxide generation at TiO2 particles in solution. B) Absorbance measurements 

of 0.1 M NBT with 200 mg L−1 TiO2 nanoparticles in water (grey lines) and HT buffer (black lines) after 0 

and 60 minutes radiation with simulated sunlight (SSL). C+D) Peak height of the 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction 

signal at SAM covered Au electrodes in DPV after incubation with superoxide from TiO2 nanoparticles in 

H2O and in HT buffer in comparison to treatment with ROS from photolysis of H2O2. E) CV measurements at 

the cleaned gold electrode and at SAM covered electrode after exposure to TiO2 generated superoxide in 0.1 

M H2SO4 at 0.1 V s−1. F) RD voltammograms at the SAM covered electrodes in 0.1 M NaOH after exposure to 

TiO2 generated superoxide. 

4.2. Evaluation of antioxidant activities of plant substances in-vitro 

The first experiments on the characterization of the electrochemical sensor assay were the 

fundament for the application of the sensor in the evaluation of the antioxidant activities of 
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different plant substances/extracts as already performed by Hilgemann et al [260]. In their work, 

they compared the results of the electrochemical assay to results they obtained for the same plant 

extracts with the DPPH assay. Though they could obtain linear dependencies between the radical 

scavenging properties and the concentrations of the plant extracts with both assays, the results 

differed significantly between both assays. The authors ascribe this to the different radical probes 

(DPPH radical vs. OH radical) they used in the experimental settings. Therefore, we decided first 

to evaluate the plant substances in assays that do not use the rather stable DPPH radicals, which 

have no biological relevance. 

In a first step, the plant substances (ascorbic acid (AA), caffeic acid (CA), epigallocatechine gallate 

(EGCG), ferulic acid (FA), kaempferol, quercetin, rutin, trolox) and an ethanolic extract of the plant 

Gynostemma pentaphyllum (GP) were assessed for their antioxidant activities in different 

established chemical in-vitro antioxidant assays. 

4.2.1. Luminol assay 

Chemiluminescence (CL) describes the generation of light emission by a chemical reaction. 

Several CL-based methods for the evaluation of antioxidant activity exists. One common 

chemiluminescent reagent is luminol10. One variant of the luminol assay measures the capacity of 

a substance to scavenge hydroxyl radicals generated in the Fenton reaction [268]. Scavenging of 

the radicals inhibits the oxidation of the luminol dianion into an electronically exited state. To go 

back into the ground state, the molecule emits excessive energy in form of a photon. The emitted 

photons cause the CL of the probe. [269] Adding a substance to the reaction it is assumed that the 

higher the measured CL the lower the radical scavenging activity of the substance [268]. The 

oxidation of luminol can also be caused by H2O2, −

2
O · and ONOO−. Therefore, the method is not 

specific for one ROS [270]. 

We performed measurements adding the individual plant substances in different concentrations 

to the reaction solutions. All of the tested substances reduced the CL, indicating that they all 

possess radical scavenging activity in the experimental setting. At the highest concentration (100 

µM) the radical scavenging activity of the substances ranged between 90 to 99%. Only FA 

(70±5%) and rutin (77±3%) exhibited lower activities. Plotting the antioxidant concentration 

against their radical scavenging activity indicates that at 100 µM most substances reached the 

non-linear dynamic range of the correlation function between concentration and scavenging 

activity (no linear correlation visible anymore) (figure 25 A). 

                                                           
10 5-Amino-2,3-dihydrophthalazine-1,4-dione 
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At lower concentrations of the plant substances (50 µM) the differences between the individual 

compounds become more distinct. CA, EGCG, quercetin, and kaempferol still exhibited high 

scavenging activities at 50 µM (98%; 91±2%; 86±5%; 92±2%). AA, FA, and rutin had 

intermediate scavenging activities (71±3%; 54±1%; 65±7%). At 50 µM all of the substances, 

apart from trolox, were above the EC50 value (concentration required to decrease the initial 

chemiluminescence intensity by 50%). Trolox had the lowest scavenging activity in the 

measurements (40±8%, figure 25 B). The great number of experimental protocols for CL 

measurements with luminol impedes the possibility of direct data comparison in the literature. 

EC50 values reported for trolox (10.0±0.4 µM), AA (23.7±0.4 µM) and quercetin (0.9 µM) in one 

publication differ from our results [271]. However, the initial H2O2 concentration in the assay, the 

ROS generation mechanism as well as the buffer solution were different from ours. The 

parameters have been reported to have an impact on the measured CL from luminol [272]. This 

can explain the discrepancies between the reported results. The data agree in terms of quercetin 

being a more potent radical scavenger than the other two substances in this setting. Referring to 

the results obtained with this assay, the ranking of the plant compounds for their radical 

scavenging activity at 50 µM is as follows: 

 CA > kaempferol ≥ EGCG > quercetin > trolox > AA > rutin > FA. 

The radical scavenging activity of the GP extract correlates to the employed concentration (0 to 

600 µg/mL, figure 25 C). The slope of the fitted linear function (f(x)=bx with b=0.155±0.01) 

corresponds to parameters reported before for other plant extracts. Between the individual 

measurements of the extract, high standard deviations were recorded. This can be due to the 

higher complexity of the sample and possible interferences between the different plant 

compounds. 
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Figure 25: Radical scavenging activities of different plant substances in the luminol assay. A) Radical 

scavenging in dependence on the concentration of plant substance (0 to 100 µM). B) Comparison of radical 

scavenging activity of plant substances at 50 µM. C) Radical scavenging activity of GP extract at different 

concentrations. Data represent the mean of n=10 independent measurements normalized to a blank 

measurement and standardized to measurements without plant substance. AA: ascorbic acid; CA: caffeic 

acid; EGCG: epigallocatechine gallate; FA: ferulic acid; K: kaempferol; Q: quercetin, R: rutin; T: trolox, GP: 

Gynostemma pentaphyllum extract. 

The advantage of the luminol assay is that it evaluates the scavenging activity towards the 

biological relevant hydroxyl radical. However, generation of the radical via the Fenton reaction 

make a distinction between the radical scavenging ability of a substance and its metal chelating 

ability impossible. Both, metal chelating of the iron ions at well as scavenging of the hydroxyl 

radicals, result in a reduction of the effective radical concentration in the system and therefore in 

a decrease of the measured CL. 

Several experimental parameters influence the luminol-based CL. Hastings at al demonstrated 

that different cell culture media can influence the CL from luminol [273]. We observed the same 

phenomenon assessing the scavenging ability of GP extract in RPMI-1640 cell culture medium. 

The presence of the media significantly altered the CL values measured in the experiments.   

4.2.2. p-NDA assay 

In neutral or alkaline media p-nitroso-N,N-dimethylaniline has a large extinction coefficient (3.4

  10-4 M−1cm−2) at λ=440 nm [274]. The reaction with hydroxyl radicals can destroy the 
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chromophore leading to a bleaching of p-NDA, which can be monitored by the reduction of the 

absorption at 440 nm. Adding a radical scavenger to the solution will decrease the rate of 

bleaching induced by the radicals [274]. 

Like in the luminol assay the bleaching of p-NDA does not require the use of rather stable radicals, 

like ABTS or DPPH that do not possess any biological significance. Rather it assesses the ability of 

molecules to interact with the biologically relevant hydroxyl radical. The measured absorbance 

values were normalized to measurements without H2O2. Relating the decrease of the p-NDA signal 

over time (0 to 150 min) to the data obtained without the addition of a plant substance, yielded 

the reduction of the radical induced bleaching effect by the plant compound: 

decrease bleaching [%]
2 2 2 2AOx H O H O

(( ) / ) 100A A A= −   

with: AOx
A =normalized absorbance of p-NDA solution with plant compound; 

2 2H O
A =normalized 

absorbance of p-NDA solution without plant compound. 

The results of this assay demonstrate that all of the tested plant compounds were able to reduce 

the bleaching effect of the p-NDA molecule by hydroxyl radicals at a concentration of 100 µM. 

Rutin, kaempferol, EGCG and trolox were the most potent substances in this assay. In the presence 

of 100 µM of the substances the bleaching after 150 minutes decreased by 250±5%, 137±7%, 

130±4% and 125±4%, respectively. Addition of AA, CA, FA and quercetin did also decrease p-

NDA bleaching measured after 150 minutes but to a lesser extent (30±3%; 37±6%; 75±6%; 

26±6%; figure 26 B). 

In figure 26 A the decrease of p-NDA bleaching by the individual substances is shown over time. 

The temporal development allows a distinction of the individual substances into three different 

groups. The first group of substances exhibits more or less constant bleaching decreasing activity 

over 150 minutes (FA and EGCG). In the second group the activity decreases over time (CA, 

quercetin and AA). In the third group the activity increases over time (rutin, kaempferol and 

trolox). 

We corrected the data for blank measurements without H2O2 that also included iron ions in order 

to subtract the effects of auto bleaching of the p-NDA molecule in the aerated solutions at the 

chosen pH [213]. Therefore, the bleaching effect observed is attributed to the effects of the 

radicals. The results are an indicator for the capacity of the substances to interact with hydroxyl 

radicals in at a physiological pH value. 
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Figure 26: Reduction of the hydroxyl radical induced bleaching of p-NDA by different plant compounds. A) 

The decrease of bleaching by the plant compounds in a solution containing 50 mM p-NDA. B) The decrease 

of p-NDA bleaching in comparison to the control after 150 minutes. Data represent the mean of n=4 

independent measurements ±SD at 100 µM plant compound concentration. The data is corrected for the 

blank measurement and related to the values obtained without the addition of plant compound (control). 

Comparison of the results obtained with this assay yield quite a different ranking for the radical 

scavenging activity of the substances at 150 minutes reaction time: 

rutin > kaempferol ≥ EGCG > trolox > FA > CA > AA > quercetin. 

One important parameter for the radical scavenging activity of  molecules are the number and 

position of functional groups ([275]; see also introduction and chapter 4.2.1.3.). Rutin and EGCG 

possess the highest number of OH-groups from the investigated substances (10 and 8 OH-groups, 

respectively). This could contribute to their high activity in this assay. 

The order of activity in the p-NDA assay is different from the one obtained with the luminol assay. 

Especially the radical scavenging activities of rutin, CA, quercetin and FA are ranked differently 

by the two methods. On the other hand, the ranking of kaempferol and EGCG is equal with both 

assays. The main differences between the two assays were the initial concentration of H2O2 

(luminol: 2 ⨯ 10−3 M vs. p-NDA 10−2 M), the source of iron ions (Fe-EDTA vs. Fe(II)Cl2), the pH 

(5.5 vs. 7.2) and the fact that p-NDA, in comparison to luminol, is rather specific for hydroxyl 

radicals. 

Measurement of the GP extract with the p-NDA method was not possible because the extinction 

of the plant extracts overlay with the extinction of p-NDA at 440 nm. 

4.2.3. Carotene-bleaching assay 

The luminol assay as well as the p-NDA bleaching assesses radical scavenging processes in the 

aqueous phase. To obtain corresponding data on the behavior of the plant compounds in the lipid 

phase, we choose as a third reference method for the evaluation of the plant compounds in-vitro 
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the carotene-bleaching assay (CBA). As mentioned in the introductory part β-carotene is a plant 

chromophore with a distinct orange/red color. Upon oxidation the molecule is decolorized, which 

can be followed via the decrease of its absorption maximum at λ=460 nm. Addition of a radical 

scavenger will slow down or inhibit the bleaching. Unlike in the other two reference assays, the 

radicals were not generated by the Fenton reaction but by the heat induced coupled oxidation of 

linoleic acid and β-carotene in an emulsified, aqueous solution ([276], [214]). The peroxyl radical 

formed from the linoleic acid (LOO·) does react with the β-carotene molecule to form a radical 

adduct (eqn. 3.6, [277]). 

  → β-carotene+LOO β-car-OOR  (3.6) 

 

The results of the assay demonstrate that all the investigated substances decreased the rate of β-

carotene bleaching over a period of 2 hours. The concentration of the plant substances was 50 µM. 

Figure 27 A shows the decrease of the absorption at 460 nm over time. In the sample without 

plant substance (control) the absorption is reduced to 44±2% of the initial signal. Addition of the 

different plant compounds (50 µM) slowed down the bleaching rate. After 120 minutes the 

measured absorption was still between 74 and 95 % of the initial signal (AA: 74±9%; CA: 

78±13%; FA: 81±10%; EGCG: 88±12%; rutin: 95±4%; kaempferol: 83±11%; quercetin: 90±1%; 

GP extract: 85±2%). Especially, rutin was very potent in reducing the bleaching of β-carotene in 

the system. The percentage reduction of the bleaching effect induced by the coupled oxidation of 

linoleic acid and β-carotene in comparison to the control measurement after 120 min is shown in 

figure 27 B. The reduction of bleaching for the different plant compounds was as follows: AA: 

13±8%; CA: 20±4%; FA: 24±8%; EGCG: 30±5%; rutin: 38±8%; kaempferol: 29±5%; quercetin: 

30±6%; GP: 26±11%.  

Plotting the reduction of bleaching obtained for each plant compound against the number of OH-

groups within the individual molecules yields a positive linear correlation between the two 

parameters (figure 27 C; linear fit; R2=0.7417). This indicates that the number of functional OH 

groups is an important parameter for the radicals scavenging activity of a molecule. The 

importance of the number as well as of the position of OH groups of a molecule for its radicals 

scavenging potential has been demonstrated before [275]. The only substance that does not obey 

the rule in this experimental setting is AA. However, in comparison to the other molecules AA has 

a much higher water solubility (333 g L−1 [278]), while it is insoluble in fats or oils [279]. AA is 

therefore less likely to interact with radicals in the lipid phase. This does also explain why AA has 

the lowest activity in this assay. The order of the investigated plant substances according to their 

reduction of β-carotene bleaching at a concentration of 50 µM is as follows:  

rutin> kaempferol ≥ EGCG ≥ quercetin> FA> CA> AA. 
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The order differs from the results of the luminol assay. However, apart for the ranking of quercetin 

the results correspond to the activity order obtained with the p-NDA assay. 

Figure 27: A) Decrease of the absorption signal of β-carotene solution at 460 nm upon heat induced 

oxidation. B) The reduction of carotene bleaching by the addition of individual plant in comparison to the 

control measurement after 120 minutes. C) Correlation between the reduction of bleaching to the number 

of OH groups within the individual molecules (linear fit; Origin software; R2=0.7417; exception: AA). Data 

represent the mean values from n=4 independent measurements ±SD. 

4.2.4. Evaluation with the electrochemical sensor assay 

The radical scavenging activities of the individual plant substances were evaluated in a fourth 

experimental setting by the electrochemical assay. Measurements with rutin, kaempferol and 

quercetin produced very high standard deviations and showed no concentration dependency. All 

three substances belong to the group of flavonoids and share the same molecular structure of the 

flavone backbone (2-phenyl-1,4-benzopyrone). Flavonoids absorb strongly in the UV-B region of 

the light spectrum thus playing an important part in the photo-protection of plant parts exposed 

to sunlight [280]. The direct interaction with UV-radiation in the experiment could prevent the 

generation of ROS from photolysis. Therefore, the measurements might reflect the prevention of 

ROS generation instead of the ROS scavenging activity. In case of quercetin the low water solubility 

of the molecule (0.06 g L−1; [281]) might be an additional factor for its inconsistent performance 

as radical scavenger in the assay. Rutin is a glycoside of quercetin with the added disaccharide 
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rutinose (see introduction). UV-B and UV-C light induced degradation of the molecule might lead 

to a cleavage of the disaccharide moiety [282]. This would explain the similar behavior of 

quercetin and rutin in the electrochemical assay. Kaempferol differs from quercetin only in its 

degree of hydroxylation (mono- instead of dihydroxylated). The molecule demonstrates therefore 

similar (slightly enhanced) UV-B adsorbing properties [283].  

All of the other substances could slow down the process of ROS induced degradation of the SAM. 

From the slope of the function (current increase at the SAM covered electrodes vs. ROS exposure 

time from 30 to 300 seconds) the radical scavenging activities were calculated. The data was 

compared to measurements without plant compound. For all substances the standardized 

logarithm of the measured currents (ln(1-[I/I0]) changed linearly within the first 300 seconds. In 

the measurements with added plant compounds, the linear section of the function was elongated. 

However, since the control measurements often reached a plateau after 300 seconds treatment 

the radical scavenging activity was determined from the data up to 300 seconds.  

Figure 28 shows the typical current increase in DPV measurements at SAM covered electrodes 

with different concentrations of plant compound added (in this case 50 to 200 µM AA). The more 

plant compound added the flatter the corresponding curve becomes, indicating that the current 

increase and therefore the SAM destruction rate by ROS at the electrode is slowed down. From 

the slope of the curve the radical scavenging activity of the individual plant substance at its 

respective concentration is calculated. The resulting radical scavenging activity calculated for AA 

from this graph are AA 50 µM: 58±7%, AA 100 µM: 82±3% and AA 200 µM: 88±2%.  
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Figure 28: DPV currents (I) measured at C10SH SAM covered gold electrode in the presence of AA after 

different exposure times to photolytically generated ROS.  

At a concentration of 100 µM all of the investigated plant substances showed significant radical 

scavenging activities against 10−3 M H2O2 in photolysis (AA: 82±3%; CA: 97%; FA: 75±4%; EGCG: 

94%; trolox: 99%; figure 29 A). The activities of the substances were concentration dependent as 
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demonstrated in figure 28 for AA. The order of radicals scavenging activity for the individual plant 

compounds calculated from the data of the electrochemical assay is as follows: 

trolox> CA> EGCG> AA> FA. 

 

Figure 29: A) Radical scavenging activities calculated for A) different plant substances (conc. 100 µM) and 

B) different concentrations of G. pentaphyllum extract (GP). Scavenging values are calculated from the slope 

of the current regain in DPV measurements in comparison to the control. 

The ethanolic GP extract exhibited radical scavenging activity in a dose-dependent manner. At the 

lowest concentration (30 µg/mL) the extract had no radical scavenging properties and large 

standard deviations between individual measurements were recorded, with some measurements 

even demonstrating prooxidative activity of the plant extract (−4±11% radical scavenging 

activity). However, at higher concentrations (60 and 120 µg/mL) the radical scavenging activity 

of the extract increase with the employed concentration in the electrochemical assay (62±1% and 

97±1%, figure 29 B). Hilgemann et al assessed with a slightly different version of the 

electrochemical assay the radical scavenging of five different medicinal plant extracts 

(Cymbopogon citratus, Psidium guajava, Achyrocline satureoides, Baccharis genistelloides, 

Matricaria chamomilla) against ROS generated in the Fenton reaction [3]. At a concentration of 

100 µg/mL the different plant extracts exhibit radical scavenging activities between 50 to 73%. 

The highest activity reported in this assay was at 86% for 200 µg/mL Matricaria chamomilla. 

Taking this value as reference, the radical scavenging of GP is very high in comparison to other 

medicinal plant extracts. However, the comparison has some limitation because the plant extracts 

investigated by Hilgemann et al [3] are obtained by aqueous extraction (30 minutes with boiling 

water), while the GP extract is an ethanolic extract. Therefore, the profile of contained substance 

classes in both extracts is expected to be different. Previous studies demonstrated that the mode 

of extraction significantly influences the radical scavenging activity of the plant extract [284]. 

Furthermore, it must be considered that the generation of radicals was different in the two 

experimental set-ups (Fenton reaction vs. photolysis). 
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4.2.5. Comparison of the in-vitro antioxidant assays 

The comparison of the electrochemical assay with the DPPH assay in previous work demonstrate 

the differences in the radical scavenging activities determined with both methods [2].The data 

obtained from the luminol assay, the p-NDA assay, the CBA and the electrochemical assay 

demonstrate the antioxidant activities of the plant substances. However, the absolute values of 

ROS scavenging activity as well as the order of activity for the investigated substances differ 

between the assays (table 3). This observation can be explained by the fact that all assays have 

slightly different experimental parameters. Considering the different techniques of ROS 

generation in the antioxidant assays, it is obvious that their results also reflect the UV absorption 

or Fe2+-chelation properties of the substances along with their ROS scavenging activities. The 

contribution of UV absorption and/or Fe2+-chelation on antioxidant assay results has been 

reported before [285]. 

Quercetin, rutin, kaempferol and CA have been demonstrated to act as Fe2+-chelators at neutral 

pH [285], [286]. The ability to chelate iron ions inhibits the Fenton reaction and is, therefore, an 

attribute that enhances the antioxidant activity of a compound in the Fenton reaction. However, 

changes in the pH affect the metal-chelating properties of quercetin, rutin and kaempferol [286]. 

Other studies demonstrate the ability of quercetin, rutin and kaempferol to reduce iron ions under 

specific conditions, which has a prooxidative effect in the Fenton reaction [287]. The observed 

effects of the substances on the Fenton reaction and the related extent of hydroxyl radical 

formation depend on the pH and the concentration ratio of the compounds to the number of iron 

ions [287]. Besides, the nature of the transition metal ions is a relevant parameter. While 

flavonoids failed to enhance the Fenton reaction in the presence of pure ferric salt, ferric-ADP or 

ferric citrate, they intensify the reaction in the presence of EDTA–ferric ions [288]. This 

observation is of interest because in the luminol assay the Fenton reaction was accomplished with 

Fe-EDTA while in the p-NDA assay we applied Fe(II)Cl2. 

Additionally, flavonoids are known to adsorb UV light [283]. The later might explain why the 

electrochemical assay was not suited to evaluate the radical scavenging activities of the three 

flavonoids quercetin, rutin and kaempferol. The radicals that are required for the destruction of 

the SAM on the electrodes in this experimental setting are generated by the photolysis of H2O2. 

Substances that adsorb the UV light prevent the generation of ROS. Therefore, the measured 

current at the SAM covered electrodes is no longer an indicator for the radical scavenging ability 

of the plant compound but of its ability to prevent the generation of ROS in the first place.  

As demonstrated in figure 27 C the antioxidant activity of the plant compounds (apart from AA) 

in the CBA assay correlate to the number of OH groups within the individual molecules. The assay 

is the only one that detects the antioxidant activity of the substances in the lipid phase. This can 
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explain the weak performance of AA in the assay. Comparison of the activity rankings obtained 

for each assay (table 6) shows the highest conformity between the ranking of the CBA and the p-

NDA assay. 

Table 6: Radical scavenging activity in four different in-vitro assays of different plant substances and 

Gynostemma pentaphyllum extract. Listed are the source of ROS in the individual assays, the phase of 

antioxidant interaction and the performance of the individual substances in the assay 

assay 
ROS 

source 
phase Activity order (at 50 to 100 µM) 

Effects GP 

extract 

Luminol 2x10−3 M 

H2O2; 

Fenton 

aqueous CA> kaempferol≥ EGCG> quercetin> trolox> AA> rutin> FA Antioxidant; 

conc. 

dependent 

p-NDA 10−2M 

H2O2; 

Fenton 

aqueous rutin > kaempferol  ≥ EGCG > trolox > FA > CA > AA > 

quercetin 

Not 

measurable 

CBA Heat 

induced 

oxidation 

lipid rutin> kaempferol≥ EGCG≥ quercetin> FA> CA> AA Antioxidant 

Electro-

chemical 

10−3 M 

H2O2; UV 

aqueous trolox> CA> EGCG> AA> FA Antioxidant; 

conc. 

dependent 

The activity values of kaempferol and EGCG are very similar in the CBA, luminol and p-NDA assay, 

respectively. The similarity of the substances is not directly derivable from their molecular 

structure (number of OH groups) nor from their physical properties (molecular mass, water 

solubility). 

In summary, the antioxidant activity assay in-vitro yield different relative as well as absolute 

radical scavenging activities for the individual plant substances.  

4.3. Measurements in cell culture 

After evaluation of the electrochemical assay and the radical scavenging activities of the different 

plant compounds in a cell-free environment, the experiments were transferred to cell culture-

based set-ups. 

4.3.1. Electrochemical assay measurements 

4.3.1.1. Assessment of ROS from human keratinocytes (HaCaT) 

We tested the behavior of the electrochemical assay in cell culture measurement. The objective 

was to measure enhanced levels of extracellular ROS from stimulated cells. The experiments were 

first performed on a human keratinocyte cell line (HaCaT). Skin cells are a model of interest for 

redox processes because they serve as the first line of defense against environmental factors such 

as UV light or toxins. HaCaT cells contain/release different ROS damage product such as 8-

Isoprostane and exhibit enhanced carbonylated protein content after H2O2 or UV-B light 
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stimulation [289]. Another chemical to induce redox changes in HaCaT cells is tBHP. It induces the 

continuous stepwise productions of intracellular radical substances and its effects are therefore 

longer lasting [290]. 

Treatment with sublethal concentrations of tBHP (<200 µM) has been reported to affect the 

intracellular GSH/GSSG ratio, to promote hydroxyl radical formation, [291] and to increase 

intracellular ROS measured with the fluorescent probe CDCFH11 [292]. 

We tested if the effects, induced by 1 hour-treatment with 100 µM tBHP in HBSS, could be detected 

by the sensor electrode. The 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction current at the SAM covered electrodes was 

measured after 30, 60, 90, 360 and 600 seconds exposure to the treated cells. Figure 30 shows the 

development of the current (I) measured at the electrodes normalized to the initial current at the 

cleaned gold electrode (I0) over time. After an initial current increase, the electrode reached its 

initial state again. The maximum current I measured after 360 seconds is only 0.2% of I0. The 

increase of I is not linear to the exposure time. One possible explanation for the observed behavior 

is the low concentration of ROS expected in the measurements. The decrease of I measured at the 

electrodes after 600 s incubation with the cells can be interpreted as the reorganization of the 

SAM or alternately as the adsorption of molecules from the cell culture. Although the medium was 

washed off before the measurements and the HBSS components (KCl, KH2PO4, NaHCO3, NaCl, 

Na2HPO4, D-Glucose) are not likely to interact with the SAM, artefacts from the cells or the medium 

can still interact with the electrodes. Repetitive measurements at tBHP, H2O2 or ethanol 

stimulated HaCaT cells demonstrated that the procedure could not affect the SAM to the extent 

that I would increase by more than 0.4% of I0. 
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Figure 30: Temporal development of the
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction signal at SAM covered gold electrodes 

after exposure to 100 µM tBHP stimulated HaCaT cells in HBSS. The current measured at the electrodes (I) 

                                                           
11 6-caboxy-2’,7’-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate 
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was related to the initial current measured at the cleaned gold electrodes (I0). Data represent the results of 

n = four independent measurements ±SD. 

Since we assumed that the concentrations of ROS released by stimulated HaCaT were below the 

detection limit of the electrochemical assay, we focused on cells that released elevated amounts 

of ROS into the extracellular space.  

4.3.1.2. Detection of superoxide release from Nox5-HEK293 cells 

It has been shown that the NADPH oxidase Nox5 produces superoxide radicals upon PMA 

stimulation via protein kinase C (PKC) activation [293]. The superoxide release from Nox5-

HEK293 was monitored in a real-time measurement with the fluorescence probe L-012. After a 

stable baseline signal Nox5-HEK293 were injected into the test solutions. The injection resulted 

in an initial spiking of the signal caused by external light and oxygen until the signal stabilized 

again at around 1,900 RLU. Injection of PMA significantly increased the emitted light. The increase 

was most pronounced 500 s after injection (about 100-fold) and light emission stayed elevated 

onwards at around 160,000 RLU. The increased light emission from L-012 demonstrates that PMA 

could stimulate superoxide release from the cells over a longer period. Addition of SOD 

immediately reduced the emitted light by 98% supporting the assumption that the fluorescence 

signal was caused by superoxide in this system (figure 31 A).  

 

Figure 31: Superoxide production from Nox5-HEK293 cells in HT buffer measured with the fluorescence 

probe L-012. Arrows indicate the time points of injection to the L-012 solution (cells; PMA; SOD). 

Measurements were performed with HT buffer (blue line), L-012 + buffer (red line) and buffer + L-012 + 

HEK Nox5 cells (purple and green lines). B) Increase of the
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction current at SAM coated 

Au electrodes after 300 s incubation with Nox5 HEK 293 cells in HT (stimulated with PMA 20 min prior 

measurement or unstimulated). Boxplots present data of n=3 independent measurements.  

The measurements with the fluorescence probe L-012 verified that under the experimental 

conditions the PMA stimulated HEK Nox5 cells release measurable concentrations of superoxide 

into their environment. In a next step, we tested if the superoxide was detectable with the 

electrochemical assay. We exposed the SAM coated Au electrodes to PMA stimulated cells in HT 
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buffer for 300 seconds. A higher 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction signal could be recorded at the electrodes 

after exposure to PMA stimulated cells compared to unstimulated ones (0.0051±0.0025 vs. 

0.0109±0.0054, figure 31 B). This suggests that the higher concentration of superoxide released 

from stimulated cells influenced the SAM degradation process leading to a regain of the 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  

ion reduction signal at the electrodes. However, the changes were only little suggesting only minor 

defects in the SAM. Further, it has to be noted that the sample size was too low to allow statistically 

reliable conclusions. 

As demonstrated in a previous chapter (4.1.5.), we tested if the SAM degradation process could 

indeed be caused by superoxide itself. The superoxide radicals were generated in a cell free 

environment at TiO2 nanoparticles with SSL in HT buffer and in water. The formation of 

superoxide was monitored with NBT. A decrease of NBT absorption at 260 nm was measured over 

time as an indirect parameter for superoxide generation, which reacts with NBT to form an 

insoluble formazan at the TiO2 nanoparticles [211]. The exposure of SAM coated Au electrodes 

towards the generated superoxide did not affect SAM integrity in a measurable way in HT buffer 

and also the SAM degradation process by superoxide in water had only little effects on the 

measured DPV signals at the electrodes. In HT buffer no measurable 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction 

occurred up to an exposure time of 2100 s at the electrodes (figure 24). A possible explanation 

would be the low concentration of superoxide generated at the TiO2 nanoparticles. Though the 

concentration of superoxide released by Nox5-HEK293 cannot be expected to be higher, potential 

secondary reaction partners as well as other cell metabolites might interact with the SAM. At this 

point is must be considered that ROS generation at TiO2 nanoparticles is not limited to superoxide 

anions. Hydroxyl radicals, hydrogen peroxide and hydroperoxyl radical are also expected to form 

[211], though their contribution is smaller under the chosen light’s wavelength [211]. However, 

the results indicate that the SAM degradation process and consequently the regain of the 

3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction signal at the electrodes is not primarily caused by superoxide itself. 

Therefore, the difference between electrochemical measurements at the control and the PMA cells 

must be explained by secondary ROS that arise from the released superoxide from stimulated 

cells. At this point it is noteworthy that though L-012 has been titled a sensitive CL probe for −

2
O · 

[171], later studies demonstrate that peroxidase and H2O2 induce L-012-derived CL in the 

presence of oxygen. In fact, −

2
O · alone does not react with L-012 to emit luminescence [172]. Since 

L-012 is not specifically detecting 
−

2
O · the increased L-012 CL signal measured at PMA stimulated 

cells might already entail ROS other than 
−

2
O · that contribute to the destruction of the SAM on the 

sensor electrodes.  
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4.3.1.3. Detection of hydrogen peroxide release from Nox4-HEK293 cells 

In a third approach we exposed the sensor electrodes to a Nox4-HEK293 cell line expressing NOX4 

upon tetracycline (TC) induction [216]. TC induces a rapid increase in NOX4 mRNA in the cell line 

followed by a release of ROS [216]. In contrast to other Nox enzymes, Nox4 primarily produces 

H2O2 instead of superoxide. The changed pattern in ROS production has been attributed to the 

third extracytosolic loop (E-loop) of Nox4, which sets it apart from Nox1 or Nox2. [216], [294] 24 

hours after NOX4 induction with TC the amount of H2O2 released from the cells was quantified 

with AmplexRed. In figure 32 A the increase in the AmplexRed fluorescence signal in comparison 

to the baseline signal for TC stimulated and unstimulated cells is shown. The increase in the 

fluorescence signal was 56±2 times for TC induced cells and 1.2±0 times for cells not treated with 

TC. We therefore assume that the TC induction was successful and resulted in an elevated release 

of H2O2 from the cells in the extracellular space.  

In the next step, we tried to detect the released H2O2 from the cells with the sensor electrode by 

exposing the SAM covered electrodes towards TC treated and untreated cells for 1 to 20 minutes. 

In figure 32 B the development of the current measured in DPV at the electrodes (I) normalized 

to the initial current measured at the electrodes (I0) in dependence on the exposure time is shown. 

The current measured at electrodes exposed to unstimulated cells did not change significantly 

over the treatment time (figure 32 B, grey data points). The current measured at electrodes 

exposed to the stimulated cells on the other hand, increased slightly (figure 32 B, black data 

points). After 12 minutes of exposure, however, no further increase could be detected. We 

therefore assume that the released H2O2 induced SAM modifications at the sensor electrodes that 

resulted in higher currents measured in DPV. The sample size needs to be increased to verify the 

observed tendency. The higher standard deviation of the data from the stimulated cells indicate 

that the process of the SAM modification was heterogeneous, either because of variations in H2O2 

concentrations released from the cells or because of differences in secondary effects at the 

electrodes (formation of secondary ROS, interaction of metabolites/buffer components with the 

electrode). 
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Figure 32: A) Fold change of the measured AmplexRed fluorescence signal from TC stimulated and 

unstimulated Nox4-HEK293. Data represent RLU from n=3 independent measurements ±SD corrected for 

the blank value (measurement performed without cells). B) 
3+

3 6
Ru(NH )  ion reduction currents measured 

at SAM modified gold electrodes in DPV in relation to the exposure time (60 to 720 seconds) to TC 

stimulated or unstimulated Nox4-HEK293. Data represent n≥3 independent measurements ±SD. The 

measured currents (I) were standardized to the currents measured at the clean electrode (I0). 

Measurements were performed 24 hours after the TC stimulation. 

Exposure of the sensor electrodes towards 10−3 to 10−5 M H2O2 in water did not have a measurable 

impact on the integrity of the SAM in DPV measurements (see chapter 4.1.2.). The changes that 

are induced by the TC stimulated Nox4-HEK293 can therefore not be attributed to H2O2 itself. As 

hypothesized for the signal regain at electrodes exposed to stimulated Nox5 cells, it is most likely 

that the released H2O2 forms secondary ROS that interact with the SAM. The control 

measurements with unstimulated cells demonstrate that the H2O2 is required as a precursor 

molecule to initiate SAM modification processes. Besides it has been proposed that Nox4 does not 

exclusively release H2O2 but that the claim is due to unspecific ROS detection methods or failure 

to detect superoxide caused by membrane compartmentalization of the generation product [295]. 

In fact it has been claimed that the Nox4 product consist of 90% H2O2 and 10% superoxide [295]. 

The extracellular ROS released by all three cell types (HaCaT, Nox4-HEK293, Nox5-HEK293) 

failed to modify the SAM of the sensor electrode on a large scale. Results published before on 

human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) reported an increase of up to 9.6% at 

alkanethiol modified sensor electrodes after 20 minutes exposure to 200 ng/mL 

lipopolysaccharides (LPS) stimulated cells. The LPS from Gram-negative bacteria (Salmonella 

typhimurium) provoked the production of reactive oxygen species (oxygen burst). However, the 

recovery of current at the sensor electrode after 5 minutes exposure was also only at 0.4%. [2] In 

our experimental setting, we could not detect a further current increase at the electrodes after 12 

minutes exposure. However, as could be demonstrated by the AmplexRed and the L-012 

measurements the released ROS from the HEK293 cells did decrease after stimulation again. 
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Therefore, the period for ROS detection was limited and the degree of SAM degradation could not 

be enhanced beyond a certain exposure time. 

We could detect small changes in the SAMs DPV behavior induced by the ROS released from Nox4-

HEK293 and Nox5-HEK293 upon stimulation. The small changes leave little room to investigate 

the impact of the investigated plant compounds on the process. In fact, measurements that 

included prior incubation of the cells with AA yielded inconclusive results. Therefore, the 

investigation of the plant compounds’ cellular effects with the electrochemical assay was not 

persuaded further in this work. Instead, the in-vitro data of the electrochemical assay were in the 

following compared to data on cellular redox parameters (proliferation under tBHP/H2O2 

stimulation, GSH/GSSG ratio, total GSH content, mitochondrial ROS concentration) obtained by 

established cellular assays on C6 glioma and HaCaT cells. 

4.3.2. Cellular effects of the plant compounds 

4.3.2.1. Effects on metabolic activity and proliferation 

The effects of the plant substances on the metabolic activity and on the cell proliferation of HaCaT 

cells were evaluated. For this purpose, the conversion of WST-8 by the cells was assessed. Since 

the conversion is dependent on the dehydrogenases activity in viable cells, the assays results 

combine information on the cell number and the enzyme activity. Therefore, the data is 

interpreted as the metabolic activity measured in the specific culture plate well. Figure 33 A 

demonstrates the dependency of the measured signal on the number of cells. In a range of 500 to 

10,000 cells platted per well the fluorescence signal measured after 24 hours increases linear with 

the cell number (linear correlation; Pearson R2=0.987). Incubation of the cells with 50 to 1,000 

µM tBHP or H2O2 for 2 hours decreased the metabolic activity within the well in comparison to 

untreated control cells in a concentration dependent manner (figure 33 B). The impact of tBHP at 

higher concentrations was more pronounced than the effect of H2O2. This observation was 

reported before for HaCaT cells [296]. The phenomenon can be explained by the rapid 

metabolization of H2O2 preventing a depletion of total glutathione [296], in contrast to the 

treatment with organic peroxides. The higher stability of tBHP on the other hand results in a 

persistent stimulation of the cells.  

In the following we stimulated the HaCaT cells with 100 µM tBHP to obtain a measurable effect on 

the metabolic activity without being lethal to too many cells (metabolic activity after 2 hours with 

100 µM tBHP: 87±5%). We also tested the effects of DMSO and EtOH as possible solvents for the 

plant compounds on the metabolic activity of the cells (figure 33 C). At 2% v/v neither DMSO nor 

EtOH influenced the metabolic activity of the cells in a significant way (one-sided t-test, p<0.05). 

At concentrations > 5% v/v the substances significantly reduced the cellular activity and 

concentrations > 10% v/v were lethal to the cells. From these results, we conclude that dilution 
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of the plant substances with a final DMSO concentration of 0.8% v/v had no significant effects on 

the metabolic activity of the cells. 

 

Figure 33: A) Dependency of the OD values measured in the WST-8 assay on the number of platted HaCaT 
cells (linear fit; Pearson R2=0.987). B) Impact of different concentrations of tBHP and H2O2 (50 to 1000 µM) 
on the metabolic activity of HaCaT cells. C) Impact of different concentrations of ethanol (EtOH) and DMSO 
(1 to 20% v/v) on the metabolic activity of HaCaT cells. Data are presented as mean±SD of n≥3 replicates; 
the incubation time with DMSO, EtOH, tBHP and H2O2 was 2 hours. 

Incubation of the cells for 24 hours with 100 µM of the individual plant compounds had different 

effects on the metabolic activity. For AA and CA a significantly increased metabolic activity was 

measured (149±7%; 127±13%; oneway ANOVA; Bonferroni correction; p<0.05). FA, rutin and 

trolox had no significant effects (97±3%; 101±9%; 104±5 %) and EGCG, kaempferol and 

quercetin reduced the metabolic activity (78±5%; 41±6%; 92±4%; figure 34 A). Reducing the 

concentration of EGCG, kaempferol and quercetin altered the effects of the substances on the 

metabolic activity of the cells. At 10 µM quercetin and EGCG affected the activity positively and 

the negative effect of kaempferol was reduced to a remaining metabolic activity of 94.6±4% of 

the control (figure 34 B). In the following the experiments the concentration of quercetin, EGCG 

and kaempferol was therefore reduced to 10 µM. 
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Figure 34: A) Metabolic activity of HaCaT cells incubated 24 hours with different plant substances at a 
concentration of 10-4 M. * mark mean values significantly different from the control (one way ANOVA, 
Bonferroni correction; p<0.05). B) Metabolic activity of HaCaT cells incubated 24 hours with 5, 10 or 20 
µM K, Q or EGCG. The metabolic activity is related to the measured values of untreated control cells. Data 
are presented as mean±SD of n≥3 replicates. AA: ascorbic acid, CA: caffeic acid, FA: ferulic acid, EGCG: 
epigallocatechin gallate, K: kaempferol, Q: quercetin, R: rutin 

After 24 hours incubation with the plant substances (100 or 10 µM) the cells were stimulated with 

100 µM tBHP. In the control group the treatment reduced the metabolic activity by 18.5±7%. The 

treatment had the same effect on cells that were previously incubated with AA, CA, FA, EGCG, 

kaempferol or quercetin. However, the extent of reduction indicated a trend towards higher 

values for cells incubated with FA, EGCG and kaempferol (22.8±8%; 23±5%; 25.1±11%). On the 

other side the mean value for the reduction in activity induced by tBHP treatment in cells 

incubated with AA, CA, quercetin, rutin and trolox was lower than the control mean value 

(9.9±5%; 10.2±9%; 12±7%;0.7±2%; 1.4±15%). The differences in the decreased viability of the 

cells upon tBHP stimulation were statistically not significant (figure 35 C). However, since the 

initial activities measured in treated cells were in some cases higher, the remaining metabolic 

activity after tBHP stimulation was significantly higher for cells treated with AA (132.8±8%) and 

CA (113.9±12%) than for control cells (84.7±8%) (one-way ANOVA; Bonferroni correction; 

p<0.05; figure 35 B). 

Incubation of the cells with GP extract let to slightly increased mean metabolic activity values of 

the cells in comparison to the control ones, though the differences were not significant (30 µg/mL: 

111.7±13%; 60 µg/mL: 109.3±8%; 120 µg/mL: 108±10%). After tBHP stimulation the cells 

treated with the GP extract exhibited significantly higher metabolic activities than the untreated 

control cells. This effect could be demonstrated at all three tested concentrations (30, 60, 120 

µg/mL) (figure 35 A). 
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Figure 35: A) Comparison of the metabolic activites of HaCaT cells after 24 hours incubation with 0 

(control), 30, 60 or 120 µg/mL GP extract with or without 1 hour stimulation by 10-4 M tBHP. B) Data from 

cells incubated with different plant extracts together with C) the resulting change in metabolic activity for 

the individual plant compounds. The concentrations for treatment were 10-4 M for AA, CA, FA, rutin (R) and 

trolox and 10-5 M for EGCG, kaempferol (K) and quercetin (Q); * mark mean values significantly different 

from the control (one-way ANOVA, Bonferroni correction; p<0.05). 

As mentioned before increased absorbance measured in the WST-8 assay can either be due to a 

higher cell number (higher proliferation/ lower mortality rate) or higher enzymatic activity. 

Independent data on the cell number were obtained by cell counting, based on the separation of 

the cells by their physical properties. The technique allows to quantify the total number of cells in 

a sample (cells/mL) as well as to distinguish viable and dead cells (viability [%]). For cells treated 

with the different cell substances, the viability after 24 hours was between 96 and 88 %. The 

viability of cells treated with FA was significantly lower than from control cells (88±5% vs. 

945±2%; p<0.05). The viability of cells treated with the other plant substances did not 

significantly differ from the control (figure 36 A). Stimulation of the control cells with 10-4 M tBHP 

for 2 hours decreased the viability of control cells to 86.9±2%. The viability of cells previously 

treated with plant substances ranged after tBHP stimulation between 85 and 95 %. The values are 

not significantly different from the control (AA: 92.6%; CA: 94.9±2%; FA: 90±2%; EGCG: 94±1%; 

kaempferol: 87±3%; quercetin: 93±1%; rutin: 92±1%; trolox: 85±7%; GP 30 µg/mL: 90±4; GP 

60 µg/mL 93±2%; GP 120 µg/mL 89±1%; figure 36 A). The number of viable cells per mL after 
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48 hours growth was significantly increased for cells that were incubated for 24 hours with 100 

µM AA and CA (control: 4.5±0.6 ⨯ 105 cells/mL vs. AA: 9.4±0.6 ⨯ 105 cells/mL vs. CA: 6±0.6 ⨯ 

105 cells/mL; p<0.05; Bonferroni correction). Treatment with 100 µM tBHP for 2 hours decreased 

the number of viable cells in the control samples as well as in cells treated with AA, CA, FA, 

kaempferol and rutin. The number of viable cells were significantly higher after tBHP stimulation 

in cells treated with AA and significantly lower for cells treated with kaempferol in comparison to 

tBHP treated control cells (figure 36 B). 

 

Figure 36: A) Viability of HaCaT cells grown for 48 hours with different plant compounds and upon 
stimulation with 100 µM tBHP for 2 hours and B) the corresponding cell number in the samples determined 
with a CASY cell counter. Data represent the mean of n≥3 samples ±SD. * mark significant difference to the 
corresponding control (with or without tBHP treatment; p<0.05) 

The metabolic activity obtained with the WST-8 assay is correlated to the number of viable cells 

per mL obtained by cell counting (correlation coefficient 0.955; figure 37). The comparison 

between the two methods lead to the conclusion that, as expected, for HaCaT cells the metabolic 

activity measured is in fact mainly dependent on the number of viable cells in a sample and to a 

lesser extent on the activity of intracellular dehydrogenases. 

The tendency of AA and CA to increase the proliferation of HaCaT cells is demonstrated with both 

methods (WST-8 and CASY cell count) as well as the negative effects of kaempferol in combination 

with tBHP on the cell number.  
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Figure 37: Correlation between the cell numbers measured with a CASY cell counter to the metabolic activity 

measured with the WST-8 assay (correlation coefficient=0.955). Data represent the mean of n≥3 samples 

±SD.  

It has been reported before that trolox can influence cell proliferation by modulation of 

intracellular ROS levels in tumor cells both in a positive  [297] and in a negative direction [298]. 

However, in HaCaT cells trolox failed to exert any significant effects on cell proliferation. In order 

to investigate the cell line specific effects of trolox further, we tested the effects of trolox on cell 

proliferation in a second setting with HyPer expressing C6 glioma cells. The experiments were 

performed on wild type cells (WT) as well as on tafazzin knock out cells (TAZ). Tafazzin is a 

mitochondrial acyltransferase that is involved in the remodeling of cardiolipin (CL), a 

phospholipid with four fatty acyl chains that can change in their composition [299].  The knock-

down of tafazzin has been reported before to decrease cell proliferation in C6 glioma cells [300] 

as well as in neonatal ventricular fibroblasts [301]. We saw the same effect in our cell population. 

The total number of viable cells was significantly lower in TAZ cells at all time points in 

comparison to WT cells (figure 38 A+B). 

Incubation with 50 µM trolox did not affect the cell proliferation of TAZ cells. In WT cells trolox 

treatment increased the cell number after 24, 72 and 96 hours significantly, but the observed 

effect was little (19±1-fold increase vs. 20.7±0.4-fold increase after 96 hours incubation, figure 

38 A). Additional stimulation with 50 µM H2O2 every 24 hours increased the differences between 

trolox treated and untreated calls. The cell proliferation was significantly enhanced in WT cells 

incubated with trolox + H2O2 in comparison to cells treated only with H2O2 (figure 38 B). In TAZ 

cells a significant positive effect of trolox + H2O2 treatment on cell proliferation was seen after 96 

hours growth time (5.5±0.1-fold increase vs. 6.6±0.3-fold increase, figure 38 B). The absolute cell 

number after 96 hours was reduced in WT cells grown without trolox upon H2O2 stimulation 
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(16.0±0.5-fold increase vs. 18.9±0.8-fold increase). In TAZ cells the H2O2 treatment reduced the 

number of viable cells counted after 96 hours regardless of the additional treatment with trolox. 

H2O2 stimulated WT cells grown with trolox reached similar cell numbers after 96 hours like the 

unstimulated WT cells (21±1 vs. 20.7±0.4-fold increase).  

 

Figure 38: A) Cell number increase of WT and TAZ C6 glioma cells grown with or without 50 µM trolox over 

96 hours and B) with additional stimulation by 50 µM H2O2 every 24 hours. Data represent the mean fold 

change in relation to the initial cell number at t=0 hours of n=4 samples; * mark significant differences 

between the same cell type at the corresponding time (p<0.05) 

The data indicate that unlike HaCaT cells C6 glioma cells exhibit higher proliferation in the 

presence of trolox. In unstimulated cells the effect is only observed in WT cells. Additional 

stimulation of the cells with H2O2 increases the impact of trolox on the proliferation in TAZ as well 

as in WT cells. Overall, WT cells profit more from the incubation with trolox than TAZ cells 

regarding cell proliferation. Further effects of the TAZ knock down are discussed in chapter 

4.3.2.4. 

4.3.2.2. Effects on intracellular GSH/GSSG ratio 

As described in the introduction glutathione is s a highly abundant LMWA in eukaryotic cells. The 

ratio of GSH to GSSG is often taken as a measure for the intracellular redox status. We determined 

the GSH/ GSSG ratio in HaCaT cells after incubation with the different plant substances and after 

additional stimulation with tBHP with a commercially available assay. The assay relies on a 

luminescence-based detection system to quantify the total glutathione (GSH + GSSG) as well as 

the reduced GSH concentration (GSSG) in the cell. With a standard curve obtained from a dilution 

series of GSH, the calculation of absolute concentrations in µM from the obtained luminescence 

values in RLU was performed (figure 39). The plotted data was fitted to a linear function 

(f(x)=a+bx with a=3.7e5, b=2.11e6, R2=0.997). The linear section of the curve (0 to 8µM GSH) 

was used for calculations. The obtained graph demonstrates the linear dependency of the 
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measured luminescence to the actual GSH concentration in a sample. The values correspond well 

to the data provided by the manufacturer [223] as well as to previous results from our institute 

[224]. However, the intercept of the linear fit with the y-axis was at 3.7e5 RLU. Luminescence 

values below this point yielded negative concentration values. This phenomena has been 

observed before [224]. Therefore, we worked in the following with the GSH/ GSSG ratios obtained 

from the measured RLUs. 
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Figure 39: Luminescence values of samples containing different concentrations of GSH. The graph represent 

data from n>3 samples ±SD. The fitted linear function with a correlation coefficient of R2=0.997 is shown 

in the graph. 

Comparison of the ratios within cells incubated with the different cell substances for 24 hours to 

untreated control cells showed some differences between the treatments. Cells that were 

incubated with 60 µg/mL GP extract had significantly higher GSH/GSSG ratio compared to 

untreated control cells (figure 40 A, ANOVA, Bonferroni correction, p<0.05). The higher ratio 

indicates that lower amounts of GSSG were present in the individual cells or that the decrease in 

GSH was less pronounced in GP treated cells than in control cells. In cells treated with 120 µg/mL 

GP extract as well as in cells treated with AA or rutin a tendency towards higher GSH/GSSG ratios 

was measured. Treatment with the other plant compounds did not alter the ratio significantly. 

The exceptions were quercetin treated cells, which exhibited a tendency for lower ratios.  

Additional stimulation of the cells with tBHP decreased the ratio within the cells in a concentration 

dependent manner (50 to 200 µM, figure 40 B). From the data we conclude that the tBHP stimulus 

is reflected in a decreased GSH/GSSG ratio within the cells. However, the effect induced by 100 

µM tBHP was diminished in cells incubated before with CA, trolox (T), FA, EGCG, kaempferol (K), 

and rutin (R). Only the incubation with high GP concentrations (120 µg/mL) or quercetin failed 

to have any effects. The decrease of the GSH/GSSG ratio was significantly smaller for cells treated 

with rutin or GP extract (30 or 60 µg/mL) in comparison to untreated cells stimulated with 100 

µM tBHP (ANOVA, Bonferroni correction, p<0.05, figure 40 B). The data indicate that rutin and 
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GP extract could diminish the effect of the tBHP stimulation on the intracellular GSH pool. Since 

the GSH/GSSG ratio was higher after tBHP stimulation in those cells, it seems that the substances 

could reduce the oxidation/depletion of the intracellular GSH caused by tBHP. 

 

Figure 40: A) GSH/GSSG ratio determined in HaCaT cells after 24 hours incubation with different plant 

substances. The ratios are normalized to the ratios obtained for untreated control cells. B) Normalized 

GSH/GSSG ratios determined in cells that were additionally stimulated with 100 µM tBHP for 2 hours 

(control) or 50 µM or 200 µM tBHP. Data are represented as mean values of n≥3 replicates ±SD; * mark 

significant different mean values from the corresponding control (ANOVA, Bonferroni correction, p<0.05). 

The absolute values for the GSH/GSSG content calculated from the RLU values in our experiment 

varied between 3 and 110. This extent of variation is in good agreement with previously published 

work using LC–MS/MS for quantification [302]. Other published data, obtained with the assay we 

used, showed the great variety of the GSH/GSSG ratio between different cell types (0.8 in mouse 

skin tissue [303] to 90 in L2 cell line [304]). The great variety makes the comparison of absolute 

values troublesome. However, the method allows detection of relative changes in the GSH/GSSG 

ratio. The reduction of the ratio due to external stressors, such as menadione [302], ozone [304], 

or tBHP has been reported for different cell types and tissues. 

 

In most studies the increase of the GSH/GSSG ratio is considered as an “indicator of oxidative 

stress” ([305],[303]). Besides a correlation between an increased cellular GSH efflux and the 

progression of apoptosis has been reported [306]. Coming from that perspective, the assay results 

suggest a protective effect of GP and AA against tBHP induced effects in HaCaT cells.  

 

Exhibition of mouse skin tissue to UV-A radiation has similar effects on the intracellular GSH/GSSG 

pool as the treatment with tBHP [303]. However, the effects witnessed in mouse skin cells could 

be diminished by quercitrin (glycosylated form of quercetin), while this plant compound failed to 
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show any protective effect on the GSH/GSSG pool in our experimental setting. This demonstrates 

that the protective effects described for any substance is not only tissue specific but also stimulus 

dependent. In this case, it demonstrates that quercetin cannot per se reduce the decrease of the 

GSH/GSSG ratio in skin cells, but specifically does this upon UV-A stimulation. 

 

Alterations of the intracellular GSH/GSSG ratio can have multiple causes: the inhibited 

biosynthesis of GSH [307], the increased oxidation of GSH [308], the inhibition of GSSG reduction 

[309], the increased binding of GSH to proteins (signaling) or xenobiotic substrates 

(detoxification), the increased efflux of GSH from the cell [305], or the increased efflux of GSSG 

from cell compartments [309].  

 

In this case, the different GSH/GSSG ratios are caused by a variation in the cellular GSH content as 

well as variations in the GSSG content. Looking at the individual fluorescence values measured for 

GSH (total GSH−GSSG) and GSSG, cells treated with trolox, rutin or GP extract showed a slight 

increase of intracellular GSH that was couplet to a decrease in GSSG. Cells treated with CA, EGCG, 

kaempferol (K) or 50 µM tBHP had higher GSH content but also slightly increased GSSG in 

comparison to the control cells. Cells treated with quercetin or AA exhibited lower GSH values but 

the corresponding GSSG values were also lower than in the control cells. A reduction of GSH 

coupled to an increased GSSG concentration in comparison to the control was detected in cells 

incubated with FA and untreated cells stimulated with 100 or 200 µM tBHP. 

 

The great variability in the GSH/GSSG ratios detected in these assays are contradictory to 

GSH/GSSG ratios obtained with genetically encoded sensors that are in the range of 50000 to 1. 

The ratios measured with genetically encoded sensors indicate that the intracellular 

concentration of GSSG is much smaller than assessed with the described assay. The observation is 

supported by LC–MS (liquid chromatography–mass spectroscopy) analysis of GSH and GSSG 

concentration in HaCaT cells, where the GSSG content was always below the detection limit (0.1 

µM) [310]. Furthermore, it has been proposed that the cell actively prevents the accumulation of 

GSSG either by reducing it or by excretion from the cell/cell compartment [309]. Therefore, the 

GSH/GSSG ratio would always remain constant in the cell. The reduced GSH/GSSG ratios upon cell 

stimulation, as demonstrated by our data and reported before in the literature [224], [302], [304], 

[311], are not in agreement with this statement. Either, the changes must be due to biased results 

from sample preparation or from the detection method. One possible explanation would be that 

the assays sensitivity to distinguish accurately GSH from GSSG is not sufficient for the small 

amounts of GSSG expected in a cell. In this case, reduction of the total GSH pool can be 

misinterpreted as a decrease in the measured ratio. Another explanation would be that working 
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in oxygen containing atmosphere causes oxidation of GSH after cell lysis. In any case, three major 

limitations of the presented GSH/GSSG assay need to be considered:  

i. Cell lysis might cause some oxidation of GSH during sample preparation. This can lead to 

an overestimation of intracellular GSSG.  

ii. The assay is conceptualized as an end-point assay. The snapshot of the current state 

cannot reflect dynamic cellular processes that regulate the intracellular GSH/GSSG ratio, 

like the efflux of GSH [305]. 

iii. The assay does not detect the amount of GSH bound to proteins (glutathionylation). 

Considering this, we treat the results of the assay only as indicative values for the comparison of 

treatments. 

 

4.3.2.3. Effects on intracellular GSH content 

In a second approach to assess the intracellular GSH pool we quantified the amount of total GSH 

(GSH/GSSG) in HaCaT cells incubated with the different plant compounds and additional 

stimulation with 100 µM tBHP. From the absorption values of a dilution series of GSH a standard 

curve was obtained. The plotted data was fitted to a non-linear function 

f(x)=(a−d)/(1+((x/c)b))+d with a=0.00630, b=1.31085, c=12.9516, d=2.07567 (xmgrace 

software, figure 41 A) to calculate the GSH concentration in the corresponding samples. The 

function reached a plateau at 100 µM GSH. The measured absorption values of the samples were 

all in the linear part of the function. Therefore, we could determine the GSH concentration/ mg 

Protein. The obtained values are shown in figure 41 B. The highest concentration of GSH was 

determined in the samples of HaCaT cells incubated with CA (13±1.0 nmol/mg protein), followed 

by the control cells (12±1 nmol/mg protein), kaempferol treated cells (11.6±0.5 nmol/mg 

protein) and trolox treated cells (9.4±0.2 nmol/mg protein). The observation that treatment of 

HaCaT cells with trolox does not have a significant impact on the intracellular GSH content is in 

agreement with previously published results [312]. In the samples of cells incubated with rutin, 

EGCG, GP extract and FA the GSH content was significantly lower in comparison to the control cells 

(9.1±0.2, 8±1, 7.7±0.8, 6±2 nmol/mg protein). 
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Figure 41: A) absorbance values measured from samples with known GSH concentration. The black line 

represents the non-linear fitted function f(x)=(a−d)/(1+((x/c)b))+d with a=0.0063, b=1.3109, 

c=12.9516, d=2.0757; B) the GSH concentration/mg Protein calculated from the fitted function for HaCaT 

cells incubated for 24 hours with different plant compounds; data represent the mean of n=3 samples ±SD; 

* mark a significant difference to the control (ANOVA, Bonferroni correction, p<0.05) 

The values of intracellular GSH concentrations per mg protein reported in the literature are tissue 

specific. However, the measured values correspond to concentrations reported before in HaCaT 

cells [310]. Taking the sample size into account the presented data need to be supported by 

further experiments. 

Data from the GSH/GSSG assay suggested that GP extract and rutin diminished the effect of tBHP 

treatment on the ratio within HaCaT cells. The detected changes in the ratio were not only due to 

the increase of GSSG within the cells, but also caused by a change in the GSH concentration. The 

two assays correspond on the results that FA treatment decreased the amount of GSH in the cells. 

However, results from the assay suggest that incubation of the cells with GP extract, rutin, or EGCG 

increased the amount of GSH in the cells, which is contradictory to the data of this assay. An 

explanation for this discrepancy might be the risk of reducing intracellular GSH during cell lysis 

in the GSH/GSSG assay (see chapter 4.3.2.2.). 

4.3.2.4. Effects on mitochondrial ROS concentration 

As mentioned in the introduction the use of genetically encoded sensors for the determination of 

intracellular redox parameters has the advantage that measurements can be performed without 

cell lysis. In C6 glioma cells the H2O2 concentration at the mitochondria upon stimulation with 

different concentrations of external H2O2 (5 to 50 µM) was measured via the fluorescence signal 

of the encoded mitoHyPer sensor normalized to the cell number. The studies were performed on 

C6 glioma tafazzin knock out cells (TAZ) as well as on the corresponding wild-type (WT) cells. 
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As mentioned before tafazzin is a mitochondrial acyltransferase [299]. As such, tafazzin is 

essential in adapting CL composition to the cellular environment [313] (e.g. changes in the lipid 

environment [300]). Tafazzin knock out in C6 glioma cells affects the mitochondrial energy 

metabolism and decreased their proliferation rate, as demonstrated in this work (see chapter 

4.3.2.1.) in concordance with previous studies [300].   

In TAZ cells the basal level of H2O2 was higher than in the corresponding WT cells (1.3 times higher 

fluorescence ratio). Elevated mitochondrial ROS levels have been reported before in TAZ 

knockdown cells [314], [315]. One hypothesis is that TAZ knock-down prevents the proper 

organization of the mitochondrial respiratory chain components in supramolecular assemblies 

(respiratory supercomplexes)[316]. The absence of supercomplexes enhances the production of 

superoxide and diminishes the energy production rate from mitochondria, because electron 

transfer becomes less efficient [317]. 

The observed elevated H2O2 levels slightly increased in TAZ cells upon stimulation with 

extracellular H2O2 but reached a plateau after stimulation with 20 µM H2O2 at 1.3-fold increase of 

the fluorescence signal. Further increase of external H2O2 was not translated into higher H2O2 

levels measured at the mitochondria. In comparison stimulation of the WT cells let to an increase 

up to 1.4 times of the initial fluorescence signal at 30 µM external H2O2 (figure 42 B+E) Since the 

basal level of H2O2 measured in WT cells is lower, the dynamic window of the intracellular H2O2 

concentrations is wider in these cells.  

Incubation of WT cells with kaempferol, trolox, CA and FA let to a decrease of basal mitochondrial 

H2O2 levels in comparison to the control. This could also be observed upon stimulation with H2O2 

(figure 36 A). The reduction was most pronounced in cells incubated with trolox and kaempferol. 

Incubation with FA and CA had similar effects on unstimulated cells and on cells treated with 15 

µM H2O2. At higher H2O2 stimulation (50 µM) the substances were less effective to reduce 

mitochondrial ROS levels (figure 42 C). Quercetin failed to have any significant effect on the 

intracellular concentrations measured. Incubation of the cells with GP extract reduced the H2O2 

concentration at 60 µg/mL but failed to do so at lower concentrations (30 µg/mL). 

Incubation of TAZ cells with kaempferol, trolox or GP extract (30 and 60 µg/mL) reduced the basal 

level of mitochondrial H2O2 in the cells. At 15 µM external H2O2 stimulus cell incubated with these 

substances as well as with quercetin exhibited still significantly lower values as control cells. At 

higher external H2O2 concentrations (50 µM) only kaempferol, trolox and FA incubated cells had 

significantly lower mitochondrial levels than the control cells (figure 42 D–F).  

From all the plant compounds quercetin exhibited the lowest activity of reducing the intracellular 

H2O2 levels. The explanation might be the specific effects on the investigated cell line. Studies on 
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cancer cells suggest that the polyphenol possesses mitochondria-targeted anticancer drug 

(mitocan) properties [318]. Further, quercetin might promote cell survival or death in a cell type- 

and metabolism-specific manner. For example, by exerting anti-inflammatory activities in 

neurons, while inducing oxidative, kinase- and cell cycle-inhibitory, apoptosis-inducing effects in 

cancer cells [319]. Since, the investigated cell line is a cancer cell line (glioma), while HaCaT cells 

are spontaneously immortalized cells derived from healthy keratinocytes, it is plausible that the 

cells might react differently to the plant compound. 

The average reduction of mitochondrial H2O2 reduction by the plant compounds was less 

pronounced in the TAZ cells than in WT cells. Especially at high exogenous H2O2 concentrations, 

most substances failed to induce a significant change. One possible explanation might be that the 

increased basal H2O2 levels measured in TAZ cells could inhibit the cells to cope with excessive 

loads of extracellular H2O2. In this case, supplementation with H2O2 reducing compounds fails to 

compensate the harmful effects. The observation that the variability of intracellular H2O2 

concentrations in TAZ cells is reduced in comparison to WT cell indicate that the phenotype of the 

TAZ knock out is not per-se characterized by elevated intracellular H2O2 levels. It is rather a lack 

to adapt to external stimuli that characterize the cells at high external H2O2 levels. 
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Figure 42: Mitochondrial H2O2 concentration measured in mitoHyPer expressing C6 glioma cells. The 

fluorescence ratios (485 to 390 nm), an indicator of H2O2 production, are shown normalized to the ratio of 

untreated cells in wild type cells (WT, A-C) and tafazzin knock-out cells (TAZ, D-F). Cells were grown with 

different plant compounds (A, D) and different concentrations of GP extract (30 or 60 µg/mL; B, D) for 24 

hours before stimulation with 0 to 50 µM H2O2 directly before measurement of the fluorescence signal. The 

reduction of H2O2 in the cells incubated with the plant compounds in comparison to untreated cells are 

shown in C and F. Data represent the mean of n≥4 samples ±SEM. Significant differences to the 

corresponding control are marked with * (ANOVA, Bonferroni correction, p<0.05). 
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The data presented demonstrate that trolox significantly decreases mitochondrial H2O2 

concentration. Data presented in chapter 4.3.2.1. demonstrate the effects of trolox in H2O2 

stimulated C6 glioma cells on the cell proliferation. The reduction of H2O2 at the mitochondria 

might be an explanation for the increased proliferation of trolox treated cells. This phenomenon 

is especially interesting for the TAZ cells, because they exhibit a weaker proliferation compared 

to the WT cells [300]. Studies on TAZ knock-down cardiac myocytes demonstrated that treatment 

with mito-Tempo could normalize mitochondrial ROS production and cellular ATP levels along 

with other cellular dysfunctions [314]. Supplementation with mitochondrial ROS decreasing 

compounds might therefore be an approach to counteract TAZ dysfunction symptoms. Though 

the average benefit from the incubation with the plant compounds was lower for TAZ cells 

compared to the WT cells, treatment with substances reducing the H2O2 concentration at the 

mitochondria might beneficially influence proliferation of the cells. However, it is unlikely that 

supplementation with these substances can totally diminish the effects of TAZ knock-out, because 

studies indicate that tafazzin might also have a direct role in cell cycle control [300], [301]. 

4.3.2.5. Effects on extracellular metabolome 

We evaluated the extracellular metabolome of HaCaT cells and C6 glioma cells (WT and TAZ) after 

24 hours growth with the plant substances or GP extract. The measured metabolite 

concentrations divided by the initial concentration in the cell media yielded the fold change over 

24 hours incubation. Since the plant substances affected the cell proliferation (see chapter 

4.3.2.1.), the values were normalized to the cell number n.  

HaCaT cells were cultivated in RPMI medium (see methods). The RPMI medium contains the 

amino acids histidine, tyrosine, hydroxyl-proline, threonine, oxo-proline, serine, glycine, cysteine, 

phenylalanine, lysine, asparagine, aspartate, methionine, glutamine, glutamate, isoleucine, valine 

and leucine. All of those amino acids serve as nutrients to the cells. Their concentration does 

therefore decrease over time. The same is observed for myo-inositol and glucose. On the other 

hand, the amount of the amino acids ornithine and alanine, which were initially not present in the 

medium, increased. The metabolites formiate, fumarate, fructose, pyruvate, 2-oxoglutarate, 

choline and lactate increased. In comparison to the control, the decrease of cysteine and glucose 

in the media was more pronounced in the cells treated with the different plant compounds. The 

increase of lactate and pyruvate was higher in the control cells. Comparing the different plant 

compound treatments with each other showed significant differences between kaempferol 
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treated cells and EGCG treated cells, where the metabolic profile of EGCG treated cells was closest 

to the control cells (one-way ANOVA, p<0.05, figure 43).  

 

Figure 43: Extracellular metabolites measured in the medium of HaCaT cells. The absolute metabolite 
concentration (c) was divided by the initial concentration contained in the cell media (c0). The illustrated 
heat maps show the Log2 fold change of the metabolites normalized to the cell number (n) and the control 
treatment with rising concentrations in red and with decreasing concentrations in blue. The heat map 
illustrates data from HaCaT cells incubated with different plant substances for 24 hours with additional 
tBHP stimulation (100 µM for 2 hours).  

A principle component analysis (PCA) on the normalized metabolites data revealed a distinction 

of kaempferol treated cells from the other cell samples by the first component, which contributes 

with 74.6% to the differences in variance found in the data set. 

In the extracellular metabolome of HaCaT cells treated with 30, 60 and 120 µg/mL GP extract 

ornithine, alanine, formiate, pyruvate, choline and lactate increased. However, the increase of 

fumarate and 2-oxoglutarate was less pronounced. In comparison to the control the concentration 

of methionine did not increase to the same extent in the GP treated cell samples (figure 44). 

However, in general the metabolite concentrations from GP treated HaCaT cells did not differ 

much from untreated cells. The concentration of fumarate slightly decreases in control and GP 

treated cells, while a slight increase was detected in HaCaT cells treated with the different plant 

compounds.  
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Figure 44: Extracellular metabolite concentrations in the medium of HaCaT cells treated with 0 (control), 

30, 60 or 120 µg/mL GP (24 h). Data are presented as described in figure 43. The heat map illustrates the 

mean of n≥3 replicates. 

Taking the results together, the extracellular metabolome reflects the expected outcome of HaCaT 

cells depending on glucose for energy generation producing lactate in the process. The slight 

increase of glucose consumption and lactate production in the HaCaT cells treated with the plant 

compounds might be an indicator for the beneficial impact of those substances on the metabolic 

activity of the cells. This assumption is in concordance with the data of the WST-8 assay on HaCaT 

cells presented in chapter 4.3.2.1. 

C6 glioma WT and TAZ cells were cultivated in DMEM medium. In contrast to RPMI the cell 

medium does not contain glutamate, GSH, oxoproline or hydroxyproline. However, DMEM 

contains most of the other amino acids in higher concentrations. This can explain why the changes 

detected in the medium after 24 hours growth are not as pronounced as demonstrated before for 

the HaCaT cells. The highest increase after 24 hours was detected for lactate and alanine, which is 

in concordance with the changes detected in the medium of HaCaT cells. Further, an increase in 

fumarate was detected in the extracellular metabolite of glioma cells, which was more pronounced 

than for HaCaT cells. Glucose and cysteine levels did not decrease to the same extent in the 

medium of the glioma cells as seen for HaCaT cells (figure 45). One possible explanation could be 

the higher proliferation rate of HaCaT cells that entails higher metabolic activity. 

Comparison of WT and TAZ cells revealed significant differences in the extracellular concentration 

of formiate, histidine, fructose, oxoproline, cysteine and succinate. The concentration of glucose 
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was significantly different in WT cells treated with GP in comparison to the untreated control 

(one-way ANOVA, p<0.05). 

 

Figure 45: Concentration of extracellular metabolites measured in the medium of C6 WT and TAZ glioma 

cells. Cells were grown for 24 hours with 0, 30, 60 or 120 µg/mL GP extract. Data are presented as described 

in figure 43. 

4.4. Comparison of the electrochemical assay with intracellular parameters 

As mentioned before the direct evaluation of the plant substances in cell culture experiments with 

the electrochemical assay were not conclusive. However, we compared the results for the different 

redox parameters (proliferation under tBHP/H2O2 stimulation, GSH/GSSG ratio, protein bound 

GSH, mitochondrial ROS concentration) we obtained for C6 glioma and HaCaT cells with the in-

vitro measurements of the electrochemical assay. 

The effects of the individual plant substances on cellular parameters were very heterogeneous 

(table 7). In HaCaT cells only the effects on metabolic activity, determined with the WST-8 assay, 

and the cell proliferation were correlated to each other (see section 4.3.2.1.). The effects on 

GSH/GSSG ratio and on total GSH are not directly connected to each other. The heterogeneity of 

the effects of the plant substances on cellular parameters demonstrate the problems associated 

with correlating the observed effects to one property of the substance (in this case the radical 

scavenging activity in-vitro). 
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Table 7: Effects of the individual plant compounds on different cellular parameters in HaCaT cells and C6 

glioma cells. 

 GSH/GSSG GSH total HyPer Proliferation 

(WST-8) 

Cell line HaCaT (tBHP 

stimulated cells) 

HaCaT C6 glioma WT C6 glioma TAZ HaCaT 

AA Increase No data No data No data Increase 

CA No effect No effect Reduction H2O2 No effect Increase 

FA No effect Reduction GSH Reduction H2O2 Reduction H2O2 No effect 

EGCG No effect Reduction GSH No data No data Decrease 

Kaempferol No effect No effect Reduction H2O2 Reduction H2O2 Decrease 

Rutin No effect Reduction GSH No data No data No effect 

trolox No effect No effect Reduction H2O2 Reduction H2O2 No effect 

Quercetin No effect No data No effect Reduction H2O2 No effect 

GP extract Increase (60, 120 

µg/mL) 

No data Reduction H2O2 

(60 µg/mL) 

Reduction H2O2 

(30, 60 µg/mL) 

Increase 

 

The electrochemical assay assesses the capacity of the substances to scavenge ROS (preferentially 

hydroxyl radicals) in the aqueous phase. However, various pathways can affect the intracellular 

parameters.  

The cell experiments were designed in such way that the plant substances containing media was 

washed of before the cell assays. However, it is still possible that some compounds remained 

attached to the cell membrane and executed its action in this manner, e.g. by reducing the load of 

ROS that interacted with the cell. In this case, the direct ROS scavenging activity of the plant 

compound would be relevant. Assuming the washing steps removed most of the plant substances, 

the first barrier for them to induce some effects is to cross the cell membrane either directly or by 

activation of membrane receptors (induction of intracellular pathways). 

The knowledge on the cellular uptake mechanisms for the investigated plant compounds is 

heterogeneous. AA can enter cells both in its reduced and oxidized form (ascorbate or 

dehydroascorbate), utilizing respectively sodium-dependent transporters (SVCT) or glucose 

transporters (GLUT) [68].  We assume that AA is adsorbed by C6 glioma as well as by HaCaT cells.  

Studies on the protective effects of CA and FA on UV-A induced damage in HaCaT cells reported 

intracellular effects of the substances that presuppose their cellular uptake [320], [321]. Further, 
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transcriptional studies in HaCaT cells demonstrated the intracellular effects of kaempferol [322]. 

Intracellular effects were also reported for EGCG[323], rutin, quercetin [324] and trolox [312] in 

the HaCaT cell line.  

A study on human colon adenocarcinoma cells (HT-29) demonstrated that CA is absorbed, 

isomerized, and metabolized by those cells and that the substance can be found within the cells 

after 72 hours incubation, while derivates of CA were detected already after 1 hour in the cells 

[325]. It is very likely that the absorbance rates of the investigated plant substances varied in the 

different cell lines in a comparable manner. For all of the plant compounds investigated in this 

work cellular effects have been demonstrated before in other published work. We therefore 

assume, that in general a cellular uptake of the substances by eukaryotic cells is possible. 

However, as demonstrated for CA and FA in HepG2 cells [326], the uptake rate might differ. 
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5. Conclusion and outlook 

In summary, we could optimize the pretreatment of polycrystalline gold electrodes for repetitive 

cycles of SAM formation and removal via oxygen radicals. We could provide some inside on the 

effects of the oxygen radical treatment on the SAM as well as on the underlying gold surface. The 

defects induced to the SAM by low oxygen radical concentrations were investigated with different 

techniques and demonstrated the minor impact on the formed SAM structure that were still 

detectable with DPV measurements. Our results demonstrate the different sensitivity of the SAM 

modified sensor electrode towards H2O2, −

2
O · and OH−, making it an attractive tool for the 

evaluation of biologically relevant ROS.  

The evaluation of different plant compounds with the electrochemical assay demonstrates its 

ability to assess the antioxidant activity of different secondary plant metabolite classes as well as 

of more complex plant extracts. Comparison of the results with established antioxidant assays 

showed some differences in the obtained ranking for the individual substances. The inter-assay 

variations between established assays demonstrate the impact of experimental parameters on the 

obtained results. 

Measurements of extracellular ROS from different cell lines verified that physiologically high ROS 

concentrations could be detected with the electrochemical assay, as proposed previously [3]. 

However, due to the minor changes induced by cellular ROS the additional effects from plant 

substances were below the detection limit of the assay. Therefore, we conclude that the 

electrochemical assay is not sensitive enough to directly measure extracellular redox changes 

induced by the plant substances. 

Additional studies on the effects of the plant substances on intracellular redox parameters could 

not always verify the antioxidant activity demonstrated in-vitro. However, it could be shown that 

the plant substances have an impact on certain cell parameters in different cell lines. To verify 

these observations repetition of the experiments with higher sample sizes are required. From the 

results, we conclude that intracellular antioxidant activities are concentration and cell line 

dependent and are not purely assessable from in-vitro measurements. The observed intracellular 

effects can not necessarily linked to the antioxidant activity observed in-vitro. 

As a future perspective for the direct comparison of the intracellular and extracellular antioxidant 

activity of a substance e.g. with an electrochemical assay, the experimental setting should be more 

specific. That could be achieved by limiting the investigated antioxidant properties to one target 

site, like the cell membrane. 
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